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Editor’s note

Along with the flourishing development of information science, the Internet has realized the intercon-

nections among the ubiquitous entities in the cyber space. It brings the unceasing expansion of the

interactive data, information, knowledge, and services. The frontier information science is expected to

imitate the heuristic intelligence, including human cognition (e.g. attention, emotion, and wisdom) and

natural attributes (e.g., dynamics, and self-adaptability), to promote the evolution of the information

techniques. Accordingly, Cybermatics (i.e., cyberscienceand technology) emerges as an interdisciplinary

involving three main aspects: the Internet of Things (IoT), cyber, physical and social computing, and

green computing and communications.

Cybermatics is to address the scientific and engineeringtopics referring to Cyber philosophy, science,

technology, sociology and more. For example, one character of Cybermatics, ubiquitous connections,

includes physical perceptions, cyber interactions, and social correlations, and achieves the convergence of

the cyber-physical-social spaces. Currently, the Cybermatics is still in its initial stage, and some related

programs and supporting technologies (e.g., the brain activity map project (BAM), brain informatics

(BI), human body communication (HBC), collective intelligence) have been launched. It is predicted

that the Cybermatics will bring more open topics and challenges for research communities.

The special focus on advanced science and technology for future Cybermatics contains some selected

papers from the proceedings of the 2013 IEEE International Conference on Green Computing and Com-

munications and IEEE Internet of Things and IEEE Cyber, Physical and Social Computing (GreenCom-

iThings-CPSCom 2013). The scope of the topic covers system architecture, infrastructures, network

protocols, and communications. Cutting-edge researches and innovative solutions are presented to reflect

the key advances and state-of-the-art on the Cybermatics.

The guest editors express sincere thanks to numerous reviewers for the constructive contributions and

efforts. We also gratefully acknowledge the SCIENCE CHINA-Information Sciences Editorial Office for

all the precious supports through the whole process of this special focus.
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Abstract In recent years, Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) is gaining momentum in

Internet of Things (IoT). It has been widely used in chatting, message exchanging and unique addressing. As

a matter of course, it raises an interesting issue: how to formally test the conformance and performance of

XMPP in IoT environment. While conformance testing of communicating protocols is a functional test that

verifies whether the behaviors of the protocol satisfy defined requirements, performance testing is a qualitative

and quantitative test that aims at checking whether the performance requirements of the protocol are satisfied

under certain conditions. In this paper, we present a logic-based passive testing approach that can test both

the conformance and the performance of XMPP protocol through real execution traces and formally specified

properties. To evaluate and assess our methodology, we present a developed prototype and the experiments

with a set of XMPP properties. Finally, the relevant verdicts and conclusions are provided.

Keywords Internet of Things, passive testing, formal methods, XMPP

Citation Che X, Maag S. Testing protocols in Internet of Things by a formal passive technique. Sci China Inf
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1 Introduction

In recent years, Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) [1] has gained more attention

as a communication protocol in Internet of Things (IoT), which is a standardized protocol by Internet

Engineering Task Force (IETF) and well established in the Internet. XMPP is available for commonly

used programming languages and device platforms. Several studies have investigated the potentialities

of applying XMPP in IoT [2–4]. With the tendency that XMPP is more and more widely used in many

aspects of IoT, the problem of formally testing this protocol in a wireless environment is coming out in

the wash.

Some works have tried to test the XMPP protocol under different conditions [5,6]. However, they either

simply evaluate the protocol performance or only test several conformance issues. It is worthwhile to

note that conformance and performance testing are often associated within the protocol testing process.

They are mainly applied to validate or verify the scalability and reliability of the system. Many benefits

can be brought to the testing process if both inherit from the same approach. Besides, very few works

have tried to formalize the performance requirements which are mandatory for accurately testing the

performance of protocols.

∗Corresponding author (email: xiaoping.che@telecom-sudparis.eu)
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Our main objective is then to propose a passive distributed testing approach, for testing both the

conformance and the performance of XMPP under IoT environment, based on our formal testing technique

[7]. Although some crucial works have been done in similar testing area [8], the authors study runtime

verification of properties expressed either in linear-time temporal logic or in timed linear-time temporal

logic. Different from their work focusing on testing functional properties based on formal models, our

work concentrates on formally testing functional and nonfunctional properties without formal models.

Also note that, our work is absorbed in the performance testing, not in performance evaluation. While

performance evaluation of network protocols focuses on the evaluation of its performance, performance

testing approaches aim at testing performance requirements that are expected in the protocol standard.

In this work, we first define a formalism to specify conformance and performance requirements of XMPP

represented as formulas tested on real protocol traces. And then, since several protocol requirements need

to be tested on different wireless entities, we design a distributed framework for testing our approach on

runtime wireless network execution traces.

Our paper’s primary contributions are as follows:

• A formal approach is proposed for formally specifying conformance and performance requirements

of XMPP.

• A convergence of testing conformance and performance together with the same approach.

• A distributed testing framework is designed for testing XMPP services in IoT environment.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a short review of the related works

is provided. In Section 3, a brief description of the syntax and semantics used to describe the tested

properties is presented. In Section 4, our framework has been implemented and relevant experiments

are depicted in Section 5. It has been performed through a real framework to test XMPP properties.

The distributed architecture allows to assess our approach efficiently. Finally, we conclude and provide

interesting perspectives in Section 6.

2 Related work

As mentioned in the Introduction, several related works are briefly introduced here. In [3], the authors

propose a solution to unify the world of sensors and actuators with the Internet through the use of XMPP

while omitting application protocol gateways and protocol translators at the same time. Their works have

mapped out a grand blueprint for using XMPP in IoT. It is promising and gets our attention on searching

a formal way to test the XMPP under IoT environment.

In [9], the author makes a good survey on testing functional requirements of XMPP protocols using unit

testing. In his quest to create beautiful tests for checking XMPP protocol implementations, he started

out by testing simple request response protocols at the lowest level: the data sent over the network

stream. And then he abstracted out the protocol to a higher level up to the point where the tests used

only high-level data structures. By testing protocol behavior on a high level, he was able to write tests

for more complex protocols without compromising the clarity of the tests. Finally, he was able to test

the system in its entirety by running small test programs regularly. In the text, he mentioned that it

is very important to test an XMPP application on the real network and performance testing is quite

crucial in the world of XMPP servers; there is still a lot of beauty in testing waiting to be discovered. His

work inspired us on testing not only the functional requirements but also the nonfunctional requirements

of XMPP application on the real network. Different from his work on testing functional requirements,

we are focusing on testing both functional (conformance) and nonfunctional (performance) requirements

of XMPP applications. Besides, we provide a formalism to better formally address these requirements

which he did not tackle in his work.

Some researchers also have the same interests. In [6], the authors present RobusTest, a framework

for testing robustness properties of a system with current focus on timing issues. In their framework,

the expected robust behavior of the system is formulated as properties and the properties are then used

to automatically generate robustness test cases and assess the results. Finally, an implementation of

RobusTest in Java is presented together with results from testing different, open-source implementations
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of the XMPP instant messaging protocol. Similarly to our work, they are trying to formalize the re-

quirement into properties, and then test them through the implementation. Different from their work,

since we are using passive testing technique, our method does not require modeling the system. In other

words, our approach still works well even if the implementation cannot be interrupted or accessed. Also,

the data values of messages and performance requirements are formalized and tested in our work.

Likewise, there is another similar work in XMPP testing [10]. The authors propose an alternative

formalism for specifying asynchronous behavior based on temporal relations, designed to support more

declarative and modular specifications. They illustrate the formalism by specifying parts of a simplified

instant messaging server and show that it can handle timing uncertainty very simply. Finally, they

have implemented the formalism as part of Quviq QuickCheck, a commercial specification-based testing

tool, and they describe its application to testing ejabberd, the leading instant messaging server based

on the open XMPP protocol. In their work, they avoid the situation that state machine specifications

become very complex when variable event order, timing constraints, and timing uncertainties must all be

captured. Our approach can avoid this problem as well, because our formalism is based on temporal logic

which is quite similar to temporal relation. Meanwhile, the horn logic-based formalism in our approach

can provide a better tester-friendly environment for writing test cases. Also, our approach has been

successfully applied in a real IoT environment to prove its accuracy and efficiency.

On the other hand, some researchers also show their interests on tackling the performance issues

of XMPP. In [5], the authors show how XMPP can be used to overcome the problems of real-time

communication and uni/multicasting on the Web. They carry out a study to assess the performance

of three different communication techniques, including XMPP over HTML5 Web-socket, in a local area

network to determine which technique is best suited for using the protocol on the Web. Rather than their

work focusing on performance evaluation, our work concentrates on performance testing. We provide a

formalism to formalize the specific performance requirements and formally test them through the IUT.

In summary, we propose a formal approach for formally specifying both conformance and performance

requirements of XMPP. It brings the convergence of testing conformance and performance together with

the same approach. Our approach can avoid the common state space explosion problem when specifying

complex requirements, it can work perfectly when the IUT cannot be modeled, and it can provide a

tester-friendly platform for testers to formally test XMPP implementations.

3 Formal methods

3.1 Basics

A communication protocol message is a collection of multiple data domains. In our previous works [7,11],

data domains are defined either as atomic or compound, i.e., they are composed of multiple elements

(e.g., a URI XMPP: name@domain.org). An atomic domain is defined as a set of numeric or string

values. A compound domain is defined as follows.

Definition 1. A compound value v of length n > 0 is defined by the set of pairs {(li, vi) | li ∈ L∧ vi ∈

Di ∪ {ε}, i = 1, . . . , n}, where L = {l1, . . . , ln} is a predefined set of labels and Di are data domains.

A compound domain is then the set of all values with the same set of labels and domains defined as

〈L,D1, . . . , Dk〉.

Once given a network protocol P , a compound domainMp can generally be defined by the set of labels

and data domains derived from the message format defined in the protocol requirements. A message of

a protocol P is any element m ∈ Mp. For adapting our approach to considering time constraints in the

tested protocol properties, we add a real number tm ∈ R
+ which represents the time when the message

m is received or sent by the monitored entity.

Example 1. A possible message m for the XMPP protocol specified using the previous definition is

m = 〈iq from = “juliet@example.com”, id = “hf61v3n7”, type = “get”〉
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〈query xmlns = “jabber : iq : roster”/〉

〈/iq〉

〈time = “65933.52”/〉,

representing a “get” roster request from juliet@example.com.

According to Definition 1, for referencing elements inside a compound value, the syntax v.l1, l2, . . . , ln
can be used, where v is a compound value and li are labels. In the previous example, m.iq.id references

the value associated with the label id (the value hf61v3n7). If the reference does not exist, it is associated

with ε.

A trace is a sequence of messages of the same domain containing the interactions of an entity of a

network, called the point of observation (P.O), with one or more peers during an indeterminate period

of time.

3.2 Syntax and semantics of our formalism

In [7], we defined a syntax based on Horn clauses to express properties that are checked on extracted

traces. We briefly describe it in the following. Formulas in this logic can be defined with the introduction

of terms and atoms as follows.

Definition 2. A term is defined in Backus-Naur Form (BNF) as term ::= c | x | x.l.l · · · l, where c is a

constant in some domain, x is a variable, l represents a label, and x.l.l · · · l is called a selector variable.

Example 2. Let us consider the following message:

m = 〈iq id = “hf61v3n7”, to = “juliet@example.com”, type = “result”〉

〈query xmlns = “jabber : iq : roster”〉

〈item jid = “romeo@example.com”, name = “Romeo”, subscription = “both”〉

〈/item〉

〈/query〉

〈/iq〉

〈time = “67425.17”/〉.

In this message, the value “romeo@example.com” of jid inside item can be represented bym.iq.query.item.

jid using the selector variable.

Definition 3. A substitution is a finite set of bindings θ = {x1/term1, . . . , xk/termk}, where each termi

is a term and xi is a variable such that xi 6= termi and xi 6= (term, . . . , term)xj if i 6= j.

Definition 4. An atom is defined as

A ::= p

k
︷ ︸︸ ︷

(term, . . . , term) | term = term | term 6= term | term < term | term + term = term,

where p(term, . . . , term) is a predicate of label p and arity k. The timed atom is a particular atom defined

as p

k
︷ ︸︸ ︷

(termt, . . . , termt), where termt ∈ T .

Example 3. Let us consider the message m of Example 2; a time constraint on m can be defined as

“m.time = 67425.17”. Using this definition, requirements relevant to timing aspects can be formalized

to atoms.

The relations between terms and atoms are stated by the definition of clauses. A clause is an expression

of the form

A0 ← A1 ∧ · · · ∧ An,

where A0 is the head of the clause and A1 ∧ · · · ∧ An its body; Ai being atoms.
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Table 1 Truth table for formulas and ⋆ operator

ϕ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ? ? ?

ψ ⊤ ⊥ ? ⊤ ⊥ ? ⊤ ⊥ ?

(ϕ) ⋆ (ψ) ⊤ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ?

A formula is defined by the following BNF:

φ ::= A1 ∧ · · · ∧ An | φ→ φ | ∀xφ | ∀y>xφ | ∀y<xφ | ∃xφ | ∃y>xφ | ∃y<xφ,

where A1, . . . , An are atoms, n > 1, and x, y are variables.

In our approach, while the variables x and y will be used to formally specify the message of a trace,

the quantifiers commonly define “it exists” (∃) and “for all” (∀). The formula ∀xφ is then equivalent to

the expression “for all messages x in the trace, φ holds”.

The semantics used in our work is related to the traditional Apt-Van Emdem-Kowalsky semantics for

logic programs [12]. Based on the above-described operators and quantifiers, we provide an interpretation

of the formulas to evaluate them to ‘⊤’ (Pass), ‘⊥’ (Fail), or ‘?’ (Inconclusive). Due to the limitation of

pages, the interested reader can have a look at [7] for more details on our semantics.

As mentioned in previous definitions, timing aspects are introduced for performance requirements

testing. We can formalize the performance requirements to formulas using the above-described syntax,

and the truth values {⊤,⊥, ?} will be given to evaluate them. We also note that most of performance

requirements are based on relative conformance requirements.

Example 4. The performance requirement (ϕ) “the GET message response time must be less than

0.5 s” is based on the conformance requirement (ψ) “the IUT does receive a GET response message”.

Once a ‘⊤’ truth value has been given to a performance requirement, correspondingly, a ‘Pass’ verdict

should be returned for both the performance requirement and the relative conformance requirement.

Nevertheless, if a ‘⊥’ or ‘?’ truth value has been returned, we cannot distinguish whether it does not

satisfy the performance requirement or it does not satisfy the relative conformance requirement. For

instance, in Example 4, if a ‘⊥’ has been given to this performance requirement, we cannot distinguish

whether it is due to “The response time is greater than 0.5 s” or “the IUT does not receive a GET

response message”.

Definition 5. The set of performance requirements and relative conformance requirements are defined

using ‘Rp’ and ‘Rc’, respectively, where

Rc = {ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψn}, ψ = {(A1 ∧ A2 ∧ · · · ∧ An) | n ∈ N},

Rp = {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕn}, ϕ = {ψ ∧ (At1 ∧ · · · ∧ Atm) | m ∈ N},

Ati = p(termt, . . . , termt), termt ∈ T.

Due to these issues, we defined a new operator ‘⋆’ for clearly differentiating the nonpositive results.

Since the deviation mentioned above is from the relative conformance requirement, we can simultaneously

evaluate the conformance requirement when we test the performance requirement to obtain the final

verdict. The final result can be represented by the formula (ψ)⋆ (ϕ). The truth table for the combination

is shown in Table 1.

Following the rules in Table 1, the semantics of the ‘⋆’ operator can be formally defined as follows:

comb(ϕ ⋆ ψ) =







⊤, if eval(ϕ, θ, ρ) = ⊤, whereϕ ∈ Rc

and eval(ψ, θ
′

, ρ) = ⊤, whereψ ∈ Rp,

?, if eval(ϕ, θ, ρ) =?, whereϕ ∈ Rc

and eval(ψ, θ
′

, ρ) =?, whereψ ∈ Rp,

⊥, otherwise,

where eval(ϕ, θ, ρ) expresses the evaluation of a formula ϕ on a finite trace ρ by checking if the substitution

θ of the formula has been satisfied.
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Figure 1 Distributed testing architecture.

3.3 Evaluation complexity

Algorithms for evaluation of formulas are provided in [13,14]. The algorithms use recursive procedures

to evaluate formulas, coupled with a modification of Selective Linear Definite-clause (SLD) resolution

algorithm [15] for evaluation of Horn clauses. It is shown that the worst-case time complexity for a

formula with k quantifiers is O(nk) to analyze the full trace, where n is the number of messages in the

trace. Although the complexity seems high, this corresponds to the time to analyze the complete trace,

and not for obtaining individual solutions, which depends on the type of quantifiers used.

For instance, for a property ∀xp(x), individual results are obtained in O(1), and for a property

∀x∃yq(x, y), results are obtained in the worst case in O(n). Finally, it can also be shown that a for-

mula with a ‘→’ operator, where Q are quantifiers,

Q · · ·Q
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k

(Q · · ·Q
︸ ︷︷ ︸

l

(A1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ap)→ Q · · ·Q
︸ ︷︷ ︸

m

(A′
1 ∧ · · · ∧ A

′
q))

has a worst-case time complexity of O(nk+max(l,m)), which has advantages with respect to using formulas

without the ‘→’ operator. For instance, evaluation of the formula ∀x(∃yp(x, y)→ ∃zq(z)) has a complexity

of O(n2), while the formula ∀x∃y∃z(p(x, y) ∧ q(z)) has a complexity of O(n3) in the worst case.

4 Framework of testing

4.1 Framework

Due to the characteristics of IoT, messages are often exchanged through wireless mobile ad hoc networks,

which are required for testing conformance and performance requirements of XMPP distributively. In

this case, we design and use a passive distributed testing architecture for solving it. It is defined based

on the standardized active testing architectures [16] (master slave framework) in which only the P.Os are

implemented.

As depicted in Figure 1, it consists of one global monitor and several subtesters. To capture the

exchanging messages, the subtesters are linked to the clients to be tested. When the traces are captured,

they will be tested through the formalized requirement formulas, and the test results will be sent back to

the global monitor. On the other side, the global monitor is attached to the server (if exists) for collecting

traces from it and receiving statistic results from subtesters. When the collected aggregate
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Figure 2 Synchronization.

results are analyzed, the global monitor can intuitively reflect the real-time conformance and performance

requirement conditions of the protocol during testing processes.

Initially, as Figure 1 shows, the global monitor sends initial bindings (formalized requirement formulas,

testing parameters) to sub testers. When testers receive the information, they will initialize capturing

packets and save the traces to readable files during each time slot. Once the readable files are generated,

testers will test the traces through formalized requirements formulas and send the results back to the

global monitor for analyzing. The testing procedures will keep running until the global monitor returns

a “Stop” command to subtesters.

4.2 Synchronization

Several works on synchronization methods are provided in distributed environment [17]. Currently,

Network Time Protocol (NTP) [18] is the standard for synchronizing clocks on the Internet. Applying

NTP, time is stamped on packet k by the sender i upon transmission to node j (T k
ij). The receiver j

stamps its local time both upon receiving a packet (Rk
ij) and upon retransmitting the packet back to

source (T k
ji). The source i stamps its local time upon receiving the packet back (Rk

ji). Each packet k will

eventually have four time stamps on it T k
ij , R

k
ij , T

k
ji, and R

k
ji. The computed round-trip delay for packet

k is RTTk
ij = (Rk

ij − T
k
ij) + (Rk

ji − T
k
ji). Node i estimates its own clock offset relative to node j’s clock as

(1/2)[(Rk
ij − T

k
ij) + (Rk

ji − T
k
ji)], and the transmission process is shown in Figure 2.

NTP is designed for synchronizing a set of entities in the networks. However, in ad hoc networks, the

reliability of transmissions in the networks cannot be guaranteed, which means the transmission of NTP

synchronizing might be interrupted due to the loss of crucial packet. Besides, since relative timers are

used for all the testers in our framework, the mismatches between these timers would affect the results,

when real-time performance is being analyzed under the influence of network events. For satisfying the

needs, slight modifications have been made to the transmission process.

Rather than exchanging the time stamps 4 times, only two messages with computed time duration

are exchanged in our synchronizing method. First, we choose an existing successful transaction from

the captured traces; since the messages are already tagged with time stamps when captured by the

monitors, the redundant tag actions also can be omitted. As illustrated in Figure 2, the Ts represents

the service time of the server, and T1 represents the time used for receiving a response in the client side.

Benefiting from capturing traces from both server and client sides, the sum (Rk
ij − T

k
ij) + (Rk

ji − T
k
ji) can

be transformed to (Rk
ij −T

k
ji)− (T k

ij−R
k
ji) = T1−Ts. After capturing the traces, two sets of messages are

generated: Setserver = [Reqi,Resi, . . . ,Reqi+n,Resi+n] and Setclient = [Reqj ,Resj , . . . ,Reqj+m,Resj+m |

j 6 i, j +m 6 i+ n]. As we mentioned before, a successful transaction (Reqk,Resk | k 6 j +m) will be

chosen from the Setclient for the synchronization. The time duration T1 of the transaction can be easily

computed and sent to the global monitor with the testing results. Once the chosen transaction sequence

has been found in the Setserver, the time duration Ts can be obtained, and the time offset (1/2)(T1− Ts)

between the global monitor and a subtester can be handled. In the experiments, the average time used

for the synchronization is less than 5 ms, which provides satisfying results for our method.
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Figure 3 Architecture for our testing framework.

5 Experiments

5.1 XMPP based services and Tsung

In recent years, the XMPP protocol has been widely considered to be used in IoT platforms. The XMPP

is an application profile of the Extensible Mark-up Language that enables the near-real-time exchange of

structured yet extensible data between any two or more network entities [1]. The authors of [4] introduce

a service platform based on the XMPP protocol for the development and provision of services for pervasive

infrastructures, their work perfectly illustrates the usages of XMPP in IoT.

XMPP is used for communication in this system. All entities including the services are XMPP clients

which can be identified by a Jabber Identifier (JID) in a system-wide unique manner. XMPP servers are

usually necessary to mediate the communication between XMPP clients.

For the experiments, XMPP traces were obtained from Tsung1). Tsung is a distributed load testing

tool which is protocol independent and can be used to stress Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP),

WebDAV, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), PostgreSQL, MySQL, Lightweight Directory Access

Protocol (LDAP), and XMPP servers. It has the ability to simulate a huge number of simultaneous users

from a single machine. When used on cluster, impressive load can be generated on a server with a modest

cluster, easy to set up and maintain.

5.2 Testing framework

The implementation has been performed using Java and is composed of two main modules, as shown in

Figure 3. The trace processing module receives the raw traces collected from the network exchange and

converts the messages from the input format into a list of messages compatible with the clause definitions.

Although the module can be adapted to multiple input formats, in our experiments, the inputs are XML

files obtained from Tsung traces.

The tester module takes the resulting trace from the trace evaluation along with the formula to test,

and it returns a set of satisfaction results for the formula in the trace, as well as the variable bindings

and the messages involved in the result. The results from the experiments are presented in the following

sections.

5.3 Architectures

In the experiments, we designed a simulation on wireless ad hoc architecture for testing. For ensuring the

accuracy and authenticity of the results, we construct a wireless environment using real laptops. Each

laptop is implemented with a XMPP server and several XMPP clients. This environment can be used to

test the correctness, robustness, and reliability of XMPP protocol under tremendous number of messages.

1) http://tsung.erlang-projects.org/.
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Figure 4 XMPP testing architecture.

The observation points being on the XMPP server and clients are shown in Figure 4. The configuration

of laptops are CPU Intel Core i5-2520M 2.50 GHz, 4GB DDR3; CPU AMD Atholon 64 X2 5200+, 2GB

DDR2; CPU Intel Core2 Duo T6500 2.10 GHz, 2GB DDR2; and CPU Intel Core2 Duo T6500 2.10 GHz,

4GB DDR2.

5.4 Properties

To formally design the properties to be passively tested, we got inspired from the RFC 6120 of XMPP

[1]. We designed several properties for the experiments; for the evaluation of each property, we used a

set of traces containing {500, 1000, 2000, . . . , 64000, 128000} packets to get exhaustive results.

5.4.1 For every Roster-GET request there must be a response

This conformance property can be used for a monitoring purpose, to draw further conclusions from the

results. Due to the issues related to testing on finite traces for finite executions, a fail results can never

be given for this context. However, inconclusive results can be provided and conclusions may be drawn

from further analysis of the results. The property evaluated is as follows:

∀x(request(x) ∧ x.iq.type = “GET”→ ∃y>x(responds(y, x))),

where responds(y, x) only accepts the responses to GET requests. To verify the efficiency of our approach,

we first provide the testing results from a single P.O Client1, as shown in Table 2.

As expected, most traces show only pass results for the property evaluation, but inconclusive results

can also be observed. After analyzing trace 2, the inconclusive verdict is found caused by a missing

response message to GET request; this GET message is at the end of the trace, which could indicate that

the client closed the connection before receiving the response message. The same phenomenon can be

observed on the trace 6. Besides, other inconclusive verdicts in traces 4, 8, and 9 are caused by the real

lost responses to the GET requests in the transportation.

5.4.2 No “Presence” message can be received without a previous subscription

Besides the first property, a more complex conformance property is tested, which can verify that only

users successfully subscribed with the XMPP Server can receive the “Presence” message. It is defined

using our syntax as

∀x(presence(x)→ ∃y<x(∃z>ysubscription(y, z))),
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Table 2 For every Roster-GET request, there must be a response

Trace Number of messages Pass Fail Inconclusive Time (s)

1 500 25 0 0 0.842

2 1000 43 0 1 1.434

3 2000 90 0 0 2.851

4 4000 167 0 5 5.940

5 8000 343 0 0 10.219

6 16000 679 0 1 20.160

7 32000 1328 0 0 39.906

8 64000 2175 0 7 72.489

9 128000 4031 0 12 157.451

Table 3 No “Presence” message can be received without a previous subscription

Trace Number of messages Pass Fail Inconclusive Time (s)

1 500 82 0 0 18.960

2 1000 135 0 0 51.841

3 2000 210 0 1 128.364

4 4000 392 0 0 402.215

5 8000 623 0 0 1179.275

6 16000 1145 0 0 3715.2

7 32000 2176 0 2 11329.2

8 64000 4081 0 1 21880.8

9 128000 8135 0 2 46742.4

where presence(x) and subscription(y, z) are defined as

presence(x)← x.presence! = “Null”,

subscription(y, z)← request(y) ∧ responds(z, y) ∧ y.presence.type

= “subscribe” ∧ z.presence.type = “subscribed”.

Still, we use the same trace collected from Client1 for testing this property. As shown in Table 3,

it can be shown that this property and the framework allow to detect when the tested property holds

on the trace. From the results in Table 3, we can observe that most of the traces satisfy this property.

The inconclusive verdicts in traces 3, 7, 8 and 9 are still caused by the same reasons mentioned in the

first conformance property. Besides, it can be seen that the evaluation of this property is much more

time consuming than the one in Table 2. This is expected given the complexity of the evaluation (n2 for

property 1 and n3 for the current one), which can be improved in our future works.

5.4.3 For every request, the response should be received within 8 s

After testing two functional conformance requirements, a nonfunctional performance property is tested

which can be used for reflecting the current packet-delay condition. The property is evaluated as follows:

∀x(request(x)→ ∃y>x(responds(y, x) ∧ withintime(x, y, 8 s))),

where withintime(x, y, 8 s) will find out the requests responded over the 8 s limitation. However, this

performance requirement ψ is based on the conformance requirement ϕ–“For every request, the response

should be received”, and the evaluation results for (ψ ⋆ ϕ) are shown in Table 4.

From the results in Table 4, the formalized performance requirement can be perfectly tested. Due

to the help of simultaneously testing the relevant conformance requirement, the negative verdicts can

be differentiated. The reported inconclusive verdicts for (ψ ⋆ ϕ) indicate the messages lost during the

transmission, not the messages exceeded time limitation which reported as fail verdicts, like the 2, 37,

and 52 fail verdicts in traces 7, 8, and 9, respectively.
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Table 4 For every request, the response should be received within 8 s

Trace Number of messages
ψ ψ ⋆ ϕ

Time (s)
Pass Fail Incon Pass Fail Incon

1 500 162 0 7 162 0 7 0.745

2 1000 314 0 16 314 0 16 1.213

3 2000 671 0 6 671 0 6 2.472

4 4000 1189 0 24 1189 0 24 4.914

5 8000 2546 0 10 2546 0 10 11.462

6 16000 4397 0 18 4397 0 18 21.650

7 32000 8316 0 32 8316 2 30 40.564

8 64000 15464 0 51 15464 37 14 85.721

9 128000 31981 0 87 31981 52 35 173.163

Figure 5 Testing information on global monitor: each request must be responded with a response.

Figure 6 Testing information on global monitor: for each request, the response should be received within 8 s.

5.4.4 Global monitor

Apart from testing a single client, as we described in the previous sections, each P.O will be tested

through predefined properties. All the results will be aggregated to global monitor for a global view of

the testing information. Figures 5–7 illustrate an example of the aggregated testing information from

four testers. Figures 6 and 7 represent the percentages of “Pass” verdicts on properties “Each request

must be responded with a response” and “For each request, the response should be received within 8 s,”

respectively, and Figure 7 illustrates the results of a performance indicator “Number of requests per
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Figure 7 Testing information on global monitor: number of requests per second.

second”. In this way, the current conformance and performance requirement conditions can be intuitively

reflected to the users.

6 Conclusion

This paper introduces a formal approach to passively test distributed conformance and performance

requirements of IoT protocol implementation. Our approach allows to define the conformance and per-

formance properties that are evaluated on real protocol traces. The evaluation of the property returns a

Pass, Fail, or Inconclusive result derived from the given trace.

To verify and test the approach, we design several XMPP properties to be evaluated by our approach.

Our methodology has been implemented into a distributed framework which provides the possibility to

test individual nodes of a complex network environment. The results from testing several properties on

large traces have been obtained with success. Consequently, building a standardized performance testing

benchmark system for XMPP protocol would be the work we will focus on in future. In that case, the

efficiency and processing capacity of the system when massive subtesters are performed through complex

network situations would be the crucial point we need to handle.
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Abstract As the use of smartphones become popular, people heavily depend on smartphone applications

to deal with their social activities. For this reason, traditional message texting between mobile applications

does not fulfill the versatile requirements of social networking. Many mobile applications use multimodality to

deliver multimedia messages including sticker, voice and photo message, video call, and snap movie to enhance

the communicative capability. However, without face-to-face interaction, people may fail to detect the other

side’s non-verbal social behavior such as fine-grain facial expressions, body movements, or hand gesture. During

social interaction, non-verbal behavior conveys information about the involved individuals and help the speakers

express their social emotion in an implicit way. It is so important for real-world face-to-face interaction but is

often blocked on the mobile telephony. To cope with this problem, we propose an affective computing model

to assist the representation of social emotion and then help the progress of social interaction on the mobile

telephony. In this model, for the purpose of real-time affective analysis, we delegate the computing loading

to the cloud side service and enhance the system’s scalability and availability. The result of this experiment

approves the feasibility of our system design for the applications of social intelligent. Also, the system provides

a research framework of the social intelligent system on the mobile telephony.

Keywords social interaction, social emotion, mobile telephony, sensor fusion, social signal processing
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1 Introduction

Using social intelligent to help people to deal with their social activities has been widely discussed

on the social computing community. To directly analyze social signals automatically from audiovisual

recordings is the most intuitive way to implement social intelligent. Today, mobile phone has become an

important audiovisual media platform to maintain individual social network. It is inevitable that most

social interactions go on the air as the mobile telephony makes it happen. Hence, the need of using

versatile mobile applications (APP) to assist people for their social interaction is imperative.

Capturing the context of social interaction can help APP understand the meaning of social signals

which emits during the social interaction. In the mobile telephony, user location, motion patterns, and

vocal behavior would be used to determine the type of social context in which the user is engaged.
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Practically, user appearance, motion patterns, and vocal behavior would be helpful to determine the type

of individual attitude. Although social context can help intelligent service to understand the behaviors

within the interaction, it still cannot cover the non-verbal behavior. In other words, we face the non-verbal

social behavior blocked problem.

Non-verbal behavior conveys information of the involved individuals and their social attitudes. There

are a number of non-verbal social behavior cues that may be lost during mobile telephone as we cannot

directly view the visual behavior cues. There is not equal understanding of the different social context

which is occurring around the opposite speakers. The remote speaker is not able to identify the body

movements, fine-grain facial expression, and surrounding atmosphere. With mobile telephone, they are

all filtered out. How to maintain the non-verbal cues that are present on face-to-face interactions is

an important topic. There are a number of different cues, such as the physical context, different facial

expressions, body movements, tone of voice, touch, and smell, that need to be represented. In this

article, we view the social emotion expression as an important part of non-verbal social behavior since

social emotion plays a key role in human interaction. Indicated by the research from Xiong et al. [1],

more and more people would like to express their emotion in social network which provides fantastic

chance for individuals to gain and share their insight.

To solve the so-called “social behavior blocked problem”, we propose a sensing fusion model to help

the progress of social interaction. The whole process is a social emotion representation process that will

be explained in a later section. Based on the solution, we can achieve the goal of assisting people to

represent the face-to-face experience on the mobile telephony. For sensing the non-verbal social behavior,

using data fusion is a suitable reduction technique with improved confidence in the system output. In

fact, the choice of common representational format will govern what type of fusion algorithm is used. For

instance, the valence value is a standard for common representational format of emotion. In our work,

we use the valence value to quantify the social emotion intensity.

Using the valence value for measuring emotion intensity, the next step is about how to compute them

in the real time, especially on a tinny mobile device. The solution is using cloud web service like Google

voice search engine does. In general, affective computing needs dedicated sensors and scalable machine

learning algorithms that jointly analyze multimodal channels of information. The accumulated data

produced by sensors second by second will increase on the fly. Thus, technologies from cloud computing

can be a suitable and reasonable solution to apply affective computing.

Another important issue that has been merged into mobile telephony is about computer telephony

integration, which enables computers to manage and control value-added functions such as voice-fax-

data calls, telephone directory services, caller identification, or social networking. The integration with

versatile applications is a major development trend in the evolution of mobile telephony. Based on the

integration between video telephony and social emotion representation on APP, we can realize our design

on the smartphone application.

In summary, we defined our practical goal as a social interaction system dedicated on the digital social

emotion representation for the mobile telephony purpose. The remaining sections are organized as follows.

Section 2 describes the key concept development and the related technologies. Section 3 discusses the

sensors fusion and related devices. Section 4 explains the detection during mobile telephony. Section 5 is

about cloud affective computing mechanism. Section 6 highlights the digital social emotion concept and

the representation process. In Section 7, the system infrastructure for realizing our proposed model has

been explained. Section 8 discusses the implementation of the mobile application. Section 9 presents the

experimental design, result, and discussion. Finally, in Section 10, we conclude the research and suggest

future works.

2 Social signal processing

Socially-aware Computing emphasizes the trend of leveraging people’s mobile phones for large-scale mobile

sensing. Lukowicz et al. [2] in their research indicate that a mature mobile technology provides a novel,

powerful mediation for monitoring and analyzing social signals. The ability of socially-aware is also
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viewed as people-centric sensing. Examples include monitoring traffic congestion, commuting patterns,

or even potholes on roads [3].

The source of socially-aware computing is the “Social Signal”. Social signal provides information

concerning social interactions, social emotions, social attitudes or social relations, either in a direct or

indirect way. Poggi et al. [4] emphasized that “social” is not the conveyed information but the type of

information, such as social interactions, social emotions, social attitudes, or social relations. Vinciarelli et

al. [5] address social signals to typically last for a short time, compared to social behaviors that last longer

(agreement, politeness, empathy, etc.), and are expressed as temporal patterns of non-verbal behavioral

cues. In this research, we adopt Vinciarelli’s [5] definition as a basis to undertake our research. “A social

signal is a communicative or informative signal that, either directly or indirectly, provides information

about social facts, that is, about social interactions, social emotions, social attitudes, or social relations”.

Social signal processing (SSP) is the crucial step of socially-aware computing. SSP aims at providing

computers with the ability to sense and understand human social signals. According to the report from

the documents of SSPNET website, social behaviors and signals often happened within the face-to-face

interactions of individual social activity. Hence, the interaction process becomes the most viable candidate

for social signal processing if machine engages. Since human-to-human interaction is strongly determined

by emotions, the best agents are the “affective” ones, that is, those that are able to sense, synthesize,

and express emotions [6]. In other words, affective expression during interaction is an important part of

social interaction.

Instead of face-to-face interaction, people often use telephony to interact. Scott et al. [7] emphasize

that mobile telephony plays a central role in the transition of the personal communication society. The

most obvious case of social interaction that happened on telephone is the use of video telephony. As

Goth [8] said, “Video telephony will not be just about person to person calls. It is a digital type of social

interaction providing the functionalities of face to face social interaction.” However, when telephony

with mobile devices, the problem about video telephony conversation between the mobile devices is

the bandwidth limits and screen resolution. The resolution constraint of screen will cause the blur or

disappearance of social behavior, although original media streaming may be of high resolution. The

bandwidth also constrains the amount of data and the modalities of social behaviors for transmission. If

we do not compensate these defects, the talking partner would miss the social signal from the emitter.

In our system, the compensation mechanism has been implemented by the mechanism of smart phone

software agent with emotion music alarm which represents the social emotion signal that can be sent

to the remote talking partner. The talking partner can view the screen when he/she is speaking the

telephone.

3 Sensor fusion on the smartphone devices

Most emerging smartphones in the market have built-in sensors that measure the orientation, motion,

light, and other environmental conditions. Smartphones have both hardware- and software-based sensors.

The hardware-based sensors are physically implemented in the mobile device and directly measure the

environmental features, whereas the software-based sensors are virtual sensors which take their inputs

from one or more hardware sensors for logical transformation.

The main challenge behind sensor data collection is the design of sensor fusion. Generally, a fused

signal combines the outputs of multi-types of MEMS sensors into a common representational format to

fulfill the requirement of information abstraction. As the definition given by Mitchell [9] indicated, “data

fusion, or multi-sensor data fusion, is discussing the techniques and tools used for combining sensor data,

or data derived from sensory data, into a common representational format.” The process of conversing

sensor observations into a common representational format is what we called the sensor fusion. However,

the observation notation for mobile sensors is a little different from general sensors notations. The main

reason is the consideration of mobility. The mobility comes from the subject (or user) who carries the

smartphone device. Hence, each observation has a subject entity. When the subject is involved into

the observation, the related session (or event context) can be bounded to provide context awareness
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observation. In our case, the “session” means the related context in which the subject’s activity is going

on. We define the notation as below:

Oawareness = 〈E, x, t, y,∆y, S〉 ∩ C, (1)

where E is the entity name which designates the physical property underlying the observation and

x, t, y,∆y, S and C are, respectively, the spatial position, the time, the value, the uncertainty of the

physical property as measured by the sensor, the Subject who uses the mobile device, and the related

activity context, which corresponding to the six types of information–entity, spatial, temporal, value,

subject, and context.

For practical consideration, we use built-in detecting sensors as possible, which may include micro-

phone, camera, GPS locator, or accelerometer. In our case, the sensors we selected are image, audio, and

motion sensors prevalently built on general smartphone. The front camera takes care of image capture

and analysis, the microphone is used for voice capture, and the accelerometer sensor combined with the

gyroscope sensor sense motion on six-axes: up and down, left and right, forward and backwards, as well

as the roll, pitch and yaw rotations. The fusion of audio and video data is cooperative and is based on the

vocal cues and face expressions. These sensors are cooperative but also partly complementary. In Figure

1, the fusion node is a logical software unit that collects all information from sensors mentioned above.

The fusion network consists of a central fusion node F which receives sensor data from the audio and

visual sensors Sa and Sv. F node also collects data from an FMOTION fusion node which senses motion

from gyroscope Sgyro and accelerometer Sacce. Motion sensors can monitor device movement, such as tilt,

shake, rotation, or swing. The movement is usually a reflection of direct user input when a user uses the

smartphone in a hands-free telephony. The movement reflects his hand gesture which reveals emotional

expression during social interaction. The filter within F node uses a set of pre-training knowledge to

recognize the data pattern, whose output is a triple features group data. The realization of F node is

a software algorithm implemented on Mobile APP. The algorithm filters out redundant data based on

predefined pattern and then combines three sources of data into a triple format.

4 The social emotion detection during mobile telephony

Social interaction happens when people perform some social actions directed at other people [10]. In-

dividual emotions are different from social emotions. We can be happy or sad on our own, and they

are individual emotions. However, admiration, envy, and compassion are typical examples of social emo-

tions, and we have these feelings towards another person. When we are happy and want to share it with

somebody, it is a social emotion not an individual emotion any more.

Telephone speaking is the most typical type of social interaction. However, as we all know, telephone

speaking may shield your facial expressions, body movements, tone of voice, touch, and smell. Without

these behavior cues, your interactive partner may take a lot of time to understand your feelings or

emotions. That is one of the reasons why so many telephone calls take us more than one hour to finish.

In our model, we analyze vocal cues, visual cues, and movement cues to judge what type of social

emotion the speaker wants to express to his interaction partner. Table 1 lists the summary of social

behavior cues for our research. In our sensor fusion model, we use a camera to capture facial features
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Table 1 Social cues and sensor fusion

Social cues Social emotions Sensor fusion

Move the phone Angry, surprised, scared, and disgusted Gyroscope, accelerometer

Vocal outbursts Happy, angry, sad, surprised, scared, and disgusted Microphone

Silence Angry, sad, and disgusted Microphone

Face to phone distance Happy, surprised, scared, and disgusted Camera, microphone

Head/face movement Happy, angry, sad, surprised, scared, and disgusted Camera

Facial features a) Happy, angry, sad, surprised, scared, and disgusted Camera

a) Including eyes, mouth, and nose

and head/face movement, microphone to capture vocal outbursts, and motion sensor to detect the phone

movements. Based on the causal relation of Table 1, we can deduce the type of social emotion that

happened in the specific time frame.

5 Cloud emotion computing service

After extracting triple features data from the sensor fusion model, the mobile APP transmitted the data

into the cloud side. As Figure 2 shows, the service interface receives the features data by streaming in

real-time, and this features data will be computed by a features classification algorithm to classify the

emotion type. However, before using the machine learning algorithm, training phase is an important

step. In this case, we must deal with huge amount of data for training, which by means of big data

technology is inevitable. Because the Apache Hadoop is a Map-Reduce enabled framework that allows us

to process large data sets across clusters of computers using simple programming models, we use it as the

infrastructure for our cloud computing. Also, on top of Hadoop, we use Apache Mahout to implement

cloud machine learning. Mahout provides the usage of Map-Reduce and speeds up the system depending

on the number of machines, and it gives a wide range of usage to the machine learning algorithms on large

data-set applications. In this research, we select SGD (stochastic gradient descent) algorithm to do the

emotion classification as the training dataset less than tens of millions. During the training phase, a set

of feature vectors is given to the algorithm, and each vector is labeled with the class the object belongs

to. To encode data as vectors, raw data must be filtered in a single record in a classifiable format.

There are two processing phases on the cloud side. One is for the training phase and the other is for

production calculation. As Figure 2 reveals, the training phase deals with batch processing (MapReduce).

Hence, Hadoop is a perfect fit for the concept of the batch processing on training data. On the other

hand, the production phase deals with streaming data and uses First-In-First-Out policy to speed-up

processing.

After classification, the possible emotion types are recalculated into valence value. Also, if the con-

fidence of classification for that case is high enough, the data has been saved as a training record on

the training data pool. Once the schedule is met, the training phase has been invoked to incrementally

execute for training. The temporal pattern of valences value forms a social emotion signal curve discussed

in Section 7. Based on the curve, we can calculate the dynamic energy of emotion and judge if the talker

is in negative emotion or not.

6 The social emotion representation process

In Figure 3, the total process is what we called the Social Emotion Representation Process. When the

process is initialized in the detecting side, the smart phone uses sensors to capture the multi-modalities

data. The data includes image, voice, and hand moving which can help the detection of social emo-

tion signal. The used sensors are simple and passive enough for avoiding obtrusive effect which may

cause a change on the user’s behavior. To avoid huge amounts of computing assumption, the APP

agent downsizes the data acquisition amount into a key-frame mode where only the changed frames can
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be computed.

Beside the sensed data, context related data (such as location, timestamp, subject, or event) are

also to be provided to promote the social emotion signals detection. Because the subject is just the

mobile phone user, system does not need to detect who is speaking. If the phone is used by multi-users,

the APP agent pops an identity dialog for the user to input his PIN number. The main computing

resource on the smartphone has been used for detecting the speaker’s social emotion. As mentioned

in the introduction section, the main constrain about telephony conversation on smartphone is social

emotion blocking problem. For resolving this problem, we must detect the social emotion on the emitter

side first, and then represent the social emotion on the receiver side.

Between the two sides is the cloud side for emotion computing. In the cloud side, the engine must be

trained for recognizing the user’s social emotion in advance so that it can quickly extract the cues and

detect the social emotion in real-time. In this research, we can use trained data to classify six types of

social emotions. The classifier design uses the way of choosing optimal decision rules. Let {α1, α2, . . . , αc}

be the set of all possible actions, Let m be the decision to choose one type of six emotions ωm (happy,

angry, sad, surprised, scared, and disgusted), then ω(x) = ωm means “choose ωm if observe x.” The

discriminant function is gi(x), and αc+1 is for “no decision”. The following is the description of a
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decision rule for a type of emotion.

Choose ωm, if gm(x) > gi(x), for all i = 1, 2, . . . , c, i 6= m and gm(x) > threshold. (2)

The most important work is to recognize the expression of positive/negative emotion. In the six emotion

classes, we define sad, scared, and disgusted as negative emotion and only happy as positive emotion.

The negative emotion is calculated by the accumulation of temporal change of emotion energy. When

the accumulated negative emotion energy holds enough over the threshold, the event of alarming music

to express negative emotion expression is delivered to the other side of the smartphone. The positive

emotion, however, is only calculated by the instant intensity of happy value. Similarly, if the value is high

enough, the event of alarming music for happy emotion also is delivered to the other side. In turn, when

the other side of the smartphone receives the event, it can represent the emotion expression by music

alarm. As Figure 2 shows, the whole representation process happens on the separated affective channel.

The telephony channel is dedicated to video telephony alone. The design of the channel separation makes

the whole mechanism simple and effective.

7 The social emotion signal curve

For calculating the dynamitic energy of negative emotion, we model the energy as a curve on the valence-

time plot chart as shown in Figure 4. If a frame k is detected as emotion i, we calculate the value according

to the predefined weighting and add the value to the previous frame (k − 1) value. For instance, we can

give the weighting as: happy +3, surprised +2, angry +1, scared −1, and disgusted −2, and sad −3. If

the type of emotion in frame k is “disgusted”, the value of frame k is: the value of frame (k + 1) add

(−2). The weighting comes from the arousal intensity of personal preference in each emotion type, which

can be calculated and normalized by the historical data of physiological signals (ex: measuring the skin

conductance or heart rate). We use the same method from Hanjalic et al. [6] to develop our valence

model. By defining the valence function r(k), we can capture valence value in a range dependence. As a

result, the time sequence of valence can be plotted as a curve.

r(k) =
K∑

i

ηxE(xi), i = 1, . . . , k, (3)

N(k) = −

K∑

i

ηxE(xi) ∗D(k), i = (k −N), . . . , k, for D(k) = CY (1 − eλkCX ). (4)

In (3), k is the frame index, r(k) is the value of valence in frame k, the function E serves as the

emotion classification, N is the length of sliding window, and ηx are the coefficients weighting for the

type of emotion. We calculate the wave of negative emotion with a sliding window in a temporal way. In

nature, human’s emotion intensity descends gradually. If no other exciting events happen, the degree of

memory retention on emotion will be gradually decreased. We defined a sliding window with descending

curve to mimic the descending effect of human emotion. In most cases, the windows size is 1.2 s. For

different type of data sets these values must be fetched by empirical testing.

For those frames which are out of the sliding window should not be considered as accumulated neg-

ative emotion energy. Otherwise, those frames within the sliding window should be convoluted by the

descending function D(k) in (4). The λ > 0 is the parameter of the distribution. The CX and DY is

the scale factor of the descending curve on the x- and y-axes. As shown in Figure 3, N last computed

discontinuity values are considered that form a sliding window. The curve of negative emotion is the

reverse of valence-time curve within the sliding window. After the convolution, the curve becomes the

curve of accumulated negative emotion energy N(k). The checkpoint for thresholding is the last frame of

the sliding window. If the value of checkpoint is over the threshold, valence calculation engine delivers the

negative emotion expression event. Otherwise, the valence calculation engine goes into the next frame.
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Figure 5 The mobile agent on the smartphone. (a) Communicate dialog; (b) video telephony.

8 The implementation of the mobile application

The smartphone platform for implementation is the android operating system. Android is an open-source

platform for mobile devices. It is developed and managed by Google Inc., and it includes operating system,

middleware, and key applications. Most important of all is the Google API, which can connect back to

the cloud service. As a result, it definitely enhances the system computing capability.

The software agent was developed by the Android SDK R16 and deployed on the android platform 4.1.

The installation program can be represented as a form of local installer or web installer downloaded from

the application market. The mobile agent program is a client daemon application which provides social

interaction ability for voice or video call. The video call interface will invoke a video telephony conversa-

tion. For video telephony working, the agent uses open source multimedia framework (OpenCORE) to

implement, which supports the popular H.263 and MPEG4 software video encoders, and MP3 software

audio encoder. A video call can be invoked from the dedicated interface (Figure 5).

9 Experiment and evaluation

We compared the different Use Case of telephony interaction with or without the help of social emotion

representation-Social emotion telephony and Normal telephony. For realizing the mobile video telephony,

instead of 3G video telephony, our APP uses wireless network for video telephony to avoid the network

congestion problem in this experiment.
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Table 2 The evaluation result. ++++: strong; +++: high; ++: medium; +: low

Compared metric Social emotion telephony Normal telephony

Turn taking opportunity ++++ +

Satisfaction +++ ++

Adherence to time schedule ++++ +

silence frequency +++ ++

Talking distraction ++++ +

(a)                                                                            (b)
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Figure 6 The performance evaluation. (a) Recognition rate; (b) response time.

For calculating the dynamic energy of negative emotion, we adjust the parameters in our algorithm

from the test data set. Some empirical testing is needed for acquiring the best values of parameters. For

this experimental data set, the sliding windows size is 968 million seconds, and the threshold for negative

energy curve is 82% deviation of moving average.

The test case for this experiment is scenario-based including several scenarios for six social emotions.

Each test case executes twice, one is for normal telephony and the other is for social emotion telephony.

In each test, we compare several metrics borrowed from the contact center, but the metrics have been

redesigned for social interaction purpose.

We record the intense feelings of the subject in Table 2. The result shows several interesting outcomes.

Turn taking opportunity has become more when social emotion telephony has been used. Also, time

schedule in a phone call can be controlled more easily. However, the silence frequency makes no difference

with or without using social emotion telephony.

There are several possible explanations for the results. First, the alarm music from social emotion

expression creates a chance for both sides of speakers to consider the turn talking. Second, as the

social emotion expression is displayed by a background music, the embarrassment in face-to-face emotion

expression can be reduced and increase the satisfaction of speaking experience. Third, the alarm music

of social emotion expression may result in talking distraction. Sometimes, when the music alarms, people

may focus on the interpretation of alarm music and forget about the content of their conversation. Maybe

we could also provide an image icon that is displayed in the corner of the screen and let the user to setup

this in advance.

The second experiment is about the validation of system design. We evaluate the technical feasibility

of cloud computing service on real-time affective analysis. As Figure 6 shows, there are results of the

experiments for two sets. First one (Group A) is using one classifier for six emotion types, and the other

one (Group B) is using six classifiers for each type of emotion. Because Mahout is a scalable machine

learning library for big dataset, using the batch size of classification should have a better performance.

In other words, we expect group B to present a better response time but not on recognition rate. The

training data (1352 records) and test data (102 records) comes from the same subjects who have friendship

with each other. The premises of friendship with each other is necessary for the reason of social emotion

expression consideration.

However, we found that there are no significant differences between the two sets no matter the response

time nor the recognition rate. The most likely reason for our observation maybe that the data is still
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not so big enough for demonstrating the scalability. Even though, however, based on the clustering

mechanism, we believe that involving cloud service is a good choice for our architecture.

10 Conclusion

This research demonstrates how we resolve the social emotion blocking problem that happened in the

mobile telephony. The main reason for solving such a problem is because mobile telephony has become

more and more important in our daily life. Although video-telephony can partly resolve non-verbal cues

blocking problem, it still faces the problem of visual constraints on small screen. Instead of using emotion

sticker by users themselves, our system detects the social emotion signal in the emitter side and represents

it into the received side in a form of alarm music or image icon. The advantage of using alarm music

to represent the social emotion signal is the modality transformations which incubates a more relaxed

atmosphere and helps the social interaction go smoothly.

The main innovation of our proposed method is about the use case of mobile affective communication.

Affective communication will be a creative topic for modern communication as the research for social

intelligent is so popular for the current trend. The affective channel dedicated for affective communication

is another innovative concept valuable for deep engagement. Also, from the experiment result, we find

that our solution can mostly replace video telephony and provide more interaction assistance. The finding

has an important implication for promoting the development of social intelligent.

However, interaction with social technology may be a barrier for some people. For people used to

natural life, technology may replace our works but not the social living. We must provide sufficient

dignity and privacy for humanity. Also, the engaged in the interactive dialogue present the differences of

individual acceptance on the digital social emotion and result in the intensity verity for different social

emotions.

Also, a number of limitations must be clarified. First, the social emotion representation process focuses

only on the social emotion but does not cover the other social facts such as social attitudes or social

relations. Second, facial expression recognition is a complicated challenge, and we simplify the request of

recognition algorithm and care about only six emotions. Third, the algorithm of social emotion analysis

is beyond the scope of our topic, and we do not discuss the related technologies in detail. Finally,

the application of social emotion representation only focuses on the mobile telephony. In the future,

cross-domain researches can be undertaken.
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Abstract Temporal dynamics of social interaction networks as well as the analysis of communities are key

aspects to gain a better understanding of the involved processes, important influence factors, their effects, and

their structural implications. In this article, we analyze temporal dynamics of contacts and the evolution of

communities in networks of face-to-face proximity. As our application context, we consider four scientific con-

ferences. On a structural level, we focus on static and dynamic properties of the contact graphs. Also, we

analyze the resulting community structure using state-of-the-art automatic community detection algorithms.

Specifically, we analyze the evolution of contacts and communities over time to consider the stability of the

respective communities. Furthermore, we assess different factors which have an influence on the quality of com-

munity prediction. Overall, we provide first important insights into the evolution of contacts and communities

in face-to-face contact networks.

Keywords social network analysis, community detection, face-to-face contact networks, temporal networks,

community stability
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1 Introduction

Social ties inherent in different events like academic conferences naturally lead to community structures

that are captured by social interaction networks [1]: these networks focus on interactions between partic-

ipants, e.g., face-to-face contacts, which can then be analyzed on the levels of subgroups of participants

corresponding to the respective community structures. In general, the dynamics and evolution of the cap-

tured interaction networks of such conference events provide interesting research directions. For instance,

an analysis of structure and dynamics can help in understanding the involved mechanisms to generate

possible explanations of the underlying processes. This concerns especially the evolution across similar

events, i.e., focusing on the behavior of single links – contacts between people. However, we can also

consider sets of links, i.e., groups or communities, for a localized view on the network. Understanding the

evolution of communities can be useful, e.g., for the prediction and recommendation services for offline

social networks and ubiquitous environments. Hence, further research questions include, e.g., the stability

of the detected or given communities.
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In this article, we consider the evolution of both contacts and communities at academic conferences.

Specifically, we consider the LWA 2010, LWA 2011, LWA 2012, ACM Hypertext 2011, and Informatik 2013

conferences, where the Conferator1) system [2,3] was offered to the conference participants. Conferator

is a social conference guidance system for supporting social interactions and conference planning. Using

RFID technology, it allows us to collect face-to-face contact data [4], which we can use for analyzing

face-to-face contacts and communities.

The contribution of this article is summarized as follows.

1) For providing a basic overview of the properties of the contact graphs, we perform a structural

analysis of these graphs of the four different conferences and discuss their commonalities and features.

2) For investigating the evolution of contacts in the different contact graphs, we consider the charac-

teristics and development of face-to-face contacts during the respective conferences and analyze these in

detail.

3) We perform automatic community detection on the different contacts graphs and obtain a set of

automatically detected communities for each graph. Then, we analyze the quality of these communities

and the applied algorithms using standard community assessment methods.

4) Finally, we consider the evolution of communities. We analyze how communities develop over time

during a conference, and investigate, whether the detected communities stay stable and thus predictable.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time, that these research questions have been

addressed in the context of real-world human face-to-face contact networks.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Then, we define

basic definitions in Section 3. Also, the applied dataset and the basic properties of the contact networks

are described in Section 4. Next, we provide a comprehensive analysis of the evolution of contacts and

communities in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the article with a summary, discussion of the

results, and interesting options for future work. This article is an extended version of [5].

2 Related work

In this section, we discuss related work concerning the analysis of human contact behavior and the

evolution of groups and communities. Relating to our topic of the evolution of contacts, we start with a

detailed overview of the analysis of human contact behavior, the involved patterns and structural aspects.

After that, we discuss work on community detection, evolution, and analysis.

2.1 Human contact behavior

The analysis of human contact patterns and their underlying structure is an interesting and challenging

task in the context of social network analysis. With respect to estimating human contacts, Eagle et

al. [6] and Hui et al. [7] present an analysis using proximity information collected by bluetooth devices

as a proxy for human proximity. However, given the range of interaction of bluetooth devices, the

detected proximity does not necessarily correspond to face-to-face contacts. Zuo et al. [8] also studied

the influence between offline and online properties using a mobile social application in the context of

academic conferences. Concerning a localization approach, one of the first experiments using RFID tags

to track the position of persons on room basis was conducted by Meriac et al. [9] in the Jewish Museum

Berlin in 2007.

The SocioPatterns collaboration developed an infrastructure that detects close-range and face-to-face

proximity (1–1.5 m) of individuals wearing RFID proximity tags with a temporal resolution of 20 s [10]. In

this context, [11] presents an application that combines online and offline data from conference attendees.

Also, Barrat et al. [12] compare the attendees’ contact patterns with their research seniority, their co-

authorship and their activity in social web platforms. The SocioPatterns sensing infrastructure was also

deployed in other environments to study the dynamics of human contacts, such as healthcare environments

[13,14], schools [15], and museums [16]. First experiments concerning group contact evolution have been

1) http://www.conferator.org.
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conducted in [17], where the temporal evolution of smaller group sizes (up to size four) are statistically

analyzed. The SocioPatterns framework also provides the technical basis of our Conferator system, which

we applied for collecting the data that is analyzed in this work. Regarding social interaction networks,

Atzmueller et al. [18] analyze the interactions and dynamics of the behavior of participants at conferences.

Similarly, the connection between research interests, roles, and academic jobs of conference attendees is

further analyzed in [19]. Also, the predictability of links in face-to-face contact networks and important

influence factors in the context of offline and online networks is analyzed by Scholz et al. [20,21].

2.2 Analysis and evolution of communities

The analysis of cohesive subgroup structures in networks, i.e., communities and their evolution, are

prominent topics in social sciences, e.g. [22]. For a general introduction to this topic, Wasserman and

Faust [23] discuss social network analysis in depth, and provide an overview on the analysis of cohesive

subgroups in graphs. More specifically, social group evolution has been investigated in a community-

based analysis [24] using bibliographic and call-detail records. Similarly, Backstrom et al. [25] analyze

group formation and evolution in large online social networks, focussing on membership, growth, and

change of a group. Also, Kumar et al. [26] describe the evolution of connected component structure in

graphs by the examples in the blogspace. Holme et al. [27] analyze the structural changes over time

of an internet dating community. Asur et al. [28] developed and applied a framework for mining the

evolutionary behavior of interaction graphs.

With respect to the detection and analysis of communities, Fortunato and Castellano [29] discuss

various aspects connected to the concept of community structure in graphs. In [30], Lancichinetti and

Fortunato present a thorough comparison of many different state-of-the-art community detection algo-

rithms in graphs. Using the modularity metric, which is purely based on the structure of graphs, Newman

et al. [31–33] present algorithms for finding communities and assessing community structure in graphs.

The MetaFac algorithm [34] is an approach for extracting community structures from various social

interactions. It uses extended graph factorization for detecting (global) community allocations in a time-

variant analysis. Similarly, FacetNet [35,36] is a framework for analyzing communities, their evolutions,

and dynamics. Focussed on a global partitioning of the community space it mainly considers the temporal

dimension of dynamic networks. A thorough empirical analysis of different community mining algorithms

and their resulting community structures is presented in [37], which is based on the size resolved analysis

of community structure in graphs [38]. Papadopoulos et al. [39] review community detection algorithms

in social media, discussing the algorithm’s complexity, scalability, performance, and other aspects of their

application. Atzmueller et al. [18] describe the community structure of scientific conferences. Macek et

al. [19] explore if different factors such as track membership or time of talk influence the communication

activity of participants. For further algorithms for community detection in dynamic networks [24,40–44].

In contrast to the approaches summarized above, this article does not aim to present novel approaches

or algorithms for community detection. Instead, we focus on an analytical perspective to investigate the

structural and temporal aspects. Specifically, we consider the dynamics of the creation of links (contacts),

on the structure of detected communities, their evolution, and stability. This provides novel reasearch

results, specifically in the context of networks of face-to-face proximity.

3 Background

In the following section, we first describe the basics of graphs and communities, before we summarize

common community detection algorithms that are later applied in Subsection 5.2.

3.1 Basic definitions

An (undirected) graph G = (V,E) is an ordered pair, consisting of a finite set V containing the vertices/
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nodes, and a set E of edges/connections between the vertices, with n := |V |, m := |E|. A graph is a

mathematical representation of a network. A weighted graph is a graph G = (V,E) together with a

function w : E → R
+ that assigns a positive weight to each edge. We identify a community of nodes

as a set of vertices C ⊆ V . The adjacency matrix of a graph is a matrix A ∈ R
|V |×|V |, such that

Au,v = 1, if {u, v} ∈ E for nodes u, v ∈ V . We identify a graph with its according adjacency matrix

where appropriate. We consider the following properties for characterizing a graph.

• The Density is the ratio of the number of edges and the number of possible edges, i.e., m/(n(n−1)
2 ).

• The Clique Number CN denotes the number of vertices in the largest graph clique.

• The Normalized Clique Number NCN is given as CN/n.

• We define the Radius as the longest shortest path between two nodes in a graph.

• The Transitivity, also called clustering coefficient, measures the probability that the adjacent vertices

of a vertex are connected. Adjacent vertices are vertices connected by an edge.

The concept of a community intuitively describes a group C of individuals out of a population such

that members of C are strongly “related” among each other but sparsely “related” to individuals outside

of C. This notion translates to vertex sets C ⊆ V of a graph G = (V,E).

The share of inner edges is a natural and simple measure to determine the quality of a partitioning of

a graph with k communities C1, . . . , Ck, where Ci ⊆ V .

∑

i∈1,...,k Ci.in
∑

i∈1,...,k Ci.out +
∑

i∈1,...,k Ci.in
, (1)

where Ci.in is the number of edges within the community i, and Ci.out is the number of edges which

connect the community i with other communities.

Another prominent measure to determine the amount of relatedness is given by the modularity MOD

[31,32]. It focuses not only on the number of inner edges within a community but also compares that

with the expected number of edges. The expected number is computed with the help of a null model

(i.e., a corresponding random graph where the node degrees of G are preserved):

MOD =
1

2m

∑

u,v∈V

(

Au,v −
d(u)d(v)

2m

)

δ(Cu,Cv) , (2)

where Ci denotes the community to which node i ∈ V belongs. δ(Cu,Cv) is the Kronecker delta symbol

that equals 1 if Cu = Cv, and 0 otherwise.

3.2 Community detection algorithms

For the automatic detection of communities, we used several prominent state-of-the-art algorithms:

InfoMap, Label Propagation, Leading Eigenvector, Walktrap, Edge Betweenness, and Fast Greedy, which

we summarize as follows.

• The InfoMap algorithm [45,46] is based on the map of random walks. To describe a random walk,

the nodes of the graph should be given unique names using the Huffman code. The map equation can

tell us how efficient the optimal code would be for any given partition. To find an optimal partition, the

algorithms calculates a theoretical limit of how concisely we can specify a network path using a given

partition structure and chooses the one with the lowest limit. This partition has the shortest description

length.

• The Label Propagation algorithm [47] uses only the network structure to detect the communities.

The label (which denotes the community) of the node is determined by labels of its neighbors: the node

chooses to join the community to which the maximum number of its neighbors belong. In the beginning,

the algorithm initializes each node with unique labels and then propagates labels through the network.

Thus, the members of each densely connected group are assigned the same label and may start to expand

outwards.

• Newman’s Leading Eigenvector method [48] for community detection is based on the idea of modu-

larity maximization. The maximization process can be written in terms of the eigenspectrum of a special
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matrix – the modularity matrix. After calculating this matrix, the algorithm finds the eigenvector corre-

sponding to the most positive eigenvalue of the modularity matrix and divides the network into groups

according to the signs of the elements of this vector.

• The WalkTrap algorithm [49] is based on short random walks and uses the idea of hierarchical

clustering: the algorithm computes the distances between all adjacent vertices. Then, in each step the

algorithm chooses two communities to merge, so that a mean of the squared distances between each vertex

and its community is minimized (this criterion is defined as the distance between two communities). Then,

the distances between communities are updated.

• The Edge Betweenness algorithm [31] is based on the idea that the edges which connect separate

modules have high edge betweenness. Edge betweenness of an edge is defined as the number of shortest

paths through this edge (as each path between two nodes in different communities should have one of the

“bridges”, the number of paths which contain this edge is high). During the execution of the algorithm,

a hierarchical map is built, for which the root is the whole graph and the leaves are individual vertices.

The communities are then calculated based on this tree.

• The Fast Greedy [50] algorithm is a hierarchical agglomeration algorithm for detecting community

structure. It tries to optimize the modularity value of the community partitioning. The graph is presented

as a tree, the leaves are the the vertices of original graph. The internal nodes correspond to the respective

joins. The idea of the algorithm is to join together two communities in a way as to increase modularity.

Since a straightforward solution may cost a lot of time and memory, the Fast Greedy algorithm is

optimized using the fact that joining two communities which do not have edges between them does not

increase the modularity.

4 Dataset

In the following section, we first describe the setup used for collecting the face-to-face contact data. Then,

we describe the datasets collected at four different conferences and analyze basic structural properties

of the different conference contact networks. We offered the Conferator to conference participants of

LWA 2010, LWA 2011, LWA 2012, ACM Hypertext 2011, and Informatik 2013. Of these, the LWA and

Informatik conferences are organized by the German Computer Science Society. The LWA conferences

are annual meetings of related special interest groups (information retrieval, knowledge management, and

knowledge discovery), whereas the Informatik 2013 is a large conference containing mostly workshops.

For Informatik 2013, we focused on the co-located sub-conferences eGov, ePart, KI, MATES, Virtual

Goods, and ODRL, which related to different communities such as e-Government, e-Participation, arti-

ficial intelligence, virtual goods and e-commerce, and digital rights management.

4.1 RFID setup

At the LWA 2010, 2011, 2012, ACM Hypertext 2011, and Informatik 2013 conferences we asked each

participant to wear proximity tags, so they could use the Conferator [2,3] system. These tags can detect

close-range face-to-face proximity (1–1.5 m) of the participants wearing them [10].

As in [51], we record a face-to-face contact when the length of a contact is at least 20 s. A contact

ends when the proximity tags do not detect each other for more than 60 s. Each proximity tag also sends

out tracking signals that allow us to provide localization information of each conference participant at

room level basis [9,52]. For more information about the proximity sensing technology, we refer to the

SocioPatterns2) collaboration [4].

4.2 Basic properties of the communication graphs

As shown in Table 1, most participants used the system during the Informatik 2013 conference (120). For

LWA 2010 and Hypertext 2011 more participants used the system (77 and 69 participants) compared to

LWA 2011 and LWA 2012 (42 participants and 44 participants). The LWA conferences typically exhibit

2) http://www.sociopatterns.org.
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Table 1 Summary statistics of the applied datasets. (All: all contacts; > 60 s: contacts with a duration > 60 s; > 180 s:

contacts with a duration > 180 s; > 300 s: contacts with a duration > 300 s)

Event

No. of participants No. of contacts No. of edges in contact graph

All > 60 s > 180 s > 300 s all > 60 s > 180 s > 300 s all > 60 s > 180 s > 300 s

LWA 2010 77 77 74 72 5154 2954 1149 637 1004 701 416 292

LWA 2011 42 40 39 39 1423 832 303 168 300 218 113 75

LWA 2012 44 44 42 38 2745 1160 472 263 478 262 148 100

HT 2011 69 66 61 58 1902 1090 421 241 550 357 173 127

INF 2013 120 113 94 77 1925 1149 435 225 426 279 142 92

Table 2 Basic characteristics of contact graphs. (CN: clique number; NCN: normalized clique number)

Parameter LWA 2010 LWA 2011 LWA 2012 HT 2011 INF 2013

Density 0.34 0.35 0.56 0.23 0.06

CN 16 8 14 10 6

NCN 0.21 0.19 0.33 0.14 0.05

Radius 3 3 2 7 3

Transitivity 0.57 0.52 0.72 0.43 0.21

a certain continuity concerning the participants as these conferences serve as an event for professional

exchange of the German Data Mining and Knowledge Management Community.

Comparing the different graphs (Table 2), we observe that the conferences show some structural differ-

ences. The participants of Informatik seemed to be far less active concerning their face-to-face contacts:

the density, transitivity, and clique number parameters are smaller compared to the other conferences.

A possible explanation considers the fact that Informatik is a large conference containing different sub-

conferences which are more focused on their community. Also, we observed more active communication

during Hypertext than during Informatik but they were still less active than during the LWA conferences.

Furthermore, the radius of the Hypertext contact graph is much larger, compared to the LWA conferences

and also compared to Informatik. The explanation of this fact is similar: Hypertext is visited by many

scientists from different countries which may not be as well “connected” as the German Computer Science

Community at the LWA and Informatik conferences.

To explore the structure of the social networks of the conferences, we consider (here and further) the

original graph and the graph, which is built using the contacts with length duration of at least 1, 3 and 5

minutes ([29]). The number of edges and contacts falls with increasing thresholds rather fast: the graphs

with a threshold of 60 s contain about 70% of the edges of the original graph, for 180 s – about 40% of

the original graph and for 300 s – less than 30% (Table 1). However, the trends stay the same over all

thresholds: Informatik shows the least active conversations, while those at the LWAs are more active.

This confirms the observation, that the social profile of a conference is actually defined by longer contacts

(Subsection 5.1), as described below.

5 Analysis

In this section, we analyze the development of the contact network for each conference. After that, we

compare automatically detected communities, and consider the evolution of communities in terms of their

stability for the different conferences.

5.1 Evolution of contacts

For analyzing the evolution of the contact graphs of the conferences, we considered all subsequent time

periods during the actual conference time, i.e., we excluded nights and times when the conference was
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closed. How do participants interact during the conferences? Are the longer ties more important? Are

the conferences similar or do they have different social profiles? To answer these questions we use the

same thresholds as described in Subsection 4.2. As shown in Figure 1(a), the number of edges in the

contact graphs grows nearly linearly during all three LWA conferences. The number of new contacts at

the beginning and at the end of these conferences can be explained by the small number of participants

who come early or stay longer. An interesting observation for the Hypertext and Informatik conferences

is a slow growth of contacts during the second part of these conferences. This “tail” is much longer

compared to the end of the LWA conferences. We assume that the Informatik and Hypertext (Figure

1) conferences have a different “social profile”. Visiting Hypertext the participants are more focused

on “socializing” during the first day and visiting Informatik – during the first three days. Please note

that the third day of Informatik is the day of the main event. Hence, for many of the participants it is

actually the first day of the conference. It is rather natural for a conference to reach a point when the

contacts become less active. This might be a reason for the “tails” during the last days of the considered

conferences. The number of edges in graphs that contain contacts which are longer than 1, 3, and 5

minutes have the same tendencies as in the full graph.

The full length of all conversations grows similarly compared to the growth of the number of edges in the

contact graph. Similarly, the average value of the overall conversation length develops in a similar way or

grows slowly throughout the whole conference. Meanwhile, the median length stays almost constant and

rather low during all conferences. This points to the power law distribution during the whole conference

(this distribution was also shown by Macek et al. [19], for the whole contact graph of the Hypertext 2011

conference). The constantly rapidly growing standard deviation of the contact length of two random

persons confirms the growing diversity of contacts during the LWA conferences. Also, we observed a

decreasing average length of the conversations and its standard deviation during the first 10 hours of

the Hypertext conference. This time period includes the workshop day and the first hours of the first

conference day. This observation confirms the nature of workshops where participants often hardly know

each other and thus longer conversations are more seldom. Many of the participants who do not visit the

workshops come to the conference and vice versa. Hence, during the first two hours of the first day of

conference the average contact length continues to decrease and only starts to increase afterwards. The

standard deviation of both Hypertext and Informatik conferences stops growing at some point.

Another important observation shows that by considering different thresholds, the number of edges in

the graph is dropping much faster than the total length of conversations (as described in Subsection 4.2

above). It shows the importance of less long contacts compared to short contacts. For instance, the graph

built from contacts longer than 180 s contains 33% (in average) of the edges of the whole graph, but the

total length of conversations in these networks is about 67%. This observation confirms the importance

of long contacts during the conference. Actually, these contacts shape the social profile of the conference.

5.2 Community detection

How suitable are those algorithms? Is it necessary to consider weighted graphs? For answering these

questions, we applied the algorithms which we summarized in Section 3. We used two measures to estimate

the quality of the detected communities for those algorithms, for each of the different conferences. As

described in Section 3, we considered the share of inner edges, and the modularity. First, we considered

the non-weighted contact graph of each conference, for which we assigned a default weight of 1 to each

edge. There are no algorithms that determined communities with a modularity larger than 0.20 (Table

3). The Informatik conference is the only exception. Also, the number of inner edges is rather high. The

reason for that is the small number of detected communities. Hence the majority of edges “stay” inside

the communities. The high modularity of the Informatik conference graph (0.29–0.39 for non-weighted

graph) can be explained by its structure: Informatik consists of many conferences and workshops and thus

communities. These communities may be easily detectable for automatic community detection algorithms

even without knowing the weights of edges, since these communities are rather distinct. By applying the

same algorithms to the contact graphs weighted with the individual contact lengths, we observed an
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Figure 1 Evolution of contacts during conferences. (a) The number of edges in the contact graph; (b) the total length of

the aggregated contacts; (c) average, median length of the aggregated contacts and their standard deviation.
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Table 3 Properties of graph community structures detected in non-weighted contact graphs

Algorithm Parameter LWA 2010 LWA 2011 LWA 2012 HT 2011 INF 2013

InfoMap

No. of communities 2 2 2 2 16

Share of inner edges 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.590

Modularity 0.002 0.007 0.004 0.007 0.320

Label Propagation

No. of communities 2 2 2 2 14

Share of inner edges 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Modularity 0.002 0.007 0.004 0.007 0.340

Leading Eigenvector

No. of communities 3 3 3 2 4

Share of inner edges 0.490 0.520 0.410 0.630 0.610

Modularity 0.100 0.170 0.070 0.120 0.340

Walktrap

No. of communities 11 7 8 17 10

Share of inner edges 0.430 0.530 0.570 0.290 0.570

Modularity 0.060 0.150 0.030 0.090 0.350

Edge Betweenness

No. of communities 47 22 20 48 11

Share of inner edges 0.370 0.480 0.480 0.310 0.470

Modularity 0.007 0.040 0.003 0.020 0.290

Fast Greedy

No. of communities 4 3 3 4 11

Share of inner edges 0.400 0.510 0.430 0.450 0.640

Modularity 0.100 0.170 0.070 0.170 0.390

Table 4 Properties of graph community structures detected in weighted contact graphs

Algorithm Parameter LWA 2010 LWA 2011 LWA 2012 HT 2011 INF 2013

InfoMap

No. of communities 10 8 7 11 26

Share of inner edges 0.39 0.33 0.33 0.23 0.38

Modularity 0.33 0.54 0.41 0.46 0.73

Label Propagation

No. of communities 4 9 5 7 22

Share of inner edges 0.88 0.33 0.45 0.33 0.43

Modularity 0.08 0.52 0.38 0.46 0.73

Leading Eigenvector

No. of communities 3 3 3 2 4

Share of inner edges 0.49 0.52 0.41 0.63 0.61

Modularity 0.10 0.17 0.11 0.12 0.34

Walktrap

No. of communities 14 6 12 10 19

Share of inner edges 0.27 0.49 0.20 0.31 0.52

Modularity 0.36 0.50 0.40 0.47 0.73

Edge Betweenness

No. of communities 35 8 1 9 14

Share of inner edges 0.09 0.54 1.00 0.48 0.40

Modularity 0.08 0.05 0 0.06 0.15

Fast Greedy

No. of communities 8 6 6 7 13

Share of inner edges 0.26 0.32 0.27 0.26 0.52

Modularity 0.37 0.55 0.43 0.48 0.75

increase of the number of detected communities and their modularity (Table 4). Overall, the modularity

of the communities is larger than 0.30 for weighted graphs except for the Edge Betweenness and the

Leading Eigenvector algorithm.

5 out of 6 algorithms could detect better communities, in terms of the share of inner edges and

modularity in the weighted graph. As shown before (Subsections 4.2 and 5.1), the contact network

graphs consist of many weak ties, which may create some “noise” in the data. We believe that this noise
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Table 5 The number of conference participants and detected c-pairs for different days of considered conferences. (IM:

InfoMap; LP: Label Propagation; LE: Leading Eigenvector; WT: Walktrap; EB: Edge Betweeness; FG: Fast Greedy)

Conference Day Part IM LP LEV WT EB FG

LWA 2010

1 63 220 279 637 248 309 252

2 68 503 1839 857 646 260 457

3 52 154 136 214 145 196 173

LWA 2011

1 34 152 152 180 116 242 144

2 40 155 215 277 158 285 157

3 36 83 123 163 175 109 178

LWA 2012

1 38 100 209 208 112 340 154

2 33 152 214 276 104 234 132

3 24 51 67 65 54 148 51

HT 2011

1 61 206 526 444 313 188 237

2 49 163 140 253 185 1038 215

3 29 54 72 82 105 55 105

INF 2013

1 41 139 394 155 202 153 202

2 73 200 196 473 149 379 252

1 and 2 84 241 389 487 199 534 450

3 74 304 389 388 301 578 371

4 44 121 191 100 121 85 121

5 21 37 57 69 39 57 69

4 and 5 51 193 140 126 167 516 253

prevents the reliable community detection in the non-weighted and uniform weighted graphs. The

InfoMap and Walktrap algorithms both use random walks for community detection and provide sim-

ilar results regarding the number of communities and their modularity.

5.3 Evolution of communities

How can we describe the evolution of communities or to be precise to estimate its stability? We consider

the stability of communities to investigate the nature of their development during the conferences, and

the possibilities to predict future communities. For analyzing the stability of the community structure

we define a c-pair (community-pair) as follows: if two nodes u and v belong to the same community,

then cp = (u, v) is a c-pair. CP denotes the set of all possible c-pairs. The more the c-pairs stay over

time, the more stable is a community structure. We consider only communities of the weighted graph

(Subsection 5.2), and compute communities for each of the three conference days, namely Day 1, 2, and 3

for investigating the stability of the respective communities. These indicate time periods of the respective

conferences. For LWA 2010, 2011, 2012, and ACM Hypertext 2011 these actually correspond to the real

Day 1, 2, and 3 of the conference, since these conferences consisted only of 3 days. For Informatik 2013,

the setting is a bit different. We distinguish 3 conference phases, “Day 1 and 2”, “Day 3 with the main

conference event”, and “Day 4 and 5”. Thus, these 3 conference phases can be easily mapped to our

analysis scheme such that “Day 1 and 2” of Informatik 2013 correspond to “Day 1” of the analysis,

“Day 3” corresponds to “Day 2”, and “Day 4 and 5” of Informatik is mapped to “Day 3” in the analysis

below. This simplifies the analysis and corresponds to a binning of the conference days around the main

conference day of Informatik 2013.

It is clear, that for a larger of number of participants and larger the sizes of the communities, there

will be more c-pairs. This is reflected by our data. For each of the four applied algorithms, the number

of c-pairs detected during the different conference days clearly correlate with the number of participants

during these days (Table 5): the more the persons taking part in the conference during the day, the

more c-pairs are expected. Another observation is a usually higher number of c-pairs when we use the
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Leading Eigenvector algorithm. The reason is that this algorithm tends to detect larger communities

than the other three algorithms. The largest number of c-pairs is usually detected during the second

day. As shown in Subsection 5.1, most of the communication happens during the second day. Usually

the respective evolution graph shows no “flat” plateaus when the conversations are less active. As an

exception, the first day of Hypertext 2011 had similar properties: there are more c-pairs found during

Day 1 than during the Days 2 and 3 of the Hypertext.

To estimate and compare the stability of communities during different conferences, we applied a “sim-

ple” predictor

P : I × J → CP, (3)

where I ⊆ N, J ⊆ N. This predictor assumes that all the c-pairs that were built during the reference

day(s) in I will also be formed during the subsequent day(s) in J . In the case where I and J contain

only single elements, we will drop the set notation for simplicity. Let CPi be the set of c-pairs of day i:

CPi = {(u, v) | u, v ∈ Cj ⊆ Vi}, where Vi is the set of the nodes of the contact graph of the day i. We

applied the predictor 5 times as described below for each algorithm and each conference. For computing

the “correct” predictions, we consider the intersection with a subsequent day, and the respective c-pairs.

The more the c-pairs predicted correctly, the more stable is the computed community structure.

Below, we also define precision and recall for each of the relevant cases. Intuitively, precision captures

the notion how many predicted c-pairs are actually relevant, while the recall indicates how many of the

relevant c-pairs are actually predicted. Since some participants missed some days of the conference (or did

not attend the conference at all), we eliminated these nodes in the respective networks for the analysis.

This was necessary in order not to affect the stability of our measures, such as Precision and Recall.

Day 1 predicts Day 2. The predictor P is given by P (1, 2) = CP1. The correct predictions are CP1∩CP2.

The recall is then given by

Recall =
|CP1 ∩ CP2|

|CP2 ∩ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ V1}|
. (4)

The precision is defined as

Precision =
|CP1 ∩CP2|

|CP1 ∩ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ V2}|
. (5)

Day 1 predicts Day 3. The predictor P is given by P (1, 3) = CP1. The correct predictions are CP1∩CP3.

Recall and precision are defined analogously as above.

Day 2 predicts Day 3. The predictor P is given by P (2, 3) = CP2. The correct predictions are CP2∩CP3.

Recall and precision are defined analogously as above.

Joint Day 1 and 2 predict Day 3. The predictor P is given by P ({1, 2}, 3) = CP1,2, where CP1,2 is the

set of c-pairs of the aggregated community structure for Days 1 and 2. The correct predictions are given

by CP1,2 ∩ CP3. Recall and precision are defined as follows:

Recall =
|CP1,2 ∩CP3|

|CP3 ∩ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ V1 ∪ V2}|
, (6)

Precision =
|CP1,2 ∩ CP3|

|CP1,2 ∩ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ V3}|
. (7)

Intersecting Day 1 and 2 predict Day 3. Intuitively, if a c-pair existed during both days, it should also

exist during the third day. The predictor P is given by P ({1, 2}, 3) = CP1,2, where CP1,2 = CP1 ∩ CP2

is the set of c-pairs occurring in both community structures for Days 1 and 2. The correct predictions

are given by (CP1 ∩ CP2) ∩ CP3. Recall and precision are defined as follows:

Recall =
|(CP1 ∩ CP2) ∩CP3|

|CP3 ∩ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ V1 ∩ V2}|
, (8)

Precision =
|(CP1 ∩CP2) ∩ CP3|

|CP1 ∩ CP2 ∩ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ V3}|
. (9)
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Figure 2 Example of community evolution during LWA 2012. Each node represents a participant using the Conferator

at LWA 2012. The edges represent conversations longer than 1000 s. The dotted lines show the assignment of nodes to

communities. The color of a node denotes the initial community (Day 1) of the respective participant. If the nodes are

opaque, then the participant took part on the particular day. If a node becomes more transparent, then the participant did

not take part on the particular day, e.g., G did not participate on Day 1, while the participants B and E missed both Days

2 and 3.
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Figure 3 (a) Recall-precision graph of the “simple” predictor of the considered algorithms (marked by point types) and

conferences (marked by colors); (b) comparison of the real community stability with the null model of the considered

algorithms (marked by the different point types) and conferences (marked by different colors). The x-axis in (b) contains

the respective null model values, the y-axis contains the respective real values. Both axes are scaled logarithmically.

Figure 2 shows an example of community evolution during the LWA 2012. Day 1 perfectly predicts

Day 2 for this community: as B and E did not participate in the Day 2, they do not influence neither

the precision, nor the recall. As the rest of the community members stay “inside” the community, the

precision of the predictor for this community is 1. The community did not get any new members so the

recall is 1 as well.

Considering the Day 2 → Day 3 prediction, we see a less stable structure: the community gets two

new members (G and H) and loses one member (A), so that the number of stable pairs CP2 ∩ CP3 =

{(A,C), (A,F ), (C,F ), (H,G)} is 4. Since there are 10 c-pairs in the Day 3 structure, we determine

Recall = 4 ÷ 10 = 0.4. There are 7 c-pairs in the considered structure of the Day 2, so we obtain

Precision = 4 ÷ 7 ≈ 0.57. This example does not only demonstrate the stability of community structure

but also the trend of less active communication at the end of the conference.

How stable are the detected communities? Figure 3(a) shows the respective recall and precision values.

The larger the value of precision, the more the c-pairs from the “training” day tend to appear also during

the “result” day. The larger the value of recall, the less new c-pairs tend to appear during the “result”

day. The type of the point defines the applied algorithm and the color of the point defines the conference:

e.g., red circles show recall and precision of predictions made by the InfoMap algorithm for the LWA

2010 conference. There are some trends that can be observed: the LWA 2011 (green points) and LWA
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Figure 4 Boxplots of F1 score of different algorithms (on the left side) and conferences (on the right side). IM: InfoMap;

LP: Label Propagation; LE: Leading Eigenvector; WT: Walktrap; EB: Edge Betweenness; FG: Fast Greedy.

2012 (blue points) data tend to show a better performance compared to the other conferences and thus

we assume the community structure during these conferences is more stable. A potential explanation is

given by the significant community structure of the four special interest groups constituting the LWA

conferences [18].

For summarizing both precision and recall, we apply the F1 score as

F1 =
2× Precision× Recall

Precision + Recall
. (10)

We calculated the F1 score for each of the 150 predictions we made, i.e., 5 times for each combination

of an algorithm and a conference. Figure 4 shows boxplots of the F1 score for the each applied algorithm

and each conference. Each boxplot is based on 20 F1 score values, e.g., in the left boxplot Algorithm

“IM” consists of F1 values of all predictions made for the InfoMap algorithm (5 predictions for each

conference) and the boxplot for the Conference “LWA 2010” consists of predictions made for the LWA

2010 conference (5 predictions for each algorithm).

The Edge Betweenness algorithm showed a weaker performance than other algorithms and thus com-

puted less stable communities. This may correspond to the lower modularity performance that the

algorithm showed for all the conferences (Table 4). The Walktrap algorithm showed better performance

than the other algorithms in terms of average value of F1 score and its diversity. However, the difference

in the other algorithms is not as crucial as the choice of the event: the F1 scores confirm the stability

of community structure computed for the LWA 2011 and LWA 2012 conferences (green and blue points

in Figure 3(a)). The stability of the community structures detected for the LWA 2010 and LWA 2011

conferences show the smallest deviation. Thus, all algorithms show similar performance with respect to

the community stability for predictors for these conferences, i.e., for the different days.

As another interesting observation, the active communication does not make communities stable, even

vice versa. Comparing the LWA 2011 and LWA 2012 conferences with a similar number of participants,

we see that the LWA 2012 communications were less active than those at the LWA 2011 in terms of

graph density and the total length of communication (Subsections 4.2 and 5.1). Overall, we observe more

stable communities during LWA 2011. We observed the same phenomenon considering LWA 2010 and

HT 2011, two conferences with the same number of participants but very different dynamics of face-to-

face communications (Subsections 4.2 and 5.1). On hypothesis for explaining the negative correlation

of community stability and communication is the following: the participants tend to stick to the known

persons and tend to have less contacts with new persons that implies both lack of new contacts and

stability of the existing communities over the whole conference. The performance on the data of the
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Figure 5 Barplots of the F1 scores of the predictions compared to the respective null model for different conferences and

different algorithms shown on the top. IM: InfoMap; LP: Label Propagation; LE: Leading Eigenvector; WT: Walktrap.

The algorithms are grouped by the respective conferences.

Informatik conference is average. We assume the number of participant is bigger than during other

conferences so that the conference has a very different structure, with both stable and unstable structures.

The high number of c-pairs (caused by active communication) during one or another day may cause a

high precision and recall value and thus a high F1 score.

Thus far, our proposed measures compare the overall stability of communities of different conferences.

Are these stabilities significant or accidental? To clarify their significance, we need to compare them to

some “neutral” standard. Therefore, we compute a null model based on “concentration” of c-pairs in the

“prediction” graph(s), i.e., the graph(s) used for making the predictions.

The null model NM can be computed using the following formula:

NM =
CPt

(n× (n− 1))/2
× CPt+1, (11)

where CPi is the number of c-pairs at day i, and n is the number of nodes in the considered graph. As

the participants of of different days of the conference are not the same, we consider only persons who

visited both days, so n = |V | and V = Vi = Vi+1 in this case. (n× (n− 1))/2 is the maximal number of

possible edges in the network with n nodes.

Figure 3(b) shows the comparison of the null model (x-axis) and the real values (y-axis). The majority

of points lies above the null model line which means the stability of communities is not a random

phenomenon.

Some of the results obtained using the Edge Betweeness algorithm lie on the null model line. These

findings would seem to show some randomness of the stability of community structures computed with

these algorithms. These findings correspond to our previous discussions about the stability of communities

found by this algorithm, and its weak performance for community detection in our networks. In order to

characterize the stability further, we compare the F1 score of the real data and the null model (Figure 5).

The F1 values computed from the real data are almost in every case larger than from the null model. On

average, the real world F1 score is twice larger than the obtained null model F1 score. For the algorithms

except Edge Betweenness the real world F1 scores are even 2.2 times larger than predicted by null model.

The best ratio of these factors has the Walktrap algorithm (2.77) which corresponds with our previous

results. This shows, that persons tend to stay in the same communities over one conference.
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6 Conclusion and future work

In this article we presented an in-depth analysis of face-to-face contact graphs and the evolution of

communities at four academic conferences, i.e., LWA 2010, LWA 2011, LWA 2012, ACM Hypertext 2011,

and Informatik 2013.

We performed a structural analysis of the contact graphs of the different conferences, and investigated

the evolution of contacts in the different contact graphs. Also, we considered the progress of face-to-face

contacts during the respective conferences and analyzed these in detail. For assessing the quality of

communities in these graphs, we performed community detection on the contacts graphs and obtained

a set of automatically detected communities that were evaluated using standard community assessment

methods. Finally, we considered the evoluation of communities, and analyzed, how communities develop

over time during a conference, and whether the detected communities stay stable and thus predictable.

In summary, we obtained novel results concerning the communication structure and community evo-

lution in the context of face-to-face contact networks. We found that the conversations tend to develop

linearly, while the diversity of communication tends to increase during some conferences and tends to

stay stable after some point for bigger conferences. Also, “less long conversations”, e.g., smalltalks, seem

to play a very important role, that is only one-third of all edges in the contact network had a talk more

than 3 minutes, but these talks formed two-third of the whole conversation length.

Concerning the structure and evolution of local communities during each of the conferences, the iden-

tification of these communities using the weighted graphs was much more efficient than in non-weighted

graph, in our experiments. The Edge Betweenness algorithm seems to be less appropriate for community

detection in face-to-face proximity networks. To investigate the stability of communities, we compared

the number of c-pairs – pairs of persons who stay in the same community for different algorithms and

conferences. We used a “simple” predictor for inferring the c-pairs of a set of subsequent days given a set

of reference days, and compared these real-world results with a null model. In almost all cases, the scores

using the automatically detected communities outperformed the null model, which shows the significance

of the stability evaluation.

For future work, we plan to investigate recommenders based on the observed evolution patterns, in-

cluding information about the detected communities. Also, we aim to extend the evaluation by using

other community detection approaches including methods for descriptive community mining, e.g. [53].

Furthermore, the development and structuring of contact groups, i.e., ephemeral communities is a fur-

ther interesting research direction, concerning both temporal evolution and local community detection

approaches. Another interesting option for future work is given by more elaborate models for deriving

the community evolution, e.g., by considering generative models for capturing community dynamics and

evolution. Further interesting extensions consider link prediction approaches and information diffusion

models that potentially include information about community dynamics.
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Abstract Online social networks (OSNs) are immensely prevalent and have now become a ubiquitous and

important part of the modern, developed society. However, online social networks pose significant problems to

digital forensic investigators who have no experience online. Data will reside on multiples of servers in multiple

countries, across multiple jurisdictions. Capturing it before it is overwritten or deleted is a known problem,

mirrored in other cloud based services. In this article, a novel method has been developed for the extraction,

analysis, visualization, and comparison of snapshotted user profile data from the online social network Twitter.

The research follows a process of design, implementation, simulation, and experimentation. Source code of the

tool that was developed to facilitate data extraction has been made available on the Internet.
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1 Introduction

A social network is by definition “any bounded set of connected social units” and has three definable char-

acteristics: the social unit itself, definable boundaries and connectivity between members. Connectivity

between members may be either direct or indirect and the unit can be an individual, a group, an orga-

nization, or even a community, state, or country[1]. The Internet has developed from solely information

gathering and is now a tool for socialising [2], particularly with teenagers [3] and younger generations.

Socially interactive technologies, the Web 2.0, have developed exponentially in the last 10 years to become

an integral part of many users’ daily life [4,5], permitting users to interact and communicate online [6].

Social network analysis is a strategy that permits the understanding of the connections and interactions

that a social network user makes and develops [7]. It is transferable across many sub-sections of social

and behavioral science [8] and has been studied in detail for over a century [9]. This theory assists with

understanding social order and how individuals combine to form structured, stable civilizations [9] and

how the structure itself may influence its members [10]. Social network analysis may be applied to online

social networks, assisting with the understanding of how humans form relationships and communicate

with each other. The reach and impact of these online networks is of considerable interest to academics

∗Corresponding author (email: l.liu@derby.ac.uk)
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[4,11–13]. There are two accepted forms: ego analysis is the network of connections for one actor; global

analysis is the study and identification of all connections between participants [7,12]. These strategies may

be used in many different scenarios: in business [14], in educational establishments [15] and to understand

the relations in complete cities [9]. Social network analysis is now an integral part of criminology [16].

Examining criminal communities and gangs as global entities [17] and as ego central networks [18] is

not uncommon in academia, nor is the use of social media to information gathering and research by law

enforcement agencies themselves. They are a rich source of information, but methods of data extraction

ought to be standardized to ensure reliability and admissibility. There is currently a limited range of

literature and little base lining: this imbalance requires redress.

To address the above research issue and challenges, the main contributions of the articles are: 1) filling

the research gap on digital forensic analysis on online social networks; 2) development of a novel method

for the extraction, analysis, visualization, and comparison of snapshotted user profile data from the online

social network Twitter; and 3) implementation of the method by developing and testing a tool which is

available online for the benefit of digital forensic researchers and investigators.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 is a literature review conducted to highlight and

discuss current deficiencies in online social networks, their potential as a data source and for conducting

forensic analysis. Section 3 introduces and investigates Twitter to determine suitable data sources and an

appropriate method for extraction. Section 4 constructs and experiment with a system to facilitate data

extraction and visualization for a single user. Section 5 extends the analysis using the developed tools

to a small sample, methods to interpret and visualize results. Section 6 develops functionality to permit

the extraction of user statuses, a system to facilitate comparison of data snapshots; therefore analyzing

any changes made.

2 Literature review

An online social network (OSN) is essentially a large peer-to-peer (P2P) network with millions of users

or nodes connected together to form a large network, albeit with data flow centralized by the network

provider. It has been demonstrated that P2P systems, particularly file sharing platforms can be used for

malpractice. Forensic models and their tools struggle with the acquisition and parsing of data from these

networks and the clients installed on the user’s machines [19].

2.1 OSNs: changing social “Norms”

Use of the Internet has developed from information gathering and is now a tool for socialising particularly

with teenagers [3] and younger generations. Socially interactive technologies, the Web 2.0, have developed

exponentially in the last 10 years to become an integral part of many users’ daily life [4,5] permitting

users to interact and communicate online. The closed nature of social media has seen apprehension grow

in both media outlets and academic publications [20]. A general shift towards semi-closed applications

that use the Internet as a mechanism for transporting data rather than searching for unique content is

noted. Tablets and mobile phones are replacing more traditional computing devices; semi-closed app use

on these platforms is now more likely than mobile web use and this mobility and desire is only ever likely

to increase.

Online connections created within social networks can be based on real word relationships [21], however

they are often synthetic. An average of between 150 and 350 Facebook friends for adolescent students

[22] and a mean of 300 [23] has been demonstrated. These figures are in excess of Dunbar’s Number, a

cognitive limit of the number of established relationships a person can have and significantly more than

the 50 associations that encompass the outer limit of personal networks that one person can maintain at

any point in time. An insistence on befriending numbers outside of the outer reaches may be perceived

as a representation of standing [3] or to browse other user profiles purely out of interest [24]. Presenting

an alternate personality is not uncommon. A perceived lack of regulation and freedom of expression

facilitating this behavior [25] with it having been demonstrated that users are likely to build an online
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persona within a social network that is not illustrative of their real-life behavior [26].There is concern

and evidence that these technologies and their continued use can make an individual isolated and effect

biology; including the alteration of immune responses, hormone levels, and mental performance [27].

It has been known for social networking sites and their users to be targets of malicious links, phishing

attacks, site redirects, and botnets [28–30]. Users can also be subject to cross site scripting attacks (XSS)

[31] and profile cloning [32], although it may be possible to identify these attacks [33]. An individual

can be identified across multiple accounts on multiple social networks [34]. OSN users can often have

the same profile picture across multiple networks [35] and passwords may often be replicated [36]. Social

network sites can be used for information gathering towards future social engineering attacks because of

the amount of data available [37]. Known threats that have previously occurred in more mature Internet

technologies are now transferring themselves to online social networking sites.

OSNs, therefore, have characteristics that make them innately exploitable to cyber-criminals. They

have a large and highly distributed user base, have user sub-groups that have similar interests, and follow

an inherently open platform [38]. There are abundance users unaware of how much of their own content

is being made public [39]. Additionally, abusive behavior and harassment, the unlawful publication of

private information, slander, defamation, and the impersonation of individuals are becoming increasingly

common within social media [40].The posting of abusive messages known as ‘trolling’, has seen convic-

tions for death threats, grooming, stalking fraud, and incitement of racial hatred, certainly in the UK

where these are commonly reported in the media. There is an erroneous belief that privacy violations

occur simply because users simply do not care, which has been disputed [5,41]. Cutillo and Molva [26]

demonstrate that OSN users who use professional sites such as LinkedIn are more likely to pay attention

to data content they publish. Nosko et al. [42] have proven that Facebook users are more likely to disclose

personal information than those that are not registered to the site.

The disclosure of personal information and this “cyber-bullying” may be inseparably linked, due in part

to the facilitating of increased levels of contact and increased sharing of personal content. Social norms

and actions within these online frameworks that are considered “de jure” are continuously evolving. The

current international legal framework for data protection and privacy are founded on legislation dating

back to the 1990s and are not of the modern world [43]. It can be argued that privacy is now being

exchanged for goods and services by the major resource providers available on the Internet. It is either

inherently excluded in the case of social networking sites, as with Twitter, or it has progressed to this

status, in the case of Facebook.

2.2 OSNs: digital forensics models

Computer or digital forensics is the acquisition of evidential data from either a computer or a digital device

[44]. A forensic investigator must consider three types of analysis, that is considered an imperative part

of any investigation. The first is the reconstructing of the chain of events, so as to understand what

happened and in what order. This is known as temporal analysis, typically expressed in the form of a

timeline. The second is the act of identifying the entities that have performed the actions relating to a

case: functional analysis. The third and final is relational analysis, to identify links between case entities.

A number of models have been identified, proposed, studied, and criticized [45–47]. These forensic

methodologies rely on the acquisition of physical hardware. Analysis of file systems may be required, net-

work traffic captured and examined together with log files [48], reconstructing a chain. Digital evidence

is exceptionally delicate. Improper handling and examination may ultimately result in its destruction

[49]. The NIST model proposed by Pollit [50] still has relevance as the four processes in various guises

have ported to many of the peer reviewed methodologies. Essentially, attempt should be made to gather

as much information, as quickly as possible and then the information should be triaged, sorted, and

evaluated. Within the UK the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) have published good practice

guidelines for the handling and investigation of computer based electronic evidence [51]. Four principles

are identified, now adopted widely across the international community, forming an accepted set of stan-

dards [52]. When evidence is presented in court, it is often difficult to explain in a legal context to a jury

of laymen the concept of data being both present in a logical and a physical context [53].
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2.3 OSNs: part of cloud computing

Cloud computing has been described as the provision of computing resources as a utility [54], that may not

necessarily be new [55] and as a model for pervasive and instantly accessible shared computing resources

by the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) [56]. Three abstract service models are

recognized: Cloud Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a

Service (IaaS), with the level of control and interaction to the end user progressively more intricate [57].

These can be private, public, a hybrid of two or more cloud providers or a community cloud [53,58] and

hold five essential characteristics: that they are measurable in terms of their use, are on demand with

self-service available, have rapid elasticity and pool resources according to customer demand. They can

be offered without commitment on a short term basis as required [54].

Forensic methodologies do not easily transfer to the recovery of data from cloud services [59] and are

further compounded by a lack of standardized methods for data acquisition, issues with reproducibility,

and an inability to ensure data completeness and reliability [60]. It is difficult to guarantee forensically

sound data from a cloud service provider and is often incohesive. Log files, a typically required resource

cannot be guaranteed to be either available or complete [61]. Data and logging (if present and available)

may be co-located [49], in multiple countries across multiple jurisdictions [62]; presenting a problem in

acquiring original copies of data in a timely fashion. Data that is collected may fail to adhere to the

requirements of law enforcement agencies, courts, and international standards [63].

The typical areas of investigation in a traditional digital investigation can be system registries, memory

caches, temporary file systems, remote logging devices, etc., and may not be available to the investigator

[61,64]. It is often difficult to extract modified, accessed, and created (MAC) times and user information,

essential in event reconstruction [65]. An OSN is a software as a service (SaaS) platform [66] and use

differing cloud services, meaning they also emulate the hybrid cloud model. It is almost impossible to

make a forensically sound image of the original data to work on [67]. Methodologies are open to question.

Traditional techniques have to be amended to accurately reflect current technologies. There is therefore

a need to re-evaluate.

2.4 OSNs: related work

OSNs are a considerable source of discussion and review [68], not least in the academic community and

are readily referenced, yet there has been limited work conducted on the application and development

of a computer forensic model to extract data from an OSN site. Within the public sector various digital

forensic services are known to be offered with the ability to forensically secure a social networking scene,

yet upon closer inspection few details are supplied on methodology. There is an obvious and concurrent

problem with these types of services and any offered software that has also been seen with traditional

digital forensic applications, particularly in their infancy; they are closed source and proprietary. This is

likely to make validation by the academic community difficult and legal acceptance problematic; code is

not readily available for inspection. To the author’s knowledge no tools and only a handful of methods

have been peer-reviewed. Open source tools which are readily examinable provide an advantage, not least

in cost, so often a critical factor.

Zainudin et al. [69] have previously examined the problems facing a digital forensic investigator when

investigating a social networking system and attempting to acquire data directly from the service. Their

proof of concept demonstration involves a MySpace account. Cheng et al. [70] use data retrieval tech-

niques that incorporate PHP scripting and use of MySQL databases and discuss application to 13 separate

online social networks; but their research does not include Twitter. Their focus is on tracking visits to

profile pages and identifying the IP addresses of visitors, not the actual contents. Whilst MAC address

spoofing is discussed, no consideration is given to the ability to mask IP addresses through virtual private

networks (VPNs) and onion routing technologies such as Tor.

Garfinkel [71] discusses the impending crisis that will likely affect digital forensics in the near future and

comment must not be dismissed, but the increasing prevalence of accessing cloud hosted data is negated.

The focus remains on the machine that the data resides on, much like Chu et al. [72], who considered
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live acquisition of Facebook artefacts from volatile memory, Simon et al. [73] who examined Skype chat

artefacts and Cusack et al. [74] who looked for web browser artefacts from OSNs in a similar fashion.

Mulazzani et al. [48] have presented data retrieval from a Facebook account, but is likely to require data

from the user, particularly the knowledge of the registered email address and account password. This

technique may well be fully applicable in the future because of the inherent move to OSN data becoming

public by default. Al Mutawa et al. [75] have examined artefacts left behind from Facebook instant

messaging conversations on mobile phones with differing levels of success. Castiglione et al. [76] have

applied Image Forensics to social networking sites, examining the “fingerprints” of uploaded images, of

potential assistance with the reconstruction of events and activities.

Zainudin et al. [69,77] and Burde [78] discuss, review, and criticize the need to apply a model to OSN

forensic investigation, yet none supplies no details on how it can be attained in a real-world scenario

or offers source code to permit system review. Haggerty et al. [79] both identifies and rectifies this,

explicitly describing first a model for the forensic analysis of a user’s interaction with social media and

then applying these techniques to model interactions in unstructured email data. However, it makes

historic use and reference to the ENRON fraud case as an example, rather than a specific OSN site.

Therefore, the development of methods can be made open-source and free to mine the data from an OSN

in a manner that is forensically acceptable if possible. Potentially assisting with event tracking and placing

a user at a particular location at a given time would undoubtedly assist. Placing the focus on interaction

with the platform, rather than the device has to be the priority. Obtaining and contrasting complete

data snapshots from a single user would be advantageous so as to analyze any changes. Commencing

with an investigation and discussion on an appropriate method to retrieve data from an OSN, basic data

profiling for a user should be examined, extending this where feasible for multiple accounts or users so

analysis can be performed. Any developed technique could then be extended to the extraction of the

OSN user’s statuses. A picture of the user might then be built up, combining “social snapshots”.

3 Method and materials used

3.1 Investigating Twitter

Twitter is a micro-blogging and online social network service, founded in 2006. With just over 500 mil-

lion unique user accounts and little more than 200 million worldwide regular users, it is now the world’s

second largest social networking website1). In the review of literature the network was referenced when

considering the impact of OSNs on society since their inception. However, little academic reference could

be made to any forensic analysis made on or within the site. This imbalance ought to be redressed; an

investigation into the network itself and its users assisting with the formation of a baseline and modus

operandi for work conducted both inside this report and in the future. Here, data has been explic-

itly extracted in accordance with Twitter’s own “rules of the road”; privacy and ethical considerations

considered and respected.

3.2 Friends, followers, and relationships

Relationships formed within Twitter are asymmetric, a unique feature of the network. Rather than the

user having “friends” of whom they know and have confirmed the relationship, two separate relationships

are defined: friends and followers. Let us imagine that there is a user: Alice. Alice elects to add another

user, Bob, as her friend. This results in Alice seeing Bob’s status updates on her homepage or news

feed. Bob now has a follower: Alice, but in order for Alice to be classed as Bob’s friend he has to friend

Alice. With this asymmetric relationship considered, any graph of the social network, therefore must

be directed rather than the undirected graph that would typically describe a relationship, making this a

rather unique feature of this particular social network.

1) 1Password Manager. https://agilebits.com/onepassword/android.
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Table 1 User profile attributes

Attribute name Comment Constant/Variable

User name The screen name for the account. Constant

Name The user’s real name Variable

User ID A URL link to a user’s homepage. Constant

Website A unique account identifier. Variable

Location A location given by the user. Can be null. Variable

User since
A UTC (Coordinated universal time) value confirming when the

Constant
account was created: (YYYY–MM–DD HH:MM:SS).

Bio A 160 character limit biography set by the user. Can be null. Variable

Followers A positive integer. Variable

Friends A positive integer. Variable

Listed count The number of lists a user has been added to. Variable

Geocoded
Whether when posting a status update longitude and latitude values

Variable
are also recorded. Returns a Boolean value.

Language The account user’s language. Variable

Timezone May give indication of user’s location. Variable

Verified Whether the account has been verified. Returns a Boolean value. Variable

3.3 The user profile and statuses

A user profile has a number of attributes afforded to it. These are identified in Table 1 with a brief

descriptor whether the value returned is constant or variable. A total of 14 attributes are listed, just

three will remain constant over the life of the account: the “User name” or handle, the “User ID”, and

the “user since” values. The remaining 11 attributes are variable, either manipulated out of choice by

the user or as a result of interactions within the network. A status has similar characteristics that either

vary or remain constant, much like the user profile. There are 14 listed attributes, and three are variable.

For each dataset and independent variable, these can be mapped against time.

3.4 The user status and attributes

When a user posts a status or tweet on the OSN, a number of attributes are also recorded with the text.

An overview of these is identified in Table 2. A user may apply a hashtag to a status, which in turn

can be searched for by other users. This concept permits the searching of content within the OSN. As

all data is intrinsically made public it is both searchable and viewable. Other users may rebroadcast a

tweet by retweeting the status to their users. This concept allows for the rapid transmission of thoughts,

opinions, news, and views.

Also, to direct messaging another user, where only the receiver may view the content of the message,

a user may mention another user in their status, with this becoming a publically viewable status. To

mention and subsequently notify a user a “@” character is placed at the start of the user name, e.g.,

“@username”. A user may elect to favorite (note the Americanism of the word, this is its common

spelling) another user’s tweet. This is similar to the like function found in other OSNs. The unique

identifier assigned to each Tweet ID is known as Snowflake, which is a 64-bit signed integer value.

3.5 Data extraction design

It is possible to develop a method for data extraction for a single user profile, to extend this to a small

sample and then to examine a status in a similar manner. A status has an identifier that makes it unique,

known as Snowflake. Data can be extracted from the network using a Representational State Transfer

(REST) application programming interface (API), whose use permits adaptation into many different

programming languages, with the underlying principles remaining the same. JavaScript Object Notation
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Table 2 User status attributes

Attribute name Comment Constant / Variable

A 64-bit integer representation of the unique identifier

assigned to the status when posted to the network. A string

Tweet ID version of this is also made available for programming languages Constant

that have difficulty interpreting values greater than 53 bits.

Cannot be null.

Tweet text
A maximum 140 characters limit value which can be any ASCII

Constant
character. Cannot be null.

Tweet created at
A UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) value confirming when the

Constant
tweet was created: (YYYY–MM–DD HH:MM:SS). Cannot be null.

A collection of user ids, indicating who contributed to the

Tweet contributors authorship of the tweet (perhaps on behalf of the official Constant

tweet author). Can be null.

Tweet coordinates
A longitude and latitude of the Tweets original location, if

Constant
the user has geolocation enabled on their account. Can be null.

Tweet favorited
A Boolean value confirming whether the tweet has been favorited

Variable
by any user. Cannot be null.

Tweet favorited Returns a positive integer value of the approximate number of
Variable

count users that have favorited the tweet. Cannot be null.

Tweet in reply
The user may reply to another tweet, including the original

to screen name
poster’s username. This value will hold the unique screen name Constant

of the original poster. Can be null.

Tweet in reply
As above, the user may reply to another tweet, including the

to user ID
original poster’s username. This value will hold the unique user Constant

ID of the original poster. Can be null.

Tweet in reply
The user may reply to another tweet, including the original poster’s

to status ID
username. This value will hold the unique id of the original status. Constant

Can be null.

Tweet place
When present can indicate that the tweet is associated, but not

Constant
necessarily originating from a certain place. Can be null.

Tweet retweet count
Returns the number of times that an original tweet has been reposted

Variable
by other users. Can be null.

Identifies the utility used to post the status, for example the

Tweet source
twitter website viewed in a web browser will return the value “web”.

Constant
Tweets can be made from a multitude of platforms and third party

applications. Cannot be null.

A Boolean value confirming whether the tweet exceed the original 140

Tweet truncated character length, for example as a result of the status being retweeted. Constant

Cannot be null.

(JSON) is the language used to make requests, an authorization method using the protocol OAUTH is

used to prevent abuse of the system. Wrappers are available in a number of programming languages that

simplify the process. Python is a known programming language and has several libraries that can be

used to access the Twitter API, here Tweepy is used.

Python also has additional modules that can assist with data manipulation and interpretation, includ-

ing the ability to export to a comma separated value (CSV) file and to MySQL; the latter within this

scenario run on a transferable XAMPP stack. A number of scripts have been developed to facilitate data
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extraction; all code made available via the Sourceforge.net website2).

3.6 Limitations and assumptions

There are known limitations when using any Twitter API. Any authorization key can only make a

maximum of either 350 or 150 calls per hour; the rates are dependent on the type of request being made.

When considering the retrieval of statuses from the OSN, only the last 3200 may be returned for any user

when using the OAUTH method. This may prove problematic where historic tweets are considered or if

an account has been hijacked and flooded. During this work, if a date or time is required to be displayed

to the user on screen, the ISO 8601 standard calendar notation is preferred, because of it being easily

interpreted. If a unique timestamp is required on a file, then a Unix Epoch value will be assigned, both

standardized units of measure.

3.7 Discussion

A digital signature or hash, when used in traditional computer forensic methods reduces a large binary

input or bit stream into a fixed size value, typically displayed as a hexadecimal value. It performs the

task of verifying that a copy is exactly the same as the original. Typically, MD5 and SHA-1 are used. It

is known that there are a number of open source applications available that permit the hashing of files

[80,81]. Both user profiles and statuses have properties that change over time, making the hashing of

data directly from the network nigh on impossible, it is constantly changing and being overwritten. The

problems presented with cloud computing technologies described in Section 2, resurface with the forensic

analysis and investigation of Twitter.

Deviation from guidelines and computer models may be unavoidable. Data will probably only exist in

a moment in time and then will almost inevitably be lost; every effort should be made to retrieve as much

as possible. Thereafter, therefore, working on a copy of this data should be considered best practice,

having first extracted as much data as possible as per the NIST model.

Any tools used should be known and every effort should be made to make any programming code both

simplistic and understandable and every element inspectable, making the process as easy to follow as

possible to a layman.

4 Data extraction for a single user profile

Having conducted a literature review and an analysis of the Twitter OSN it has been identified that there

is a need to develop and validate tools to perform social network forensic analysis. Incremental sections

will be developed, by experimentation and then validating results. 2 key components have been identified

with Twitter in Section 3, the user and their status. A method will first be developed to extract data

from the user profile and their associated variable and constant attributes. Any approach can then be

adapted to extract user profile data.

Single profile data extraction design, simulation, and experimentation. Using the Python

programming language a script is designed and implemented, that maps the data flow described in Figure

1. A known screen name will be input by the user. Using the Twitter API, OAUTH will be negotiated and

a request will be made for the given username’s account attributes, identified in Table 1 to be returned.

This data, stored within Twitter’s servers will be returned via the API and displayed on screen to the

user. It is implemented using the Python 3.0 IDLE client on a Lenovo X201 I5 machine with 8 GB of

RAM.

It is confirmed as successfully extracting the attributes of a user account profile, through testing with

the author’s own profile, the technique compared and verified against the JSON language3). The data

returned is identical, save for the representation of the date and time format. The method abstracts the

2) URL for script downloads is www.sourceforge.net/projects/chowdentwitter.
3) Full test results can be viewed at http://sdrv.ms/14ssUtv.
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Figure 2 Data flow using Gane-Sarson notation.

OAUTH authorization from the user. Through simulation and experimentation the technique is refined

to give a final version that accepts an input from the user for a known Twitter handle. This version

returns a text file in the CSV format that has a unique filename based on the UNIX timestamp and the

username. This reduces the chance of data replication and permits the files to be compared not only for

the user, but also against other user accounts.

Further investigation of the true reliability of the data may be required at a later date, but the code is

open source and is readily inspectable. Testing has resulted in the method being validated and can now

be used to take “social snapshots” of Twitter user accounts.

5 Data extraction for multiple user profiles

Having developed a system for the extraction of a user’s profile data, it can now be tested for functionality

and ability to provide data over a period of time, suitable to perform forensic social network analysis.

By extending the sample from one to many, both ego-centric and network analysis can be accomplished.

5.1 Component design and implementation

The data flow implemented in Section 4 is extended to include a method to store, interpret, and manipu-

late the data and scripts run via the Python IDLE client. This will make a request for data from Twitter

via the API. The user profile data can then be returned for that given snapshot, with the result output

to a CSV text file and stored within and is saved into a directory on the host machine. On completion,

these are imported into Microsoft Excel; the originals left unmodified. Figure 2 demonstrates the data

flow of user request, data return, data store, and data export. A sample group is then selected from

the OSN, data gathering performed over a 4-week period for a total of 36 accounts. An excess of 1500

snapshots are gathered, stored, and sorted into the described centralized method of storage. For each

user account attribute, evaluation was made, both at an individual and group level. Data is subsequently

imported, mapped, graphed, and analyzed over an identical timeframe using Microsoft Excel 2010 on the

host machine.
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5.2 Experimentation and simulation

For each of the attributes described in Table 1, it is ascertained whether values have altered in relation to

both the previous value and the starting value. To ensure that any accounts that are protected are not

used and their privacy violated, only publically viewable accounts were selected. To ensure this remained

constant throughout, for each data snapshot it was tested for. It is expected that the “User Protected”

attribute for each account will remain as a constant Boolean value of false for each snapshot taken. Logic

tests are used to confirm these statements, both against the previous value and the starting value, e.g.,:

By combining the results obtained for each individual account, for each “User Protected” attribute,

further analysis can be performed on the results, making it possible to determine whether the entire

result set have a “User Protected” attribute that is false. It is subsequently determined that none of the

test subjects has a protected account, making further analysis ethically sound. This is represented as a

pie chart in Figure 3.

The principles of the logic tests generated for the “User Protected” analysis may, therefore, be extended

to identify and detect further changes in snapshot data and can be performed on any of the attributes

described in Table 1; with total values calculated and graphed not only for individuals, but also the

entire sample group. It can be determined whether the “User Description” Boolean attribute has changed

against either the previous value taken and/or the initial snapshot value for an individual user account.

This may be abstracted to two logic tests against: 1) The previous value taken; 2) the initial snapshot

value.

This data may also be graphed for a user against time. In Figure 4, an account from the sample shows

two changes occurring.

For example, by combining results it can be determined that the percentage of users at the time of their

final snapshot that had a completed biography. It can be seen in Figure 4 that only 57% complete this

“User Description” attribute. Total values can be calculated and graphed. Figure 5 gives the percentage

of users at the time of their final snapshot that had a completed description; Figure 6 demonstrates

the percentage of users who had changed their “User Description” attribute. It can be seen that 57%
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complete their “User Description” attribute and only 8% of the sample size make any changes to it over

the four week period.

Similar to the “User Description” and “User Protection” attributes before it, logic tests can be used for

the “Time Zone” Boolean attribute on the original user worksheet. Figure 7 is a pie chart representation

of the percentage breakdown of users where changes in the “Time Zone” attribute have been identified.

No changes are observed over the 4-week period, as shown in Figure 8. By combining the results, the time

zone attribute can be considered. Figure 9 is a pie chart representing the time zone settings for the sample

group. Just over a third of the sample group have not configured a time zone setting, approximately a

third are UK based, and the remainder are split between the Americas and other GMT +0000 locations.

The process used for the “Time Zone” attribute is repeated for the “Geo Enabled” Boolean attribute.

Figure 10 gives the percentage of users where the “Geo Enabled” attribute has changed. This is again

observed as no change for any user over the 4-week period. Figure 11 demonstrates the percentage of

accounts that were “Geo Enabled” account at the time of their final snapshot. It is confirmed that none

of the samples changed this settings. As shown in Figure 12, 42% of users did not complete their “User

Description” attribute.

When all attributes are analyzed, over the course of the sample period, few, if any changes to basic

user settings can be observed. It is, therefore, suggested that Twitter users appear to set these up, they

are then left alone. Some of these settings appear to be completely overlooked, particularly the “Time

Zone” and “User Description” attributes.

5.3 Friends, followers, and statuses counts

The attributes described above are solely Boolean in nature. However, the “User Friends Count”, “User

Followers Count”, and “User Statuses Count” attributes, yet to be discussed or presented, are known to

be either zero or positive integer values. A Boolean statement can still be tested to determine if values
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have changed; however, two additional calculations can be performed: a ratio change calculated against

the previous snapshot and the ratio change since the initial snapshot. These values along with the original

counts can be graphed over time. Therefore, if required, ratio values can be compared between users.

This will assist when graphing and comparing values in future, particularly given that these User Friends,

Followers, and Status attribute values can range from zero to five digit numbers and even higher and as

will be demonstrated to show massive deviation during analysis.

Three graphs are presented for the example of the same user screen name. The original count values

are demonstrated in Figure 13, displaying an increase in the value of the “User Friends Count” attribute.

Figure 14 gives the ratio change since the previous snapshot, demonstrating two spikes occurring at the

same points that an increase is seen in Figure 15. This is the ratio change since the initial snapshot.

Note that the trends in Figures 13 and 15 are identical, meaning this can be again used to compare large

deviances in the original integer values.

The attributes for the “User Followers Count” attribute can again be graphed over time. Figure 16

graphs the change in original value of the “User Follower Count”, here as a gradual decline. Figure 17

demonstrates the ratio change from the previous snapshot, demonstrating both spikes and dips across

time. Note that the trends in Figures 16 and 18 are identical. This can be used to compare large deviances

in original integer values.
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Figure 21 User status deviation. Figure 22 Tweet analysis per day for an individual

account.

Figures 19 and 20 demonstrate the ratio of friends to followers and followers to friends over time. Note

here that the trends are inversed. It can be noted that the trend lines in Figures 18 and 20 are identical.

Of particular note and interest is the “Status Count” attribute, 3 of the sample group (8%) experiencing

a dip at some point in their graph, demonstrated in Figure 21. When the status attribute is computed

and analyzed for a single user, to determine the days the user tweets and presented as in Figure 22 as

a bar chart, it is detected that the user screen name posts 100% of their posts on both a Tuesday and

a Friday. Within the Saturday value, the user posts negative 100% of their statuses. Here, it can be

determined that a post is added on the Friday and subsequently removed on a Saturday.

5.4 Active account analysis

Computations can be made, denoting any change in a user controlled attribute value. Either a value of

“true” or “false”; or integer values of “1” or “0” can be recorded. The latter can be summated across

all attributes, to detect the total number of changes in the data, or a percentage either comparing to a

previous or initial snapshot. It can be abstracted to a simple logic statement. By summing all values

together and returning a zero value it will be possible to demonstrate whether any change has been

recorded on the account for the entire snapshot period. If none has then the account is deemed inactive.
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Figure 23 Pie chart representation of active and inactive accounts.

Results have been combined for the described dataset and a percentage of “active” and “inactive”

accounts are attained for the sample group (Figure 23). It is observed that 86% of the sample set was

deemed active, and 14% inactive.

5.5 Discussion

Using logic to confirm or deny a defined statement has and can be extended to and utilized extensively

in every other available attribute for the user account. The core theory consists of the comparison of a

current data string with either a previous or starting value. It is not difficult to envisage these concepts

rewritten into any programming language, given the “RESTful” nature of the API; with data called from

a central location, compared using strings and variables, with a GUI front end written in HTML and

accessible through a web browser. Such progression should surely permit the use of these techniques to

the less technically adept.

The use of logic might be extended further. Combining statements it will be possible to start to

determine the characteristics of an account user. A user that does not post any or few status updates,

but continues to gather friends and followers may use the network only as a source of information gathering

or as noted in the literature review simply to browse other user’s profiles and status updates. The degree

of the characteristic might be determined by the ratio or number of friends and followers the account

accrues against an expected baseline.

Using the described methods it is nigh on impossible to determine how, when, and if at all the data

has been manipulated either side of these snapshot periods. The method only demonstrates a certain

value during particular moments in time. Attribute values and counts can and have been mapped against

time, an obvious representation of the data. By increasing the number of snapshots, accuracy will be

improved. These factors demonstrate the obvious and concurrent described limitations with cloud based

services, which when collecting, analyzing, and presenting data must not only be considered but also

communicated clearly and concisely to the audience; introducing a margin of error.

6 Data extraction for user statuses

The concepts used to extract user account data and analyze attributes described in sections 3, 4 and 5

can now be applied to the user’s statuses. Table 2 identified that a user status has at least 14 attributes

that may be analyzed, mapped against time, and are perceived to be a valuable source of information

and have significant opportunity for analysis. During the literature review it was noted that there is an

increasing prevalence of potentially socially objectionable user OSN statuses being posted. On occasion

these are removed after being published. Examples of user statuses being removed have been noted within

this article. Once removed, without direct access to the network’s data infrastructure, there is likely to

be no way of retrieving the original status or knowing what was contained within. Even with access, data

may already have been overwritten and permanently lost. By adapting the methods and technologies

discussed in Section 3 what has been removed by comparing the dataset with a later snapshot can be

detected.
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Figure 24 Data flow for a user status request, using Gane-Sarson notation.

6.1 Component design and implementation

Replicating the approach taken for gathering user account data, user status data is obtained for a test

account. The Python IDLE client is again used as a programming language, using the Tweepy API module

to handle OAUTH access. The XAMPP stack now used on the local host and a MySQL database was

configured within it to accept data. Figure 24 demonstrates the data flow for calling user status data

from Twitter via the API.

A script is written that requests for all possible statuses to be returned. The limitation is known to

be a maximum of 3200. These are then stored in a table held in a MySQL database running on the local

host. Each request is imported into a table that is assigned a unique name, made up of a combination of

the user screen name and the current time in UNIX Epoch format.

6.2 Simulation and experimentation

Using SQL this data can be queried, for example: a request made for all statuses with a Geo-location

attribute that is not “NONE”; this data then exported via CSV and coordinates mapped using a script

module or via an external solution. However, the stated intention here is to identify and to experiment

whether it is possible to detect if user statuses have been added or removed.

To confirm if possible experimentation is conducted with the author’s account, an initial data snapshot

is taken of the user’s statuses, request 1. One post is created, another removed, these activities docu-

mented. A second data snapshot is then obtained, request 2. These stored in the same MySQL database,

each with a unique table name, the two can then be compared, a proposed data flow demonstrated in

Figure 25.

The two data snapshots are then compared to detect any changes. In the given example, it should be

possible to detect that a status has been deleted and one has been added. This principle can then be

extended to compare any two user statuses for the same screen name. It is demonstrated using set theory

and a Venn diagram, illustrated in Figure 26. It is the set of elements which are in either of the sets, but

not in their intersection: the symmetric difference.

Using the given example demonstrated in Figure 26, the purple section represents the user statuses

that will be contained in both the first request and the second request. These should be the significant

number. The blue section is the statuses that are in Request 1, but not in Request 2. Here it would be

expected to see the status that has been deleted. The red section denotes the user statuses that are in

Request 2, but not in Request 1. The result of this should be the status that has been added.Therefore,

three selections may be proved and are expressed using set notation:

Let Request1 = R1, Request2 = R2:

1) Statuses that have been deleted are expressed as: (R1\R2). 2) Statuses that have been added are

expressed as: (R2\R1). 3) The symmetric difference: R1∆R2 = (R1\R2) ∪ (R2\R1).

Using SQL these requests are queried as per Figure 27(a), with the expected results being returned, a

slight modification required for MySQL, demonstrated in Figure 27(b)4).

4) Full test results are available at http://sdrv.ms/14ssUtv.
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compare table 1 with table 2

(SELECT * FROM table1

EXCEPT

SELECT * FROM table2)

UNION ALL

compare table 2 with table 1

(SELECT * FROM table2

EXCEPT

SELECT * FROM table1)

SELECT * FROM TABLE 1

WHERE (tweet_id, tweet_text) NOT IN (SELECT

tweet_id, tweet_text FROM ‘TABLE 2’)

UNION ALL

(SELECT * FROM TABLE 2

WHERE (tweet_id, tweet_text) NOT IN (SELECT

tweet_id , tweet_text FROM ‘TABLE 1’)

(a) (b)

Figure 27 Statement for returning symmetric differences. (a) SQL; (b) MySQL.

6.3 Discussion

The section brief was to attempt to develop the research conducted in chapters 4 and 5, to deliver a

scripted solution that extracts user profile statuses from the Twitter OSN, which has been achieved. It

is, however, multi-faceted, with significant and further potential. Through experimentation it is confirmed

that data is successfully collected and the theory is correctly executed. Currently, the system only collects

original user statuses and not “Retweets”. This is now a known limitation and will be rectified in future

works.
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Methods for extracting user time zones and the time and date of status creation are known, Geo-

location data can now be retrieved. This can now be used to potentially place the user at a given place,

in a moment in time. The relationships that the user maintains within the OSN can be retrieved, as can

their interactions. It is now possible, if all data is afforded and offered by the user, for the investigators

to be able to perform the three types of forensic analysis on a possible subject: temporal, relational, and

functional. Social network forensic analysis is now a real, distinct and obvious possibility. A baseline

with which to move forward with has been achieved.

7 Conclusion and future work

Online social networks are now indelibly entrenched in digital culture and are a key component of many

human’s lives, having seen rapid and unerring growth. These networks can often force a sense of enclosure

where information and thoughts are purveyed without prior consideration. They are forcing changes in

social norms and behavior. OSNs can be used for and as a tool for crime and unwanted conduct.

A significant amount of data being potentially available to an investigator, but traditional digital

forensic methods, when used to examine these networks, can be troublesome. Data therefore cannot be

physically secured, meaning alternatives have to be sought. A change in attitude and approach is required.

Methods have yet to be standardized; there is no open source movement and proprietary tools are still in

their early infancy. There is a need to establish methods of obtaining data quickly and efficiently, as data

is overwritten often by the user. Twitter was identified as a major online social network and a significant

data source.

It has been established that the issues known about the forensic analysis of cloud computing technolo-

gies are also found in Twitter. This is of little surprise as an OSN is essentially Software as a Service

(SaaS). The two key attributes, the user profile and the status have characteristics that can change

with time. Data therefore cannot be hashed directly from the network and relied upon to remain in a

static state. As much data should be retrieved as quickly as possible, mirroring early findings of the

NIST computer forensic model. On condition that the methods have been concisely documented and an

explanation of how results are achieved, it is possible that acceptable standards can be attained.

A standardized facility to permit data extraction and visualization has been demonstrated and experi-

mented to extract user profile data for a single user account, extended for a small sample group. Analysis

was conducted using the developed tools. Evaluation was undertaken at the individual and group levels.

Methods to interpret and visualize the results offered can be re-used.

Of significance was the discovery of being able to document and identify status removal, a factor iden-

tified previously in the literature review. Functionality has been described that permits the snapshotting

of user status data and the subsequent comparison of these data snapshots to identify where statuses

have both been removed and added. The logic behind this proof of concept can be extended further to

facilitate more complex analysis.

Source code has been made available on the Internet. It is hoped that some of these methods can be

taken forward and an open source forensic tool for the network can be further developed. In the next

step, the experiments will be further developed by increasing the sample sizes and gathering data over

a longer period. Also, the attempt will be made at interpreting the contents of the tweets. Potentially,

using semantics and natural language processing, the actual tone of the status could be interpreted.
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Abstract Pulse-output genetic circuit networks have the advantages in stability and accuracy. In this paper,

we analyze some important parameters in a typical inverter, and then design a pulse-output genetic circuit of

breast cancer signal communication and monitor of breast cancer signal. We first design a single-index monitor

circuit. When a certain tumor marker’s concentration exceeds the positive criterion, the circuit will output a

pulse as a warning. Since the diagnose results derived from one single tumor marker are sometimes indeterminate,

an integrated circuit is proposed to construct a multi-index monitor circuit network. The multi-index detection

can strongly increase the correct recognition rate in terms of accuracy and safety. This circuit network may also

be used in other fields of gene diagnosis with some modifications, and some experiments designed to validate

them had been done.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, a great deal of effort has been made in the research and application of tumor markers,

such as breast cancer markers, lung cancer markers, etc. Clinical use of these tumor markers includes

the detection of early lesions, predication of tumor prognosis and warning of cancer cells’ metastasis or

recurrence [1–3]. Currently, three tumor markers of Breast Cancer: CEA (Carcino-Embryonic Antigen),

CA125 (Cancer Antigen 125 or Carbohydrate Antigen 125) and CA153 (Cancer Antigen 153 or Carbohy-

drate Antigen 153), are widely used for early detection and chemotherapy effects assessment. Normally,

that CEA > 5000 U/L, CA125 > 35000 U/L, CA153 > 25000 U/L (U/L, units/liter) are considered as

positive criteria of preclinical cancer.

Former researches suggest that the coincidence rate between the results observed clinically and results

derived from one tumor marker changes was 50.0% for CEA, 55.6% for CA153, 31.1% for CA125 and 73%

for three markers combined [4]. Besides, joint detection of CA153, CA125 and CEA, etc. can improve

sensitivity without damaging diagnostic accuracy and specificity [5]. So we should not only utilize single

tumor marker, but also consider the multi-index effect in tumor detection.

∗Corresponding author (email: wxiang@buaa.edu.cn)
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Figure 1 Module diagram of the multi-index genetic circuit network.
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The application of genetic circuit is an emerging trend of synthetic biology while the idea of construct

genetic circuit network with electronic circuit concepts has been quite widely accepted [6]. Some research

concentrate on the improvement of productivity of instantaneous ON-OFF switch in genetic network [7];

Some work on analog transistor models and experimental biological data generated from genetic activator

and repressor promoter of genetic circuit [8]. We now have many basic genetic elements and units such

as inverter, AND gate, NAND gate [9,10]. By constructing biochemical logic circuits and embedding

them into cells, one can extend or modify the behavior of cells [11]. Scientists also demonstrate that

measuring the performance of individual gates is efficient to analysis and gain critical information of

complete system, which enable the construction of integrated genetic circuits larger [12,13].

In this paper, we propose a new genetic circuit network, called the pulse-output multi-index communi-

cation and monitor for breast cancer signal. It consists of two parts: three single-index monitor genetic

circuit and an integration circuit. Figure 1 shows its module diagram. The single-index monitors are

designed to detect the concentrations of relevant tumor markers and then output their results to the

integration circuit. The integration circuit network will integrate the information and output a signal

when breast cancer probably occurred. The analysis of the genetic circuit basic element and inverter are

discussed in Section 2. Specific design and model of the pulse-output, communication and monitor circuit,

and integration circuit network are proposed in Section 3. In Section 4, we talk about the BioSpice &

Matlab simulations and discuss those results. The conclusion is stated in Section 5.

2 Inverter analysis

Inverter locates in the center part of the genetic circuit. This is mainly because the “operon”, the concept

in molecular biology and the “inverter” concept in genetic circuit is almost one to one relationship. While

the “operon” is the basic component of gene regulatory networks, the discussion of inverter is the basis

of the following contents.

The following is a general-purpose inverter. Its block diagram shows in Figure 2.

The input protein “cI/cI2” will bind to the protein “PR”, the promoter of gene LuxI, thus inhibits
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Figure 3 Some parameters that affect the transmission curve. (a) ktranslate(cI); (b) kdec(PRcI2); (c) kdec(cI); (d) kdec(cI2).

the output “LuxI” production. We can use the following chemical equation to represent this series of

chemical reactions.

cI
kdec(cI)

−−−−→ , (1)

cI2
kdec(cI

2
)

−−−−−→ , (2)

cI + cI
kdim(cI)

−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−
ksngl(cI

2
)

cI2, (3)

cI2 + PR

kassoc(cI
2
)

−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−
kdis(cI

2
)

PRcI2, (4)

PRcI2
kdec(PRcI2)

−−−−−−−→ PR, (5)

PR +RNAP

ktranscribe(LuxI)

−−−−−−−−−−→ PR +RNAP +mRNALuxI, (6)

mRNALuxI + rRNA
ktranscribe(LuxI)

−−−−−−−−−−→ mRNALuxI + rRNA+ LuxI. (7)

Some parameters affect only the gain of the circuit output, such as k-translate (LuxI), and some can

affect the shape of transmission curve.

We focused on the inverter repression process with several key parameters, including k-translate (cI),

k-dec (PRcI2), k-dec (cI), k-dec (cI2). By using the numerical solution, their impact on the transmission

curve is shown in Figure 3.

From Figure 3 (a) and (b), it is found that both the k-translate (cI), k-dec (PRcI2) can change the

slope of the transmission curve. To be specific, when k-translate (cI) increases, the slope decreases, and

the turning point moves to the left. The k-dec (PRcI2) has the opposite effect. However, they do not

change the feature of the curve, i.e. the first half is a straight line.

As for the parameter k-dec (cI), and k-dec (cI2), both of them can affect the slope and curvature of

the transmission curve. When k-dec (cI) increases, the curve bends to the right, the first half becomes
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upwardly convex. But this process will also deteriorate the performance at turning point. If the input

exceeds the threshold, the output cannot become zero fast enough. Parameter k-dec (cI2) affects the

bending degree of the curve at the turning point. The larger its value is, the smoother the curve is.

With the joint adjustment of parameters k-dec (cI), and k-dec (cI2), both the speed and turning point

of the inverter can be improved.

In this section, we discuss some important parameters of an inverter, some of them affect the gain of

the output, and others influence the transmission curve shape. Parameter adjustment applies not only to

the inverter, but also many kinds of circuit for genetic circuit and modules. Theoretically, we can adjust

the parameters to obtain a better circuit transmission curve.

We will then present the design and model of our monitor circuits based on different combination of

inverters.

3 Design and model

3.1 Pulse-output monitor circuit

A kind of genetic circuit that can be used to detect chemical concentration has been carried out [14].

Using the same circuit design mechanism; we construct the Pulse-output CEA monitor circuit. Figure 4

shows its structure.

One index monitor consists of four parts: input, low threshold component, high threshold component,

and output. Specifically, CEA molecules bind the promoter PCEA and activate the gene transcription

of mRNAXY Protein X binds the operator site Px and represses the transcription of mRNAZ. This sub-

circuit acts as the low threshold component since transcription of mRNAZ is inversely proportional to the

CEA concentration. In a similar way, Protein Y binds the operator site PY and represses the transcription

of mRNAW. The regulation of proteinW on mRNAZ from PW determines the high threshold component,

which exhibits a sigmoidal response to the input CEA concentration. The synthesis of Protein Z from

the low and high threshold components determines the output component. Protein Z represses the Z

promoter and thereby regulates output expression. Because of the different RBS efficiency between the

translations of protein X and Y , the output would be a pulse when the CEA concentration exceeds its

positive criteria and then starts the integration circuit. Similarly, we design the single-index monitor

genetic circuit about CA125 and CA153 with the same process.

3.2 Integration circuit

Considering that anyone of these tumor markers concentration exceeding probably indicates the occur-

rence of breast cancer, we choose OR gate to work as the integration circuit, and use a kind of green

fluorescence protein (GFP) as the output. GFP concentration will be high as long as anyone of the input

protein concentration is high, or all of them exceed its criteria slightly. The integration circuit structure

depicts in Figure 5.

There are two different ways in constructing OR gate genetic circuit. The first option is construct the

OR gate by NAND gate that: OR(x, y) = NAND(NOT(x), NOT(y)). The schematic diagram of OR
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Figure 6 (a) The OR gate1 based on NAND gate; (b) the OR gate2 based on Inverter.

gate1 shows in Figure 6(a).

According to the Law of Mass Action [15], we build the ordinary differential equation (ODE) model of

it. The ODE model for OR gate1 shows as follows.

d[PXX ]

dt
= krx[X ]× [PX ]− dis[PXX ], (8)

d[PY Y ]

dt
= kry[Y ]× [PY ]− dis[PY Y ], (9)

d[P a
t ]

dt
= krprs[PXX ][PY Y ][Pt]− dis[P a

t ], (10)

d[mRNAg]

dt
= Pout +

ktx× [P a
t ]

[P a
t ] +Km

, (11)

d[GFP]

dt
= kts[mRNAg]− dec[GFP]. (12)

We also employ another kind of OR gate based on the equation that OR(x, y) = NOT(NOT(OR(x, y))),

which is shown in Figure 6(b).

d[PXY XY ]

dt
= krprs[PXY ]([X ] + [Y ])− 2dis[PXY XY ], (13)

d[P a
t ]

dt
= krprs[PXY XY ][Pt]− dis[P a

t ], (14)

d[mRNAg]

dt
= Pout +

ktx× [P a
t ]

[P a
t ] +Km

, (15)

d[GFP]

dt
= kts[mRNAg]− dec[GFP]. (16)

In this section, we designed the pulse-output communication and monitor circuit, and the integration

circuit network. We also analyzed their design basis, and described the working process. The simulation

and verification will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 7 (a) CEA, Threshold = 5000 U/L; (b) CA125, Threshold = 30000 U/L; (c) CA153, Threshold = 25000 U/L.

4 Simulation

We will use BioSpice7.0 and Matlab to simulate the genetic circuits and analyze their performance.

BioSpice is a biological simulation program for intra- and inter-cellular evaluation. The single-index

monitor genetic circuits are simulated by employing their biochemical reactions through it. And Matlab

is used to simulate the integration circuit network by employing its ODE model. The kinetic constants

used in simulation are according to the phage promoter and repressor mechanism. We can draw the

simulation diagram of the biochemical molecular changes by the plot function.

4.1 Pulse-output monitor circuit

Assume the concentration of tumor markers increases linearly, the single-index monitor would start when

the concentration of relevant tumor marker exceeds threshold and then output a pulse. The BioSpice

simulations of their dynamic behavior are shown in Figure 7.

The normal concentration of CEA is 0–5000 U/L. So, we set the alarm threshold on 5000 U/L. Because

of the different RBS (Ribosome Binding Site) efficiency, the protein Y’s has about one time unit delay,

which cause the pulse output. Also, the normal concentration of CA125 is 0–30000 U/L and CA153 is

0–25000 U/L. The thresholds of them are set on 30000 U/L and 25000 U/L respectively. Figure 7(b) and

Figure 7(c) depicts the simulation results of CA125, CA153.

Despite the different positive criteria input and threshold value, the concentrations of the output pulses

remain the same at 6900 U/L, which can be found in Figure 7. It suggests that the genetic circuit has
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Figure 8 (a) Generate efficiency K = 1; (b) generate efficiency K = 2; (c) generate efficiency K = 3.

excellent stability.

Next, considering that the genetic circuit works in different biochemical environment, we set a pa-

rameter K, which stands for the tumor markers generate efficiency (The results in Figure 7 are in the

condition of K = 2). Generally speaking, a bigger K value means greater risk of breast cancer. Taking

the CEA index monitor for example, we analyze the performance of the circuit in different K (different

generate efficiency of tumor marker), which is shown in Figure 8.

According to comparison, we can find regular pattern between the height, width and K value. Specif-

ically, when K increases, the pulse height rise and width compress. The circuits become more sensitive

when tumor markers generate fast. The numerical results show in Table 1.

Our pulse-output monitor circuit has the following features: (1) It can react to all three different tumor

markers: CEA, CA125 and CA153. (2) When the generate efficiency changes, the height and width of

the pulse also changes. In such cases, the monitor circuit works even better, and the higher and narrower

pulse can easily be detected.

4.2 Integration circuit network

To compare the two different OR gate genetic circuit and then choose a better one, we use Matlab to

simulate the performance of them under different impelling time (t). The results are shown in Figures 9

and 10.

In Figure 9, the results reveal that though the OR gate1 is very sensitive to single input. However,

two inputs will interfere with each other and decrease the output.
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Table 1 The relationship among K, max Output, and ∆t

K Outputmax (U/L) ∆t

1.0 ≈ 5000 ≈ 24

2.0 ≈ 6900 ≈ 16

3.0 ≈ 8900 ≈ 13
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Figure 9 Three-dimensional images of OR-Gate1. (a) OR-gate 1, t = 1 h; (b) OR-gate 1, t = 3 h; (c) OR-gate 1, t = 6 h;

(d) OR-gate 1, t = 12 h.

The OR gate2 is more sensitive than OR-Gate1, and the output curve looks like a concave function:

two inputs will reinforce each other so that increase the output. When t = 12h, the output approximate

to a constant, which suggests that OR gate2 can be quite stable.

By comparison, the performance of OR gate2 is more sensitive and stable, but the design may be more

difficult. For it is probably hard to find this kind of reaction that two chemicals can repress the same

protein transcription.

In this section, we simulate the pulse-output communication and monitor circuit, integration circuit

network, and then analyze the results. The Pulse-output circuit works properly. When the generating

efficiency of tumor markers increases, the circuit performs even better. As for the two integration circuit

networks, though probably more difficult to achieve, we still suggest using OR-gate2 as the integration

circuit network if possible.

5 Conclusion

We have designed a pulse-output multi-index communication and monitor genetic circuit network for

breast cancer and simulated its working conditions. When there is the probability that breast cancer has

occurred, that is, one of the three tumor markers (CEA, CA125, and CA153) highly exceeds its positive
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Figure 10 Three-dimensional images of OR-Gate2. (a) OR-gate2, t = 1 h; (b) OR-gate2, t = 3 h; (c) OR-gate2, t = 6 h;

(d) OR-gate2, t = 12 h.

concentration criterion, or all of them exceed its criteria slightly, the circuit will set out a warning signal.

The basis of this circuit is inverter and single-index monitor circuit. We put forward a pulse-output

one. It has a fine structure and works stably. The pulse it outputs can also be detected easily and clearly.

As for the integration circuit, we proposed two kinds of OR-gate and compared their performances. The

results suggest that the inverter-based OR-gate works better than the NAND-based gate.

Our designs also have significant implication on it for the improvement of accuracy and precision of

breast cancer detection. Furthermore, this circuit can also be used in other fields of gene diagnosis with

some necessary modifications.Some of the biological experiments designed to validate them had been

accomplished.
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Abstract As a popular real-time service on the Internet, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) communication

attracts more and more attention from the researchers in the information security field. In this study, we proposed

a VoIP steganographic algorithm with variable embedding capacities, incorporating AES and key distribution,

to realize a real-time covert VoIP communication. The covert communication system was implemented by

embedding a secret message encrypted with symmetric cryptography AES-128 into audio signals encoded by

PCM codec. At the beginning of each VoIP call, a symmetric session key (SK) was assigned to the receiver

with a session initiation protocol-based authentication method. The secret message was encrypted and then

embedded into audio packets with different embedding algorithms before sending them, so as to meet the real-

time requirements of VoIP communications. For each audio packet, the embedding capacity was calculated

according to the specific embedding algorithm used. The encryption and embedding processes were almost

synchronized. The time cost of encryption was so short that it could be ignored. As a result of AES-based

steganography, observers could not detect the hidden message using simple statistical analysis. At the receiving

end, the corresponding algorithm along with the SK was employed to retrieve the original secret message from

the audio signals. Performance evaluation with state-of-the-art network equipment and security tests conducted

using the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon method indicated that the proposed steganographic algorithm is secure,

effective, and robust.

Keywords VoIP, steganography, AES, covert communication, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon
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1 Introduction

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) communication is one of the most popular real-time services on the

Internet. VoIP has more advantages than traditional telephony, since the Internet allows VoIP to provide

low-cost, high-reliability, and global services. VoIP streams often have a highly redundant representation,

which usually permits the addition of significantly large amount of secret data by means of simple and

subtle modifications that preserve the perceptual content of the underlying cover object. With the

increasing percentage of VoIP streams in all of the Internet traffic, VoIP is considered to be a better
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cover object for information hiding compared with “static” cover objects such as text files, image files,

and audio files. Besides, VoIP connection is usually very short, and so it is unlikely for attackers to

detect the hidden data within VoIP streams. Their real-time characteristics may be used to improve the

security of the hidden data embedded in VoIP “dynamic” streams.

Steganography is a method of embedding secret data into a cover object, which should not cause

unacceptable distortion and arouse observers’ attention. Both steganography and encryption technology

keep the confidentiality of the secret data, but there are significant differences in many aspects between

them. Encryption technology only protects the content of the secret data, making them unreadable.

Thus, unauthorized users can know the existence, except the specific details about the secret data.

Steganography hides the existence of the secret data, such that unauthorized users know neither the

existence of the secret data nor the details of it.

Steganography is one of the most important areas of information security, becoming more and more

flourishing to apply in various fields. For example, military communication systems usually need to be

at higher security levels. They require not only encrypting the messages exchanged, but also hiding the

existence of the messages, which means attackers even cannot perceive the existence of the messages. For

protecting the intellectual property of digital products, merchants often embed their trade mark or unique

logo into digital products with steganography. There are also some other applications of steganography.

In early steganography literature, steganography was widely used in image [1–3], audio [4,5], and video

[6] files. For image steganography, the common method was to modify the least significant bit (LSB) of

pixels in an image using LSB-based methods. Since Human Visual System (HVS) is not so sensitive, the

differences between the original image and the image with a secret message are imperceptible through

human eyes. Audio steganography was used to embed a secret message into an AU, WAV, or MP3 audio

file. It is generally recognized that audio steganography is more challenging than image steganography

for the wider dynamic range of Human Auditory System (HAS) in comparison with HVS. The basic LSB

steganography was also widely used in audio and video files. With the rapid development of the Internet

applications, steganography has been gradually applied to the Internet real-time data. The real-time

requirements of VoIP communication provide basic security for the system, but it does not allow too

many operations, making it difficult to add more operations (e.g., security measures) to improve the

security level.

There have been some efforts to study VoIP steganography, which has potential practical applications

in industries and the military. VoIP steganography can be divided into two categories. One is embedding

secret data into some free or unused fields of TCP/IP protocol headers [7]. However, there is an underlying

problem. When passing an intelligent router, VoIP packets with modifications in their protocol headers

would be eliminated or discarded. The other one is hiding secret data into the payload of VoIP packets,

which is a method to modify audio packets to embed secret data in different processing stages. For

instance, Huang et al. [8] embedded secret data according to the characteristics of the coding algorithms

at the coding phase. Codecs used were G.729, G.726, and G.723. Miao et al. [9] analyzed the character

of audio, and implemented different embedding approaches in active frames and inactive frames.

Dittmann et al. [10] suggested a design of steganography for VoIP. Since the design substituted the

bits of secret data for the least significant bits of the cover audio, the design was easy to be detected by

simple steganalysis. They also suggested that secret data can be encrypted before embedding.

Tian et al. [11] proposed a covert communication model based on LSB steganography in VoIP, which

simply encrypted secret data before embedding them into voice samples coded by G.729a codec. They

claimed that the model could protect the security of the secret data in a short term and produce short

latency. However, the encryption algorithm is not a standard algorithm, and the security of the encryption

algorithm remains to be proved.

Wang et al. [12] described a design of real-time speech hiding for G.711 codec, which was implemented

in Linphone. They compressed the secret speech with Speex, before embedding it into the least significant

bit of every two samples. But they did not consider the quality of stego-speech and failed to address the

security problems such as encryption, authentication, key distribution, etc.

The encryption of secret data and the authentication between the communicating parties cost extra
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Figure 1 Covert VoIP communication model.

time before embedding the secret data, but if the costs were relatively lower, they would not affect the

voice quality of VoIP. On the other hand, session key (SK) distribution could be performed ahead of each

VoIP call, so that it would not have an impact on normal VoIP communications.

Based on the above analysis, in this study, we proposed a VoIP steganographic algorithm with vari-

able embedding intervals incorporating Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and key distribution to

realize a real-time covert communication. The covert communication system was implemented by em-

bedding a secret message encrypted with symmetric cryptography AES-128 into audio signals encoded by

PCM codec. The secret message was encrypted and embedded with different algorithms before sending

audio packets to meet the real-time requirements of VoIP communications. At the receiver end, the

corresponding algorithm was employed to retrieve the secret message, and then to decrypt it to get the

original message using the same SK. A large group of female and male speech samples were employed to

evaluate the performance and security of the proposed steganographic algorithm and its impact on VoIP

communications.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our proposed real-time covert VoIP commu-

nication system with an underlying steganographic algorithm consisting of key distribution, encryption,

embedding, and extraction. In Section 3, the experimental setup and test device are described in detail.

The experimental results, performance evaluation, and security analysis of the proposed covert VoIP

communication system using state-of-the-art network equipment Digital Speech Level Analyzer (DSLA)

made in England are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions of the article are given in Section 5.

2 Proposed real-time covert VoIP communication system

2.1 Covert VoIP communication framework

The proposed covert VoIP communication system was based on the UDP protocol, which is used for

connectionless and unreliable delivery. The system was implemented by embedding a secret message

encrypted with symmetric cryptography AES-128 into audio signals encoded by PCM. At the receiving

end, the secret message was retrieved and decrypted with the same SK, which was distributed before the

communication session began.

Figure 1 depicts the covert VoIP communication model based on steganography and cryptography. At

the beginning of each VoIP call, a symmetric SK was randomly generated by user A and assigned to

the receiver (user B) with a Session Initiation Protocol-based authentication method. User A wants to

send a secret message to user B through the VoIP channel. M stands for the secret message, M ′ is the

ciphertext, and E and D denote the encryption and decryption processes, respectively. User A encrypts

the secret message M to M ′, embeds M ′ into the original cover-speech, and then sends the stego-speech

to user B. Having received the stego-speech, user B retrieves the encrypted secret message, and decrypts

M ′ to get the original secret message with the same SK.

Since the VoIP system is a connectionless and unreliable delivery system, it leads to packet loss in-

evitably. To measure the packet loss ratio, we as user A sent a string “abcdefghijkl...” to the other
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Table 1 The parameters of AES-128 used

Key length (words/bytes) Block size (words/bytes) Number of rounds Key length in each round (words/bytes)

4/16 4/16 10 4/16

communicating party (user B), by embedding one character in the least significant bits of audio packets.

At the receiver end, we retrieved the string to determine the packet loss ratio. The test was implemented

in a local area network, and the packet loss ratio was determined to be less than 1%, which is acceptable

for VoIP communications of high quality.

2.2 Key distribution

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is commonly used for establishing VoIP calls. SIP is an application-

layer protocol which handles all the signaling requirements of the VoIP session, including initiating,

managing, and terminating multimedia sessions across networks. Some SIP authentication key agreement

protocols have been proposed to improve the security of SIP-based communications. Wang et al. [13]

proposed a key agreement scheme for VoIP communications. The scheme could achieve dynamic key

changes during the session initiation. Yu et al. [14] proposed an identity-based mechanism capable of

providing end-to-end identity authentication and key agreement for enhancing SIP security.

There are three communication ways in SIP: the direct call, the proxy server, and the redirect server. In

the proposed covert VoIP communication system, the key delivery was implemented over a secret channel.

The communication mode in the SIP protocol was the direct call, which was designed for initializing the

interactive communication session between two communicating parties. The key distribution was achieved

using an effective authenticated key agreement scheme for SIP based on the concept of identity-based

encryption. The public key could be the users’ some public information. User A and user B had their

own private key (PR) and public key (PU). User A could get user B’s public key through a certain way.

Then user A generated a symmetric SK randomly, encrypted the SK with A’s private key and B’s public

key in succession, and sent the encryption result to user B. Having received the result, user B decrypted

the result with B’s private key and A’s public key successively to get the SK.

Figure 2 shows the process of initializing the communication between user A and user B. Firstly,

user A sends “COMMUNICATION INVITATION” to invite B to join a session. If user B accepts the

invitation, she or he returns “AGREE”. Upon receipt of confirmation, user A generates a symmetric

SK randomly, and then uses an encryption method E(PRA, E(PUB, SK)) to send the SK to B. User

B decrypts SK to get the SK. If one communicating party wants to end the call, she or he could send

“BYE”, and the other party would reply “OK” to end the communication.

In each call, the SK was updated to avoid the key leakage problem, so as to improve the security of

the covert VoIP communication between the communicating parties.

2.3 Encryption

Advanced Encryption Standard is a specification of standard encryption established by the U.S. NIST

in 2001. It is based on Rijndael cipher algorithm [15], which is used widely. For AES-128, the key

attackers need to break AES-128 with the computational complexity of 2126.1, indicating that the attacks

are computationally infeasible. Considering the real-time requirements of VoIP communications, AES-

128 was used in the proposed covert VoIP communication system, because AES-128 is one of the fastest

encryption algorithms so far.

In the AES algorithm, the lengths of the input block and the output block are 128 bits, which can be

expressed as 16 bytes. Table 1 lists the parameters in the implementation of AES-128.

For its cipher and inverse cipher, the AES algorithm uses a round function that is composed of four

different byte-oriented transformations: byte substitution (expressed as SubBytes()), shifting rows (ex-

pressed as ShiftRows()), mixing data in each column (expressed as MixColumns()), and adding Round

Key (expressed as AddRoundKey()). Figure 3 describes the AES encryption pseudo code [16] used in
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Figure 2 Initialization process of VoIP communica-

tion.

chiper(byte in [4*Nb], byte out [4*Nb], word w[Nb *(Nr+1)])

begin

    byte state[4, Nb]

    state=in    

    AddRoundKey(state, w[0,Nb-1])

    for round=1 step 1 to Nr-1

        SubBytes(state)

        ShiftRows(state)

        MixColumns(state)

        AddRoundKey(state, w[Nr*Nb, (Nr+1)*Nb-1])

    end for

    SubBytes(state)

    ShiftRows(state)

    AddRoundKey(state, w[Nr*Nb, (Nr+1)*Nb-1])

    out=state

end

Figure 3 Pseudo code of the cipher.

the covert VoIP communication system. Nb is the block size in words and Nr is the number of rounds in

words.

In our covert VoIP communication system, the AES-128 encryption algorithm was used to encrypt a

secret message prior to embedding taking place. Before embedding the secret message, the whole length

of the secret message was calculated and expressed as LoM. The LoM value was embedded into 16-bytes

cover audio packets, and the range of LoM was between 0 and 216−1. Since it was necessary to minimize

the time that encryption of the secret message costs to meet the real-time communication requirements,

the size of the secret message embedded into each audio packet should be an integral multiple of 16

bytes and smaller than the size of the audio packet. As a result of that, AES-128 algorithm divided the

plaintext into groups of 16 bytes, so each encryption time was less than 0.1 ms, which is acceptable for

the real-time VoIP communication.

2.4 Embedding

The different embedding methods employed in the covert VoIP communication system were based on our

newly designed data embedding algorithms with variable embedding capacities, which were achieved by

varying embedding location intervals. Let us set a parameter R as the interval for embedding the bit

stream of a secret message into each byte of audio packets. LLoM is defined as the length of the rest

of the secret message that are embedded into the last packet. The various sizes of the secret message

embedded into different audio packets are defined by

m0 =

⌈
LoM

16

⌉

∗ 16, (1)

m1 =

⌊
P − 16

R ∗ 8 ∗ 16

⌋

∗ 16, (2)

mk =

⌊
P

R ∗ 8 ∗ 16

⌋

∗ 16, (3)

mn =

⌈
LLoM

16

⌉

∗ 16, (4)

where m0 is the whole size of the secret message to be embedded, m1 denotes the length of the secret

message embedded into the first packet, mk represents the length of the secret message embedded into

other packets, mn denotes the length of the secret message in the last packet, P stands for the size of

audio in each packet, and the value of P is 4096 bytes in our covert communication system. The larger

the value of R, the less the secret message can be embedded into each audio packet. When the secret

message is very short, LoM is smaller than m1.
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Figure 4(a) shows the traditional LSB method of embedding the bits of a secret message into the least

significant bits of each byte of audio streams. For instance, 16 bytes of audio streams have an embedding

capacity of 2 bytes message. Figure 4(b) illustrates the method for embedding a secret message into every

2 bytes of audio streams when the value of R is set to 1. One byte of the secret message is embedded

into 16 bytes of audio streams. Figure 4(c) illustrates the method to embed a secret message into every

3 bytes of audio streams when the value of R is 2. So one byte of a secret message needs to be embedded

into 22 bytes of audio streams.

The embedding process was designed as follows:

Step 1: embed the length of the secret message expressed as LoM, and let length = LoM.

Step 2: calculate m1 and mk,

if LoM < m1,

encrypt M(0,m0 − 1) as S(0,m0 − 1), covert S(0,m0 − 1) into bit stream B = {b(0), b(1), . . . ,

b((m0 − 1) ∗ 8)},

if b(i) = 0, V (k) = V (k)&0xfe,

if b(i) = 1, V (k) = V (k)|0x01,

k = k +R,

length = 0,

end.

if LoM > m1,

encrypt M(0,m1 − 1) as S(0,m1 − 1),covert S(0,m1 − 1) into bit stream B = {b(0), b(1), . . . ,

b((m1 − 1) ∗ 8)},

if b(i) = 0, V (k) = V (k)&0xfe,

if b(i) = 1, V (k) = V (k)|0x01,

k = k +R,

length = length−m1.

Step 3: if length > mk,

encrypt M(m1,m1 +mk − 1) as S(m1,m1 +mk − 1),

covert S(m1,m1 +mk − 1) into bit stream B = {b(0), b(1), . . . , b((mk − 1) ∗ 8)},

if b(i) = 0, V (k) = V (k)&0xfe,

if b(i) = 1, V (k) = V (k)|0x01,

k = k +R,

length = length−mk,

repeat Step 3 until length < mk.

Step 4: calculate mn,

encrypt M(LoM− length,LoM− 1) as S(LoM− length,LoM− length +mn − 1),

covert S(LoM−length,LoM−length+mn−1) into bit streamB = {b(0), b(1), . . . , b((mn − 1) ∗ 8)},

if b(i) = 0, V (k) = V (k)&0xfe,

if b(i) = 1, V (k) = V (k)|0x01,

k = k +R,

length = 0,

end.

For instance, when the traditional LSB algorithm was used to embed a secret message, the LoM value

was embedded into the first 16 bytes of the first audio packet, and the secret message was embedded into

the rest of the first audio packet and the other packets. The rest of the first audio packet was about 4080

bytes, which was capable of embedding 510 bytes of the secret message according to Eq. (2). To shorten

the encryption time, we embedded 496 bytes of secret message into the first audio packet. The first 496

bytes of the secret message were encrypted with AES, and the resulting ciphertext was then embedded

into audio packets using the embedding algorithm above. As for the other audio packets, we embedded

512 bytes of the secret message that were encrypted by AES into each audio packet. The rest of the

secret message was embedded into the last audio packet, the size of which is expressed as LLoM. The
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Figure 4 Embedding secret message with different values of R. (a) The traditional LSB method; (b) embedding secret

message when R = 1; (c) embedding secret message when R = 2.

number of LLoM might not be an integral multiple of 16 bytes, so it was possibly necessary to change it

to an integral multiple of 16 bytes. It was larger than LLoM after encryption.

2.5 Extraction

The extraction is a reverse process of the embedding process. The corresponding retrieving algorithm

was employed to get the secret message encrypted by AES, and decrypt it with the same SK to obtain

the original message in each audio packet.

3 Experimental setup

3.1 Experiment settings

To evaluate the performance and security of the proposed steganographic algorithm, we employed the

VoIP speech samples coded by PCM as the cover-speech. The speech samples employed were classified

into two groups, female speech samples and male speech samples. We implemented two sets of tests upon

the female speech samples and the male speech samples, respectively.

The Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is the mean of the values on a predefined scale that subjects assign

to their opinion of the performance of the telephone transmission system used either for conversation

or for listening to spoken material [17]. But the MOS assessment is complex and expensive to perform.

To evaluate the impact of steganography upon speech quality, we contrasted Perceptual Evaluation of

Speech Quality (PESQ) [18] scores of the cover-speech without steganography and the stego-speech with

steganography, respectively. PESQ provides an objective measure that predicts the results of subjective

listening tests on telephony systems. The PESQ score is analogous to the subjective Mean Opinion Score

measured using panel tests according to ITU-T P.800.

We collected a large number of stego-speech samples at the VoIP communicating receiver for testing.

The audio samples were obtained using 2-channel and sampling at 11 025 Hz. There were 17 types of

stego-speech files where a message in English was embedded with the different algorithms described in
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Figure 6 Simplified block diagram of DSLA.

Section 2. The cover-speech without steganography was expressed as “no embedding”. The stego-speech

with the English message embedded using the traditional LSB algorithm was expressed as “T LSB”.

The other stego-speech samples using the proposed algorithms with different R values were expressed as

“R = value”, and the R value was between 1 and 40.

Figure 5 shows the experiments of testing the speech quality of the cover-speech and stego-speech

streams with DSLA. In the experiments, we used a player to playback records of English audio as the

cover-speech to microphone. The audio samples were standard English records from DSLA. Comparisons

between cover-speech files and stego-speech files were carried out at the end of the VoIP call. At the

receiving end (callee), we measured the PESQ scores of cover-speech samples and stego-speech samples

using the DSLA, which is a high-accuracy tool to measure the strength and quality of speech signals.

3.2 DSLA principle

In our experiments, we used DSLA II made by Malden Electronics Ltd in the UK to measure the quality

and strength of speech samples. The DSLA and user interface have been designed to provide a simple

access to computing the PESQ score. PESQ takes into account the following sources of signal degradation:

coding distortions, transmission errors, packet loss, delay and variable delay, and filtering in analogue

network components. Thus, PESQ can provide an objective measure of speech quality.

Figure 6 explains the internal components of the DSLA used in our experiments. The DSLA has two

channels. From the user interface application, each channel can be switched to use one of three connector

types: phone line, balanced, and handset. The DSLA has a 24-bit analogue to digital converters (ADC)

and 24-bit digital to analogue converters (DAC). This provides approximately 104 dB of dynamic range.

The converters are optimally placed to ensure signals have enough head room and a low enough noise

floor. DSLA incorporates bespoke software to provide command and control functionality as well as

real-time signal detection and processing [19].
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4 Results and discussion

We implemented two sets of tests in the experiments, resulting in two groups of experimental results

which can be divided into two categories: Female speech results and Male speech results. From the

experimental results, we analyzed the waveform in the time-domain of speech samples, the spectrum

energy in the frequency-domain of speech samples, and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of audio signals,

and performed statistical analysis of PESQ scores of female speech samples and male speech samples,

respectively.

4.1 Female speech results

Figure 7 shows comparisons in the time-domain and frequency-domain of different stego-speech samples

containing secret messages as well as the “no embedding” speech sample. As Figure 7(a) shows, some

distortions between the waveforms of “T LSB” and “no embedding” speech samples existed. There were

little distortions between the “no embedding” speech and “R = value” stego-speech samples, and some

distortions were caused by the different background noises in each call. Listening tests indicated that

our human ear could not distinguish the differences between the “no embedding” cover-speech and the

stego-speech with the hidden secret message. Figure 7(b) shows the spectrograms of the stego-speech

samples received at the VoIP receiver. The spectrogram was the result of calculating the frequency

spectrum of sound. As can be seen from these figures, there were slight differences in these spectrograms

between the “no embedding” cover-speech and the stego-speech samples. This means that the proposed

steganographic algorithm had no or little impact on the time-domain and frequency-domain of the original

cover-speech.

We also tested the perceptual evaluation speech quality value to analogize the subjective mean opinion

score. Table 2 lists the average PESQ values of female speech samples, the variances between “no em-

bedding” speech and stego-speech samples with the hidden message, and the SNR values of stego-speech

samples. Figure 8(a) shows the distributions of PESQ scores of “no embedding” samples and stego-speech

samples based on the data in Table 2. The black line is PESQ values for “no embedding” speech samples,

and the red curve represents PESQ values for the stego-speech samples containing secret messages. When

the values of R increased, the PESQ values of stego-speech samples changed little, and the PESQ values

were 3.5 approximately. It is obvious that the proposed encryption and embedding operations had caused

little degradation in speech quality, indicative of effective covert VoIP communication.

The SNRs of “no embedding” samples and stego-speech samples were also measured. SNR is a measure

of signal strength relative to background noise. The ratio is usually measured in decibels. Figure 8(b)

shows comparisons of SNR values between original “no embedding” speech samples and stego-speech

samples. The black line is SNR values for “no embedding” speech samples; the red curve represents

SNR values for stego-speech samples with the hidden message. With the values of R increasing, the SNR

values showed an upward trend until the value of R reached 35 around, indicating that the proposed

steganographic algorithm with larger R had no or less impact on the real-time VoIP communication.

4.2 Male speech results

Figure 9 shows comparisons in the time-domain and frequency-domain of original male speech (no em-

bedding) samples and stego-speech samples, respectively. Pictures in Figure 9(a) are the waveforms of

original male speech (no embedding) samples and stego-speech samples. Pictures in Figure 9(b) are

the spectrograms of original male speech (no embedding) samples and stego-speech samples. As these

pictures show, there were small changes among them. It is obvious that the proposed steganographic

algorithm had little impact on the time-domain and frequency-domain of the original cover-speech.

Table 3 lists changes in PESQ value and SNR value between the “no embedding” speech samples and

stego-speech samples with data embedding. Comparatively, the PESQ values of male speech samples

were larger than the PESQ values of female speech samples. The maximum values of male stego-speech

samples were also larger than those of female stego-speech samples. However, as can be seen from
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Figure 7 Comparisons in time-domain and frequency-domain of female speech samples. (a) Comparisons in time-domain

of female speech-samples; (b) comparisons in frequency-domain of female speech-samples.

Table 2 Testing results for female speech samples using DSLA II

Female speech samples
PESQ SNR

Max Min Mean Variance Mean Variance

No embedding 3.65 3.63 3.6400 28.8333

T LSB 3.47 3.41 3.4330 0.2070 24.8333 4.0000

R = 1 3.45 3.35 3.4125 0.2275 25.1000 3.2333

R = 2 3.48 3.39 3.4250 0.2150 25.5750 2.7583

R = 3 3.54 3.44 3.4500 0.1900 26.3750 1.9583

R = 4 3.37 3.21 3.2950 0.3450 26.5500 1.7833

R = 5 3.70 3.48 3.5500 0.0900 26.7250 1.6083

R = 6 3.48 3.46 3.4700 0.1700 26.9000 1.4333

R = 7 3.43 3.39 3.4150 0.2250 27.0250 1.3083

R = 8 3.52 3.41 3.4800 0.1600 27.5750 0.7583

R = 9 3.48 3.36 3.4325 0.2075 27.6750 0.6583

R = 10 3.47 3.46 3.4625 0.1775 27.4750 0.8583

R = 15 3.53 3.46 3.4800 0.1600 27.8000 0.5333

R = 20 3.54 3.42 3.4625 0.1775 27.8500 0.4833

R = 25 3.55 3.45 3.5025 0.1375 28.7250 −0.3917

R = 30 3.54 3.33 3.4650 0.1750 28.2000 0.1333

R = 35 3.59 3.33 3.4150 0.2250 28.7750 −0.4417

R = 40 3.51 3.34 3.4350 0.2050 28.9250 −0.5917

Figure 10(a) that the alterations among the male stego-speech samples were more apparent than the

female stego-speech samples.

Figure 10(b) shows the changes in SNR values of “no embedding” speech samples and stego-speech

samples with data embedding at different values of R. The SNR values of stego-speech samples increased

as the values of R increased. The signal-to-noise values of male stego-speech samples were smaller than

those of female stego-speech samples, increased with R increasing, and the changes were more slowly.

Overall, these results indicated that the proposed steganographic algorithm had little impact on the
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Figure 8 Comparisons of PESQ and SNR values for female speech samples.
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Figure 9 Comparisons in time-domain and frequency-domain of male speech samples. (a) Comparisons in time-domain

of male speech-samples; (b) comparisons in frequency-domain of male speech-samples.

real-time VoIP communication.

4.3 Security analysis using Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test

The primary goal of steganography is to hide the very fact that a covert communication is taking place

alone with an innocuous communication. The security performance of a given steganographic system

is normally evaluated based on statistical undetectability, which describes how difficult it is to reliably

determine the existence of a hidden message in a cover object. In other words, a secure steganographic

system means a statistically undetectable system. Instead of conventional statistical tests, the M-W-W

method [20] was employed to conduct security analysis in this study.

This section details how the security of the proposed steganographic algorithm for covert VoIP commu-

nications was evaluated using the M-W-W test instead of normal statistical analysis. The M-W-W test is

a non-parametric test for assessing whether two independent samples of observations come from the same

distribution, and this test is one of the best-known non-parametric significance tests [20]. Comparing the

probability distributions between the stego VoIP streams (stego-speech) and the normal VoIP streams

(cover-speech) show whether the differences are almost indistinguishable.
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Table 3 Testing results for male speech samples using DSLA

Male speech samples
PESQ SNR

Max Min Mean Variance Mean Variance

No embedding 3.61 3.29 3.4700 25.66

T LSB 3.16 2.87 3.0500 0.4200 24.42 1.2400

R = 1 3.60 3.48 3.5433 −0.0733 25.08 0.5800

R = 2 3.86 3.18 3.4366 0.0334 24.12 1.5400

R = 3 3.62 3.25 3.4733 −0.0033 24.54 1.1200

R = 4 3.20 3.08 3.1533 0.3167 24.34 1.3200

R = 5 3.91 3.07 3.4133 0.0567 24.76 0.9000

R = 6 3.28 3.24 3.2567 0.2133 24.72 0.9400

R = 7 3.88 3.24 3.5600 −0.0900 24.88 0.7800

R = 8 3.25 3.10 3.1867 0.2833 24.72 0.9400

R = 9 3.57 2.96 3.2933 0.1767 24.96 0.7000

R = 10 3.58 3.15 3.3200 0.1500 24.84 0.8200

R = 15 3.71 3.26 3.5033 −0.0333 25.12 0.5400

R = 20 3.75 3.53 3.6667 −0.1967 25.16 0.5000

R = 25 3.62 3.58 3.6033 −0.1333 25.32 0.3400

R = 30 3.65 3.00 3.2667 0.2033 25.10 0.5600

R = 35 3.68 3.30 3.4800 −0.0100 25.52 0.1400

R = 40 3.58 3.47 3.5100 −0.0400 25.38 0.2800
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Figure 10 Comparisons of PESQ and SNR values for male speech samples.

When the sample sizes are sufficiently large (at least 12 each), the M-W-W test is based on the

standardized test statistic [20]:

z∗ =
S2 − E {S2}

σ {S2}
, (5)

where E {S2} and σ {S2} are the mean and square root of variance of the sampling distribution S2 that

is the combination of the two samples of observations to be assessed. To have 95% confidence, i.e., with

a confidence coefficient (1 − α) of 0.95, where α is called the level of significance, we therefore require

z (1− α/2) = z (0.975) = 1.960, where z is the percentile of the standard normal distribution. Hence,

the decision rule for the test is as follows:

If |z∗| 6 1.960, conclude H0 (two distributions do not differ).

If |z∗| > 1.960, conclude H1 (two distributions differ).

To perform the security analysis of the proposed steganographic algorithm, the test statistic for the

M-W-W test was calculated as follows:

1) Combined the n1 sample observations from Population 1 (original VoIP streams) and the n2 sample

observations from Population 2 (stego VoIP streams with embedding), and arrayed the combined data in
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Table 4 M-W-W test results and parameters used

Sample size, n1 201

Sample size, n2 201

Sum, S2 40933

Mean of variance, E {S2} 40501.50

Square root of variance, σ {S2} 1356800.25

Test statistic, z∗ 0.3704

an ascending order.

2) Assigned ranks to the combined observations (starting with 1 for the smallest observation).

3) Summed the ranks for the n2 sample observations from Population 2, and denoted this sum by S2.

Figure 11 shows the waveforms of 2 ms of male cover-speech and stego-speech samples when the values

of R were set to 10. Table 4 contains the M-W-W test results and the parameters used for comparing

the probability distribution drawn from the original VoIP streams (cover-speech) to that drawn from the

stego VoIP streams with the hidden messages (stego-speech), as shown in Figure 11. For our proposed

steganographic algorithm, the computed test statistic (z∗) was equal to 0.3704, given the sample sizes

n1 and n2 being 201 and 201, respectively. Since |z∗| 6 1.960, we concluded H0 that the probability

distributions for the stego VoIP streams and the original VoIP streams without embedding did not differ.

This means the proposed steganographic algorithm is undetectable in terms of statistical analysis, which

has been used widely to assess the security of steganographic systems.

5 Conclusion

In this study we proposed a VoIP steganographic algorithm with AES and key distribution to achieve

a real-time covert VoIP communication. The encryption and embedding processes were almost synchro-

nized. And we also carried out experiments on a large amount of female and male speech VoIP samples.

As the experimental results shown, whereas the cover speech could be clearly heard, the covert VoIP

communication using the proposed steganographic algorithm was undetectable in terms of statistical

analysis. Performance evaluation with state-of-the-art network equipment DSLA and security tests con-

ducted using the M-W-W method indicated that the proposed VoIP steganographic algorithm is secure,

effective, and robust.

In future, we should investigate other speech codecs applicable to VoIP, such as iLBC, G.722, G.728,

etc., and design new steganographic algorithms which have no or less impact on the quality of speech.
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Abstract There is a trend that different computing paradigms such as cloud computing, pervasive, and mobile

computing are converging with each other. Due to this convergence, there arise unprecedented complexities,

such as huge number of computing devices, flexibilities and adaptation of service infrastructure (infrastructure

elasticity) for fitting dynamics of large smart city applications, expectations of powerful computing and storage

capabilities on handhold devices, and so on. Therefore, a supporting infrastructure is needed, which can flexibly

switch services at run time and can be used to enhance capabilities for small devices through component/service

migrations. In this paper, we propose an elastic open service gateway initiative (OSGi)-based pervasive cloud

(OSGi-PC) infrastructure which can make use of both the cloud computing capabilities and the component

flexibilities from OSGi. OSGi-PC provides flexible management of component migrations between small devices

themselves and powerful nodes in between, which is remaining a critical challenge for enabling mobile clouds.

We have evaluated the OSGi-PC in terms of performance for adaptive service provision, and power consumption

during service adaptation, performance and power consumption for component migrations in different scenarios,

which show the usability of OSGi-PC.
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1 Introduction

There is a growing trend for the convergence of different computing paradigms, such as cloud comput-

ing, pervasive and mobile computing, and service-oriented computing. We are confronted with increasing

complexities in this converged computing world. These complexities mainly come from the scale of an ap-

plication becoming unprecedented large, flexibilities and adaptation of services for fitting personalization

requirements from end users, expectations of powerful computing and storage capabilities on handhold

devices although they are limited in size and form factors, and so on. Therefore, a supporting infrastruc-

ture is needed, which can flexibly switch services at run time and can be used to enhance capabilities for

small devices through component/service migrations between nodes in the infrastructure.
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Corresponding to the convergence of different computing paradigms and the arisen new challenges for

handling those complexities, there arises a computing paradigm called mobile cloud computing (MCC)

[1]. The central idea of MCC is to use back end powerful computing nodes from traditional cloud services

to enhance capabilities of small devices. There are a number of MCC solutions proposed so far, such as

CloneCloud [2], Misco [3], and Hyrax [4]. CloneCloud [2] needs a modified Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to

work, which makes it unrealistic in practice [5]. Misco and Hyrax focus on making MapReduce [6] working

on small devices, which did not address component migration among computing nodes. eXcloud [7,8] is

a MCC middleware that supports fine granularity task migrations from code snippets to a whole virtual

machine from small device to the back end. From our experiences and understanding, the migration of

tasks should not be done only from small devices to heavy-weighted nodes of the back end, but can be

migrated in between all different kinds of cloud nodes. Also, based on the context-awareness requirements

[9–11], the migration of too fine granularity tasks as code snippets may not be beneficial if the cost of

migration needs to be taken into consideration.

In summary, none of these proposed solutions focus on providing a component-based solution following

a component standard, and therefore lacking capabilities of flexible management of services and compo-

nents, especially when there is something wrong with the service provisioning platform and there needs

adaptations for services provision, and none of the existing solutions can support comprehensive compo-

nent and service migrations between all types of cloud nodes. That is to say, the existing work did not

focus on providing an elastic infrastructure that is required by the dynamics of large applications as in a

smart city.

Considering all these challenges and existing solutions, we are developing an open service gateway

initiative (OSGi)-based elastic pervasive cloud (OSGi-PC) infrastructure [12] that is based on the idea

of flexible management of software components among cloud nodes for facilitating task migrations and

adaptation to infrastructure and service changes. The components can be migrated between OSGi frame-

works on remote powerful nodes, but also between OSGi frameworks on small device nodes and remote

powerful nodes. In other words, components can be migrated smoothly between any two frameworks of

the OSGi-PC. We have done some preliminary evaluations of the OSGi-PC in terms of performance and

power consumption to show its usability.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We present an overview of the architecture of OSGi-PC

and component migration in Section 2, and then discuss the implementation of it in detail in Section 3.

An evaluation of the component migration and infrastructure adaptation is shown in Section 4. After

that we compare our work with the related work in Section 5. At last, conclusions and future work end

the paper.

2 Overview of OSGi-PC

2.1 Introduction to DOSGi and R-OSGi

OSGi1) is a module system and service platform for the Java programming language, which implements

a complete and dynamic component model and has become a de facto industry component standard for

Java platforms. The applications or components of OSGi (coming in the form of bundles for deployment)

can be remotely installed, started, stopped, updated, and uninstalled without requiring a reboot.

The Apache Distributed OSGi (DOSGi) project provides the reference implementation of the distri-

bution provider component of the OSGi Remote Services Specification (Chapter 13 in the OSGi 4.2

Compendium Specification). It comes with a Request for Comments (RFC) 119 compliant Discovery im-

plementation that uses Apache ZooKeeper as the underlying technology for the Discovery Server. Due to

this discovery mechanism using ZooKeeper, DOSGi can make distributed OSGi components communicate

with each other easily.

Remote Services for OSGi (R-OSGi)2) was proposed to access services remotely from another OSGi

1) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OSGi.
2) http://r-osgi.sourceforge.net/index.html.
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Figure 1 Overview of the OSGi-PC.

service registry. It is suitable for lightweight distributed communication among OSGi components in

different JVMs. It runs as an OSGi bundle and facilitates distribution for arbitrary OSGi framework

implementations. All that a service provider framework has to do is registering a service for remote access

with some specific properties. Subsequently, other peers can connect to the service provider peer and

get access to the service. Remote services are accessed in an entirely transparent way. For every remote

service, a local proxy bundle is generated that registers the same service. Local service clients can hence

access the remote service in the same way regardless of physical location.

2.2 Architecture overview of OSGi-PC

The general idea behind OSGi-PC is to promote a standard way of building and managing services

between different nodes in a pervasive cloud environment. In this environment, different OSGi service

frameworks can be dynamically added or removed, and services can be dynamically deployed and un-

deployed following the OSGi standard, as specified by the Remote Services in the OSGi Compendium

Specification in Chapter 1223).

The OSGi-PC infrastructure is composed of any number of distributed OSGi-based frameworks, which

can be considered as two kinds of basic building blocks, namely client OSGi cloud service on small devices

and server OSGi services on powerful cloud nodes. All these OSGi services should follow the same OSGi

standard to interoperate with each other, to support dynamic deployment and replacement of OSGi

services, and to scale well when new services are added. To support the dynamics of the OSGi-PC,

there is a service Discovery Component that dynamically discovers what OSGi frameworks join the cloud

ecosystem and what OSGi frameworks are dropped and removed from the system. An overview of the

OSGi-PC is shown in Figure 1. Under the coordination of the Discovery Component, remote cloud service

frameworks and local client service frameworks can be accessed indiscriminately.

2.3 Component migration in OSGi-PC

As components are standard OSGi bundles, they can be dynamically installed and uninstalled. Ideally,

components should be easily migrated to any nodes inside OSGi-PC, as shown in Figure 1. An OSGi

framework (deployed on different nodes, e.g., powerful PC nodes or Android phones) can run any number

of OSGi components. The components can smoothly be migrated from one framework to another, no

matter where a framework is deployed on a remote powerful node or a small device. From Figure 1,

we can see that component migrations can be classified into three different types: component migration

between frameworks on remote power nodes, between frameworks on small devices, and between the two

kinds of frameworks above.

3) http://www.osgi.org/Download/File?url=/download/r4v43/osgi.cmpn-4.3.0.pdf.
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To achieve this goal, first we need two services: one service is to determine which components need

to be migrated to remote frameworks, while the other service is to provide these components to specific

remote frameworks according to the status of remote OSGi frameworks. At the same time, the framework

receiving components has to register a remote deployer service before migrations (when OSGi framework

starts), which makes it possible for the migration initiating framework to migrate components to the

receiving framework and to manage the migrated components after the migration.

3 Design and implementation of OSGi-PC

3.1 Overall implementation technologies

To implement the OSGi-PC infrastructure, we choose Apache Felix OSGi framework4) for the cloud OSGi

services because Felix is following OSGi standard to the best from our former experiences on LinkSmart

project [9,10]. For small devices, we are using R-OSGi [13] to achieve distributed OSGi integration to

realize a dynamic cloud service infrastructure. Due to the popularity of Android devices, we choose

Android as our starting point to run OSGi on small devices.

In our implementation, we reuse code from DOSGi5) , which is using ZooKeeper6) as the Discovery

Component and also is used by the OSGi-PC. For such a discovery mechanism as specified by DOSGi,

standard meta-data information of OSGi components and services is used to disclose service information.

These meta-data are also available to remote ZooKeeper Server (Discovery Component); therefore, they

can be accessed in a standard way by any OSGi frameworks.

3.2 Detailed design of OSGi-PC

Considering the requirements on the management of OSGi frameworks distributed among different nodes,

and component migrations as discussed above, the specific implementation class diagram of OSGi-PC

core classes is shown in Figure 2.

The OSGiFramework interface defines some variables related to an OSGi framework and services in

the framework, mostly status variables such as TEMPORARY UNAVAILABLE, QUOTA EXCEEDED,

and so on. The Factory method design pattern [14] is used to instantiate an OSGi framework instance to

improve flexibility for instantiation. ServiceProvisioner is designed to realize the dynamic deployment of

services and OSGi frameworks. When it detects new instances of OSGi frameworks, it will check whether

it is needed to deploy new services to the new coming framework, and if so, it will then conduct the

deployment of bundles (and services).

In our implementation, we choose Felix as R-OSGi container as Felix can run on Android7). But

R-OSGi cannot run directly on Android as R-OSGi clients will generate proxies for remote services at

run time8), and the proxies are normal Java bytecode instead of the Dalvik virtual machine readable

bytecode.

To solve this, at first, R-OSGi uses the ASM library9) for bytecode parsing and creating proxy objects.

So, to R-OSGi enable an Android client, we need to translate ASM to Android and add a method to

convert the created proxy object from Java to Dalvik bytecode. As the proxy object created by ASM is

in Java bytecode, an OSGi dexification service is needed to transform a class in Java format to Dalvik

format. The dx.jar contained in the Android SDK can be used with a minor modification by adding

a dexification class to create DexService. The last step is to integrate the DexService into the R-OSGi

client creation process. For this purpose, we need to patch R-OSGi so it invokes our DexService after the

client proxy class has been created by ASM, as outlined by the following code:

4) http://felix.apache.org.
5) http://cxf.apache.org/distributed-osgi.html.
6) http://zookeeper.apache.org/.
7) http://felix.apache.org/site/apache-felix-framework-and-google-android.html.
8) http://linkality.org/software/remote-osgi-android/.
9) http://asm.ow2.org/.
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ServiceProvisioner

- deployBundle(RemoteDeployer, String[]) : void
- handleFrameworkAdded(ServiceReference) : void
- handleFrameworkRemoved(ServiceReference) : void

Redeployer

+ deployBundleToRemote() : boolean
- getBundleSymbolicName() : void
- stopLocalService() : boolean

RemoteDeployer

+ getBundleID(String) : long
+ installBundle(byte[], String) : boolean

RemoteDeployerImpl

+ getBundleID(String) : long
+ installBundle(byte[], String) : boolean

AndroidRemoteDeployerImpl

+ getBundleID(String) : long
+ installBundle(byte[], String) : boolean

«interface»
OSGiFramework

+ propertyX:  String = description_X

+ getFrameworkVariable(String) : String

OSGiFrameworkImpl

«interface»
OSGiFrameworkFactory

+ getService(String) : Object

OSGiFrameworkFactoryImpl

Figure 2 Core classes of the OSGi-PC.

File f=File.createTempFile(”temjar”,”.jar”, new File(”//data//local//tmp”));

f .createNewFile();

FileOutputStream fos = new FileOutputStream(f);

fos .write(bytesfromjar);

fos . flush () ;

fos . close () ;

DexService dexService = new DexServiceImpl();

byte [] dexJar = dexService.createDexedJarFromFile(f.getAbsolutePath());

return new ByteArrayInputStream(dexJar);

3.3 Elasticity of OSGi-PC

The OSGi-PC works following the Broker architectural pattern [15]. When an OSGi framework (Frame-

work1) started, it will set up a communication channel with the specified remote Discovery Component.

If this is successful, then this OSGi framework will register itself to the Discovery Component with neces-

sary information. Framework1 will also find other frameworks registered to the Discovery Component. At

the same time, Framework1 will find provided services from those registered frameworks, generate local

stubs of these remote services, and register these services with local OSGi service registry in Framework1.

The process is shown in Figure 3. In this way, the accessing of remote services is more or less identical

to the access of local services in the local OSGi framework. When an OSGi framework is forced to close

because of abnormal situations or network reasons, the Discovery Component can automatically remove

it from the registry.

3.4 Implementation of component migration

To implement component migration, a number of classes are involved as shown in Figure 2. Class Rede-

ployer is responsible for determining what components should be migrated and then it shuts down those

components, and then it uses class ServiceProvisioner to deploy those components remotely. The Servi-

ceProvisioner class looks for proper frameworks (in this first prototype, it will select one framework, the

free memory of which is the maximum) to deploy components by using the service RemoteDeployer. The

RemoteDeployer has been registered as a basic service for all OSGi frameworks, and this RemoteDeployer

service can store, install, and start components migrated from other frameworks. According to different

component migration types, there are different implementations of the RemoteDeployer interface. In our

implementation, there are two kinds of implementation of this interface as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3 Realizing elasticity of OSGi-PC.

3.4.1 Component migration between frameworks on remote powerful nodes

For this type of component migrations, the OSGi-PC uses DOSGi where Zookeeper is used as a Discovery

Component. When a new framework joins the OSGi-PC, the new framework will register itself to the

Discovery Component with necessary information. Therefore, one framework can obtain information of

all frameworks in OSGi-PC from the Discovery Component. Based on our former work [12], we can get

one framework, the available memory of which is maximum; after that, we can redeploy components to

this framework.

3.4.2 Component migrations between OSGi frameworks on different platforms

Because of the popularity of Android platform, we choose it as the front end of OSGi-PC. We use Apache

Felix framework as the container of OSGi components. As Felix frameworks can only be used in one JVM,

we need some communication frameworks to run across different JVMs. R-OSGi [13] is a lightweight and

efficient communication component between distributed OSGi frameworks that can be tailored to run

on Android [12]. Therefore, we use R-OSGi for communication and component migrations between two

frameworks within which one framework needs to be deployed on a small device.

But when one component has been migrated to target Android framework, it cannot be installed and

started normally. This is because the Android platform cannot run java Jar files directly. The Dalvik

virtual machine of Android can only read bytecode compiled for it. Therefore, when OSGi-PC needs

to migrate components to an Android framework, the RemoteDeployerImpl service of OSGi framework

running on power nodes will use a “dexShell” shell to convert components from Java code to Dalvik code.

Similarly, when components are migrated to framework running on power nodes (normal JVMs), the

RemoteDeployerImpl service of it will use a shell named “undexShell” to convert the components back

to normal Jar files. The shell uses dx.jar of google Android platform to complete this conversion. We

illustrate these processes in Figure 4 (a) and (b).
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Figure 4 Component migration activities. (a) Activity diagram for receiving components; (b) activity diagram for sending
components.

3.4.3 Component migration between frameworks on small devices

It is simple to migrate components between frameworks running on Android platform, because compo-

nents migrated between them are Dalvik codes which primarily converted from OSGi frameworks running

on remote powerful nodes. Therefore, it is a process of receiving the components, installing and starting

them. There are no differences between different Android devices.

4 Evaluation

For the initial evaluation of OSGi-PC, we developed a simple cloud-based diary application which supports

the uploading diaries to the back end cloud nodes, downloading from back end cloud nodes, editing, and

deleting a diary. We mainly tested the latency (performance for the listed diary actions) , and also power

consumption while conducting these diary actions. For the measurement of power consumption, we show

that for LCD screen and CPU, PowerTutor10) is used for this measurement. The measurement of power

consumption is on Hisense HS-U950. Currently the back end deployment of OSGi-PC is on Openshift11).

We show the time taken for conducting the listed diary actions in Table 1.

From Table 1, we can see that the average power consumption (mainly CPU plus LCD screen) while

using the diary application deployed on OSGi-PC is around 4 J, which is quite OK. For the time taken to

upload a simple diary, it takes around 1 s, which is acceptable. For the downloading of a diary, it takes

around 3 s, much slower than the uploading. This is consistent with our experience of using Openshift:

it is much faster for uploading (e.g., Git push) than downloading (e.g., Git clone)12). But this is just our

superficial experiences and we need to investigate more on this issue to see why it is such a case.

The usage of OSGi-PC supports seamlessly switching of service providing OSGi framework at run

time, without the need of human intervention. We have tested the performance of stopping one OSGi

framework and switching the diary management service to another framework at run time. These two

OSGi frameworks are deployed on two different Openshift cloud nodes. Table 2 is a list of figures we

obtained from the switching of OSGi frameworks at the back end of OSGi-PC.

10) http://ziyang.eecs.umich.edu/projects/powertutor/.
11) https://www.openshift.com/.
12) Git is a software configuration management tool, see http://git-scm.com.
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Table 1 Performance and power consumption measurement of OSGi-PC

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average

Upload

LCD (J) 4.3 5.9 4.8 5.9 5.3 4.3 4.3 3.2 5.9 3.2 4.71

CPU (J) 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.34

Time (ms) 718 820 616 821 3214 824 820 721 1023 1640 1121.7

Download

LCD (J) 3.7 3.2 4.3 2.6 3.8 2.1 3.2 4.3 2.1 4.3 3.36

CPU (J) 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.14

Time (ms) 1901 2491 4073 1442 2839 965 3004 4814 1151 4395 2707.5

Delete

LCD (J) 4.8 4.7 3.2 2.7 6.9 3.7 2.6 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.82

CPU (J) 0.1 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.47

Time (ms) 1214 524 411 441 414 440 308 320 1025 412 550.9

Table 2 Performance of switching OSGi frameworks

Stop time Start time Start-stop (s)

22:52:05 22:52:24 19

22:57:29 22:57:42 13

23:27:13 23:27:32 19

23:44:08 23:44:24 16

23:47:00 23:47:13 13

23:50:42 23:50:54 12

23:59:03 23:59:16 13

0:50:17 00:50:38 21

0:52:47 00:52:57 10

0:59:12 00:59:27 15

Average 15.1

Table 3 Performance of phone to computer component migration

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Average

Stop local bundles (ms) 5 6 8 7 7 5 7 7 6 6 7 6.45

Uninstall local bundles (ms) 12 10 12 10 10 9 11 10 10 9 9 10.18

Network transfer (ms) 148 89 126 80 95 122 98 112 92 94 106 105.64

Install bundles remotely (ms) 25 25 28 22 30 25 23 58 30 27 23 28.73

Start bundles remotely (ms) 89 64 67 89 66 68 70 30 61 69 33 64.18

CPU power consumption (J) 1.7 0.804 1.7 2 1.8 1.6 1.5 0.897 1.3 0.957 0.814 1.37

LCD power consumption (J) 11.2 9.6 10.1 8.5 8 8 8.5 9.1 7.5 9.1 8 8.87

As we can see from Table 2, it takes around 15 s to finish the round of stopping an OSGi framework,

and then start a replacing framework to provide seamless service. This performance is OK. We need to

test more on this when move the OSGi-PC back end to other cloud platforms.

To evaluate the performance of the component migration, we use FelixDroid13) as the application

console which can provide a UI of felix console to show the status of bundles at run time. Also, we

use PowerTutor to evaluate the power consumption of the FelixDroid application when in the process

of component migration. In this evaluation, we use two simple OSGi bundles as the components of

migration.

From Table 3, we can see that the migration process from an Android phone to a PC takes around

215 ms to finish a whole migration process, which is quite good and usable in a pervasive computing

environment. For the power consumption on Android phones, the CPU takes around 1.37 J during the

process, which is acceptable also.

From Table 4, we can see that the migration process from a PC to an Android phone takes around

1.60 s to finish a whole migration process, which is OK. Another thing to note is that in a pervasive

computing environment, this kind of migration is rare.

13) http://www-irisa.univ-ubs.fr/CASA/dev/felixdroid/.
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Table 4 Performance of computer to phone component migration

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Average

Stop local bundles (ms) 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 2 3 2.91

Uninstall local bundles (ms) 7 11 15 52 21 24 29 38 6 9 9 20.09

Network transfer (ms) 1011 1030 1038 1180 1122 1373 1209 1206 1132 1167 1058 1138.73

Install bundles remotely (ms) 38 38 39 44 41 40 37 39 40 37 43 39.64

Start bundles remotely (ms) 323 185 591 784 177 752 216 593 182 371 175 395.36

Table 5 Performance of phone to phone component migration

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Average

Stop local bundles (ms) 8 5 6 6 6 5 7 6 7 5 6 6.09

Uninstall local bundles (ms) 11 13 11 10 9 11 21 9 12 10 17 12.18

Network transfer time (ms) 386 334 276 357 376 358 331 309 289 331 347 335.82

Install bundles remotely (ms) 75 56 49 45 62 47 46 48 66 56 67 56.09

Start bundles remotely (ms) 437 187 229 226 213 279 185 233 205 160 227 234.64

CPU power consumption (J) 1.7 0.843 1.7 1.3 1.5 1.9 0.809 0.885 2.3 0.925 1 1.35

LCD power consumption (J) 5.9 6.9 6.4 6.4 5.3 5.3 4.8 5.9 4.8 5.3 5.3 5.66

From Table 5, we can see that the migration process from one Android phone to another phone takes

around 645 ms to finish a whole migration process, which is good and usable in a pervasive computing

environment. For the power consumption on Android phones, the CPU takes around 1.35 J during the

process, which is acceptable.

When comparing Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5, we can see that the time needed for starting bundles

remotely on a phone takes much longer time than that of on a PC’s (395.36 and 234.64 on phones,

compared to 64.18 on a PC). This is reasonable due to the resources on a PC is more powerful than that

of a mobile. Another thing to be note is that the network transferring time when components migrate is

quite different, transferring from computer to phone takes much longer than that of phone to computer

(1138.73 vs. 105.64). This is because the migration from PC to phones needs to dex the components

for running on Android platform before the migration to an Android phone, and this process is time

consuming. The LCD and CPU power consumption is acceptable. The migrations between phones are

faster than that from computer to phone without dex process.

5 Related work

As discussed in [16], MCC aims to provide users seamless and rich functionality. MCC is overlapped

with other areas such as peer-to-peer computing, application computing, and context-aware computing,

but it has its own challenges when embedded computers become more powerful. At that time, the

infrastructure, platform, or application available as services will be of new forms. OSGi-PC is one effort

on addressing the infrastructure issue of MCC.

There is quite a few work on MCC [1,16] targeting to enhance capabilities of small devices. Some

are focusing on creating MapReduce frameworks for small devices, such as Misco [3] and Hyrax [4], to

improve the performance of handhold devices. OSGi-PC is an attempt to build a software component-

based pervasive cloud infrastructure which can be deployed anywhere. The OSGi-PC does not exclude

such ideas and Map Reduce framework can be added to the OSGi service registry if needed. The

component migration aims at transferring services and tasks among component nodes to use resources

not available locally, which have higher flexibilities in terms of that this can be done at different levels,

such as a bunch of services or a single service.

CloneCloud [2] can clone the computation and data from mobile devices to back end heavy weight

cloud nodes, and then returns the computation results to the small devices which offload the tasks. The

real problem with CloneCloud is that it needs a modified JVM for offloading code to the cloud nodes,

which makes the approach unrealistic in practice [5].
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eXcloud [7,8] is a MCC middleware that supports fine granularity task migrations. As we have said,

the migration should consider a number of context and quality of service factors, for example, the cost

of network usage and the time taken for a migration. Therefore in our opinion, the migration should be

conducted at a proper level; a too fine level may incur too much overhead compared with the benefits

it has. In OSGi-PC, we are working on task migration at component and service levels (a number of

components fulfilling a certain service).

CloudLet [17] makes use of virtual machine technology to instantiate services instances in nearby

CloudLet, which may alleviate the latency of wide area networks and limitations of network bandwidth.

In our future work, we will investigate how to use this virtual machine technology without actually

moving components in some situations as an alternative for component and task migrations. To make

the CloudLet idea useful and practical, it has to have some sort of decision making on how to distribute

and manage the computation and data among different nodes in a flexible manner. Our work on OSGi-PC

can provide an interesting platform for CloudLet to manage such issues.

Another relevant work on using R-OSGi as the underlying component technology for mobile clouds is

discussed in [18] and proposed a service-oriented architecture to resolve the missing of service registry

globally in R-OSGi. Similarly, the work on MCC-OSGi [19] uses OSGi bundles as basic mobile cloud

service components, which can be transferred and run on different platforms without compatibility issues.

In our work on OSGi-PC, we are targeting to follow the OSGi standard as much as possible, therefore

we are making use of the Remote Service specification for achieving the registration of services across

different cloud nodes. We have also achieved component migration seamlessly on all different kinds of

nodes in the OSGi-PC. This feature is very important when no remote services are available for the

current request and there is a need to offload a task due to the nature of the task that is computation

heavy.

In [20], the authors presented a middleware called OSGi4C (OSGi for the Cloud), which allows seamless

deployment of locally nonexistent OSGi bundles and services on demand without requiring any changes

to the OSGi platform. Because it is based on JXTA, an open and generic P2P platform, it overcomes the

issues of server-based solutions and realizes remote bundles discovery service. OSGi-PC is not only using

R-OSGi for small devices but also making use of the Remote Service specification for its heavy weight

back ends. We will also include a P2P feature in future based on the previous work [21].

6 Conclusion and future work

The emergence of pervasive cloud computing can help to enhance capabilities of small devices [11]. There

are emerging research prototypes on middleware and frameworks to realize the idea of MCC. But few of

the existing ones are focusing on component-based cloud infrastructure to facilitate adaptability and ease

the management of services and component migrations, following certain well-accepted standard. In this

paper, we have proposed and developed a flexible component migration approach for an OSGi-PC. The

advantage of this approach is that it can support flexible migrations between any kind of cloud nodes,

instead of only migration from front end to back end as in other related work. The evaluations in terms of

performance and power consumption features for adaptability and component migrations under different

scenarios have shown good usability.

We are developing more services for OSGi-PC to make our system full-fledged, for example, context

management [9]. We are also adding task migration decisions support [1] based on our previous work

on goal management [10,22,23] to make it really useful to develop applications in smart cities. Another

direction is the investigation on formalizing the component migrations using colored Petri Net based on

our former work [24].
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Abstract It has been widely accepted that the security cryptosystems should be only dependent on the security

of their secret keys. However, there are still secret ciphers with unknown components in their commercial

applications due to various reasons. The existing reverse engineering analyzes are developed for analyzing

specific ciphers, and cannot cope with secret algorithms with different structures. By looking into the common

characteristics of the secret algorithms of ciphers implemented with unknown S-boxes, we proposed a novel

reverse engineering analysis approach referred to as Signed Reverse Engineering based on Differential Power

Analysis (SREDPA). It is a generic reverse engineering analysis and can recover the parameters of the secret

S-boxes of the block ciphers in typical structures such as SPN, Feistel, and XFeistel (eXtended Feistel). By

identifying the bias of the differential power analysis (DPA) traces, we build the theoretical model of SREDPA

and prove its effectiveness. Experiments are performed on secret algorithms in different structures and further

validate our SREDPA experimentally. The complexity of SREDPA only relies on the size of S-boxes and the

reverse engineering analysis is efficient. As shown in the theoretical analysis and the conducted experiments,

our SREDPA approach is readily to be extended for analyzing other secret ciphers with unknown S-boxes. This

renders a new challenge on the design and implementation of secret ciphers.
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1 Introduction

The security of ciphers generally relies on the security of secret keys, but not on the secrecy of cipher

algorithms. However, in modern cipher design, the secrecy of cipher algorithms was believed is practical

and can be utilized to enhance security as well. We have found several modern ciphers that contain
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secret cryptographic algorithms. As examples, we found the following ciphers that use this design fea-

ture: Twofish1), MARS2), and A3/A83). Without knowing actual S-boxes, cryptanalysis becomes more

challenging. We name these hidden algorithms as blind algorithms.

Analyzing blind algorithms is one kind of the “black-box” attacks. Reverse analysis on blind algorithms

often leads to deeper theoretical understanding of fundamental constructions, thus they are very useful

for establishing general design rules for secure ciphers. The reason we choose S-boxes as the object of

reverse engineering is that they are only nonlinear operations of most block ciphers.

1.1 Related work

1) Reverse engineering classification. Reverse engineering can be classified into three different categories:

mathematical methods [1–3], SCA (Side Channel Analysis) methods [4–10], and combination of both [11].

The mathematical analysis usually operated with the reduced round cipher, such as structure analysis

proposed by Biryukov and Shamir to recover the SASAS round of the block ciphers with SPN[1]. The

structure analysis can only perform a successful attack under the condition that the target cipher is

the reduced round cipher. The logic of the linear operations, the sizes of the linear operations and the

non-linear operations should be known by the attackers. Thus, due to the restriction of the structure,

it can only be applied to the block ciphers with SPN structures. Moreover, because of the restriction of

complexity, it has been only utilized to analyze the light weight cipher family, the PRESENT algorithm

for example[3].

The SCAs have mainly utilized the CPA (Correlation Power Analysis) to reverse blind algorithms.

CPA analysis is built in the similarity degree between the power simulation based on the power leakage

model and the physical power value of the actual hardware designs. Since its high dependence on the

hardware platform, the knowledge of the platform information is required by the adversary to establish

the corresponding accurate power leakage model. This leads to difficulty when we perform a black-box

analysis. In other words, this is the main barrier for CPA to become a generic reverse engineering analysis

method.

The method based on the combination of mathematical analysis and SCAs is still in its embryonic

stage. It only relies on the integration of collision analysis and SCAs[11].

2) SCARE. Based on SCAs, the SREDPA method presented in this paper belongs to SCARE (Side

Channel Analysis of Reverse Engineering). Although we can found a lot of SCA literatures, only a few are

related to SCARE. Here, we present a brief comparison between some of the typical methods among the

existing SCAREs and the SREDPA method presented in this paper in terms of theoretical basis, analytic

objective, and complexity. Reverse engineering analyses can be classified into the following categories:

The reverse analysis of S-box. Roman Novak proposed the first reverse analysis of the S-boxes of

block ciphers using the SCA approach[8]. In the analysis, the unknown intermediate states within the

execution of the algorithm are compared. The comparisons form the basis for a set of equations, which

is solved from the table values. An even more powerful attack on S-boxes can be mounted if the table

is used in multiple iterations and cross-iteration comparisons are possible. The identification of relevant

measurements is a prerequisite for it.

Sylvain Guilley et al. proposed a new SCARE[9]. They believe that it is possible to make use of

SCA to attack cryptography algorithms of broad structures, including the block ciphers with Feistel SPN

structures, the sequential ciphers, and the asymmetrical ciphers. Specifically, the author made use of

CPA to make exhaustive search at each bit of an unknown S-box.

The reverse analysis of various structures. It is difficult to directly apply CPA to a black-box crypto-

analysis. In [5], Novak remarked that CPA can also be used for black-box evaluations as long as there

is some correlation between the actual leakages of the device and the leakage model being used for

CPA. Requiring the characterization of the leakage model parameters makes the straightforward method

difficult to implement in practice[10]. In order to establish a reasonable leakage model, the most efficient

1) http://www.schneier.com/paper-twofish-paper.html.
2) http://www.encryptfiles.net/encryption/algorithm/mars.php.
3) http://www.tcs.hut.fi/Studies/T-79.514/slides/S5.Brumley-comp128.pdf.
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and general method is to design and establish the model directly towards the implementations of the

cryptography algorithm[12,13]. However, it seems difficult for the adversary to get the implementation

details of the cryptographic equipment. Specifically, the existing reverse engineering analysis towards

unknown S-boxes usually concentrates on a specific structure, such as SPN[1], Feistel[10], or a concrete

algorithm[3].

1.2 Our contributions

As mentioned earlier, some well-known ciphers require the critical components such as S-boxes being

kept confidential in their applications such as commercial and military applications. Hence, it would

be interesting if we could reveal the secret algorithm with captured cipher hardware. In this paper, we

propose a novel reverse analysis, SREDPA, which can utilize the bias of DPA power traces to successfully

attack the unknown S-boxes in various structures of block ciphers, where the complexity of analysis

depends only on the size of the S-box.

Our results show that for most of typical block ciphers, hidden S-boxes do not provide extra security.

This result agrees with the Korchoffs’ principle and implies that keeping the algorithm secret provides

more psychological secrecy than practical secrecy. As an expansion of DPA, compared with other reverse

engineering analysis methods, there is a need for adversaries to have the information about the hardware

design platform of the target algorithm.

We expand the D-function of the original DPA into two disparate groups. Based on the comparison

between the biases of the D-functions, the attacker could recover the differential output of S-boxes.

Since the DPA analysis can establish a D-function on any intermediate result during the encryption,

the SREDPA analysis is suitable for various block ciphers with disparate structures. Furthermore, if

we could choose an approximate D-function and enough power traces were available, we could perform

an effective attack to recover the parameters of the S-boxes. Our experimental results of the analysis

on typical structures such as SPN, Feistel, and XFeistel of block ciphers confirm the generality of the

SREDPA analysis.

The complexity of performing SREDPA grows exponentially with the size of S-box. Since most of the

current S-boxes in block ciphers are not more than 32 bits, it is not a problem to our analysis. Compared

to the other existing SCAREs, the merits of our SREDPA are:it recovers the parameters of S-boxes in

different types of block ciphers and it is more suitable for the black-box analysis.

1.3 Paper organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the detail of SREDPA, which

includes development, proof of efficiency, and flow of SREDPA. The introduction of the SREDPA applied

to the block ciphers with different structures is discussed in Section 3. We also show the feasibility

and efficiency of our SREDPA attacks on several typical algorithms, such as AES, MIBS, SMS4. In

Section 4, we compare and analyze the complexity of SREDPA on the block ciphers with different

structures. A comparison with other reverse engineering analyses is presented. Conclusions and future

research are presented in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Typical structures of block ciphers

In this section, we review typical structures of block ciphers related to our SREDPA attacks. The

SREDPA can be applied to the secret S-boxes of most block ciphers.

2.1.1 System structure of block ciphers

The existing block ciphers use the iterative structure. We choose the typical block cipher structures,
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including SPN, Feistel, XFeistel (eXtended Feistel). As XFeistel has a broad range, we use encryption

algorithm SMS44) to represent. From Figure 1, we can see that different iterative structures have some-

thing in common. The dotted parts in each structure can be regarded as a non-linear round function F ,

which consists of the unknown S-boxes.

2.1.2 Structure of the F-function

In this Section, we give a definition about different structure of block ciphers to explore the effectiveness

of SREDPA. Supposing the round function F consists of two operations, which are the linear (P ) and

nonlinear operation (S). We will discuss the effectiveness from order and number.

1) Order. Order means the relative location of component S and P in F function. Supposing F

function only consists of one nonlinear and one linear operation, which are represented as S and P

respectively. There are two kinds of combinations, such as SP and PS in Figure 2.

(i) SP:

Round function : F = A ∧ P (S(X)),

D function : D1 = A ∧ P (S(X1)),

D2 = A ∧ P (S(X2)),

(1)

where A represents the input which could be controlled by attackers. Both X1 and X2 are known. The

4) http://www.oscca.gov.cn/UpFile/200621016423197990.pdf.
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attacker can induce the result of P (S(X1)) ∧ P (S(X2)) through SREDPA (P (S(X1)) ∧ P (S(X2)) =

P (S(X1) ∧ S(X2))). Then the attacker can get the differential output of S-box S(X1) ∧ S(X2) through

the reverse operation of P . Therefore, SREDPA is effective in this structure.

(ii) PS:

Round function : F = A ∧ S(P (X)),

D Function: D1 = A ∧ P (S(P (X1))),

D2 = A ∧ P (S(P (X2))),

(2)

where A represents the input which could be controlled by attackers. Both X1 and X2 are known,

therefore, P (X1) and P (X2) are known to adversaries. Attackers could induce the differential output of

S-boxes through the biases of D1 and D2. SREDPA is effective in PS as well.

2) Num: F-functions with multiple linear/nonlinear operations.

When F function consists of several nonlinear and linear operations as { s1, s2, . . . , sm} and {p1, p2, . . . ,

pm}, the analysis of effectiveness about SREDPA is as follow:

Not considering the size of S and P . Firstly, we suppose that the size of S be the same as that of P ,

different si have the same size and pi also have the same size.

(i) Single S operation and several P operations. Without loss of generality, we assume that P =

{p1, p2}, P consisting of more pi operations can be extended in a trivial way. Since the objective of

SREDPA is to extract the secret parameters of the S-boxes, the selection function is partitioned by the

location of S-boxes. Figure 3(b′) is extended from (b) in Figure 3. As shown in Figure 3(a) and Figure

3(b′), because several P could be regarded as one linear operation, this variant can be reduced to the

basic case with single S operation and single P operation.

(ii) Single P operation and several S operations. Similarly, supposing S = {s1, s2}, more S could be

extended from this analysis. When {s1, s2}have the same size, the analysis is similar with 1).

Figure 4(b) is to recover the parameters of S2. (b1) is to get the parameters in S21. (b2) is to recover

the parameters in S1. When S has the same size with P , this conclusion can be expanded to more

numbers of S and P .

Considering the size of S and P . It is the special condition to ignore the size of S and P . When the

linear operation has diffuse effectiveness, single S and P may have different sizes. For example, in the

SPN algorithm, one-bit output of pi may be related with several output bits in si ; it leads to different

sizes between S and P .

Hypothesis. Single si has the same size, and single pi has the same size as well. Moreover, the size

of input and output is same for si and pi. S and P have different sizes. We choose the more general

situation where all sicorrespond to a single P or all pi correspond to a single S.
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(i) |S| < |P | suppose that all correspond to a single P . F function can be illustrated in Figure 5.
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One component of output, yi, could be defined as following:
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x is combined with m column vectors. The jth component could be illustrated as
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...

xjv






,

which represents the jth S-box, sj . From (4), it is clear that a single S-box has already been defined in

the way of D function as Section 2.1.3, which is satisfied with the condition of SREDPA. It is natural
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Table 1 The effectiveness of SREDPA for different structures of round function

Order Not considering size Considering size

Single S & Single P si has the same size with pi
Single S has the same size

Single P has the same size

SP SPP SSP |S| < |P | |S| > |P |

PS PS SPS
All si correspond All pi correspond

to a single P to a single S

that the SREDPA is effective when |S| < |P |, and we choose AES-128 as the object to prove it in

Subsection 4.1.

(ii) |P | < |S| suppose that all correspond to a single S. F function can be illustrated in Figure 6.

For several pi could be regarded as one P , F function can be considered as SPN structure. For this

structure, the key problem is the size of S-box. If the size of S-box is limited in a reasonable complexity,

it is effective to complete SREDPA.

All of these results can be concluded in Table 1.

2.2 DPA attack

In 1999, Kocher took DES as research background and developed SPA to DPA. Since then, DPA has

become one of the most popular SCAs. The original goal of DPA is to extract the key and the basic idea

is shown as following:

1) D = F (C,K);

2) Exhaust K → D;

3) Collect power traces;

4) DPA spike → Correct D → Collect K.

• The attacker chooses an intermediate result of the encryption algorithm to build the selection function

D which is relative to the key.

• A large number of power traces will be collected when encryptions performed with random plaintexts

and the fixed key.

• The power traces will be divided into two parts based on the results of the selection function D,

which depends on the guessed key.

• The differential power traces shows the significant spike when the guessed key is correct.

DPA takes advantages of the significant spike to correspond to the correct selection function to get the

correct key[14]. Later in 2000, Messerages put forward an idea based on DPA bias signal[15].

Moreover, we found the different biases for different S-boxes. When the parameters of the S-box change,

the bias of the traces depends on the inputs of the S-box. Based on these properties, we put forward

the analysis method called SDPA (Signed differential power analysis). Furthermore, we try to establish

a general model of these properties, and finally we present the SREDPA analysis method, which aims at

recovering the parameters of secret S-boxes in block ciphers. When the inputs of the S-box are known,

based on the comparison of the two DPA traces corresponding to each D-function, we can recover the
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differential output values of S-boxes, and finally determine that the complexity of performing a successful

attack grows exponentially with the size of the S-box.

3 Proposed SREDPA

3.1 The principle

The theoretical background of SREDPA mentioned in this paper is the original, DPA[14]. Based on the

DPA bias signal[15], the SREDPA focuses on the unknown S-boxes of block cipher and can be applied to

several typical structures of block ciphers.

Based on the selection function of DPA, SREDPA builds double selection function, as follows:

D1 = A ∧ C1,

D2 = A ∧ C2.
(5)

In the above two selection functions, A∧C represents the differential value of A and C,C1, C2 are unknown

intermediates of encryption algorithm which we want to know and A is a known variable which will be

used as partition part. Similarly to exploit bias signal in DPA, SREDPA exploits the two DPA traces

regarding the two selection functions to identify the value of C1 ∧ C2.

To indicate this idea clearly, we illustrate the effectiveness of SREDPA which is shown in Figure 7:

The upper half of the Figure 7 indicates the situation when the bias of the differential power traces

corresponding to D1 and D2 are identical, while the lower half represents the opposite situation, that is

to say, the biases are opposite.

Based on these, we draw the Theorem 1 and the relative inference.

Theorem 1. For two functions in GF(2), D1 = A∧C1, D2 = A∧C2, A, C1, C2, D1, D2 ∈ GF (2),∧ rep-

resents the XOR operation in GF(2), ∆P1, ∆P2 represent the differential biases ofD1 andD2 respectively.

We have: C1 ∧ C2 = ∆P1 ∧∆P2.
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Table 2 Comparison between DPA and SREDPA

Attack method Selection function Goal Property of power traces Known variables

DPA D = F (C,K) K
DPA spike corresponds

F,C
to correct D

SREDPA
D1 = A ∧ S(X1)

S(X1) ∧ S(X2)
DPA bias corresponds to

A,X1,X2
D2 = A ∧ S(X2) the value of D1 ∧D2

Proof. (1) if C1 6= C2 ⇔ C1 ∧ C2 = 1 :

⇒D2 = D̃1

⇒∆P1 = PD1=1 − PD1=0

⇒∆P2 = PD2=1 − PD2=0 = P
D̃1=1

− P
D̃1=0

= PD1=0 − PD1=1

⇒∆P1 = ˜∆P1,

(2) if C1 = C2 ⇔ C1 ∧ C2 = 0 :

⇒D2 = D1

⇒∆P2 = PD2=1 − PD2=0 = PD1=1 − PD1=0

⇒∆P1 = ∆P2.

The above properties can be reflected in different DPA biases. We could deduce Corollary 1 from

Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. From Theorem 1, we can safely draw the conclusions:

If C1 ∧ C2 = 0, then the biases of the spikes corresponding to D1 and D2 are identical.

If C1 ∧ C2 = 1, then the biases of the spikes corresponding to D1 and D2 are opposite.

Specifically, by employing our above ideas for reverse engineering of S-box, we can extend the formula

(5) to (6):

D1 = A ∧ S(X1),

D2 = A ∧ S(X2).
(6)

If X1, X2 are the known variables, we can build the differential table of S-box’s output and finally reverse

the parameters of unknown S-box under the condition of known input of S-box and differential output

value of S-box.

We make a comparison between DPA and SREDPA in Table 2. It summarizes the shared underlying

ideas and their differences. The general idea of both approaches is to exploit the power characteristics of

the secret-dependent cryptographic operations to extract the secrets. In DPA, the only secret is the key

and the implementation details are known. However, in SREDPA, the involved S-boxes, specifically their

parameters, are still unknown. Secret S-boxes would prevent the adversaries to recover the parameter of

S-boxes from D function directly, even when they could control the secret key. Therefore, we expand two

D functions only with different input of S-boxes to generate the differential output value of S-boxes.

According to Table 2, it can be seen that both methods exploit the properties of power trace to achieve

the attack. In DPA, according to the obtained DPA traces, one needs to exhaust the targeted secret key

within a specific range in order to get the correct guess. In SREDPA, the difference is that DPA tries

to extract the key while SREDPA attempts to recover the secret parameters of the unknown S-boxes.

The complexity of exhaustive search should be in an acceptable range, and not all targets are suitable to

build a selection function. For example, if the size of S-box is 8 × 8, thecomplexity of exhausting is 28.

Therefore, our SREDPA is applicable to cryptanalyze most block ciphers with limited size of S-boxes.

Based on the above analysis, we can summarize the two basic conditions to build the selection function.

Firstly, the attack target is the only unknown part in selection function. Secondly, the attacker makes an

exhaustive search of the involved S-boxes, and the complexity is dependent on the size of S-boxes, which
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should be in an acceptable range.

3.2 The workable conditions

We classify the condition of SREDPA into two types: attack setting and analysis condition.

Attack setting.

• The encryption equipments are available.

• Chosen plaintext;

• Known key. Since the target is to recover the parameters of the unknown S-box, it makes sense to

suppose that the key hypothesis is known. It is a quite common assumption when performing a SCARE

attack [8–12]. Generally, in the real attacks, it meets this condition as long as the encryption device has

the input interface of the key.

• Parameters in S-boxes are constant during the SREDPA.

Analysis condition.

1) Establish a reasonable selection function.

• Selection function should combine the object of reverse engineering analysis, and guarantee the object

is the only unknown component in selection function.

• The input of the object could be controlled by attackers.

2) Partition bit is controlled by attackers.

• Set the reasonable analysis location; the attacker could set the first location as illustrated in Figure

8, and improve the reverse engineering analysis to deeper levels to recover S-boxes in each round.

• Known partition bit to get the bias of DPA for the correct selection function.

3) Enough DPA traces.

• The number of DPA traces influences the effectiveness of DPA biases.

• Enough bits controlled by the attacker to generate enough DPA traces.

4) Reasonable complexity.

SREDPA consists of two phases, which are sampling and reverse engineering analysis. The complexity

in sampling phase is defined with the number of DPA traces; and the complexity in analyzing is due to

the number of exhaustive search so that it should be in an acceptable range.

3.3 The attack flow

The flow of SREDPA is illustrated in Figure 9. The corresponding attack procedures are specified in the

following diagram.

1) To set the location of partition bit, generally, SREDPA chooses the input of S-boxes in the second

round. We use S1 to represent the first S-box and the S2 is the second S-box.

2) To establish selection function, identify the effectiveness of selection function through the parameter

in selection function, which include:

• Whether the input of S-boxes is known?

• If the attacker has enough random plaintexts to generate enough power traces while some bytes of

plaintexts are fixed?
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Figure 9 SREDPA flow diagram.
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Figure 10 DPA trace.

• Whether the partition bit of D function is known?

3) If D function is effective, the attacker establishes two selection functions (D1, D2).

• There are n DPA traces to correspond to n-bit input of S-boxes.

4) To compare the biases of DPA traces in (D1, D2), the attacker could acquire the differential output

value of S-boxes.

5) Both the input value and the differential output value of S-boxes are known to the attacker, it is

easy to recover the parameters of S-boxes.

4 Instantiations and experimental analysis

We choose typical encryption algorithms of each structure for our experiments to test the effectiveness of

SREDPA. We first review each algorithm and then conduct the power simulation with some simulation

tools, including Modelsim, Synopsys Design Compiler, Synopsys PrimePower. Finally, we analyze the

power traces and find the parameters of S-box.

In our experiments, the sampling frequency is 1 GHz. Since SREDPA is derived from DPA, we use

the selection function mentioned in the previous section to get the DPA trace and then exploits the DPA

bias to achieve reverse engineering on the S-boxes. One of the DPA traces is shown in Figure 10.
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4.1 SPN-AES

We first take AES-1285) as an example of the SPN structure and perform the SREDPA analysis experi-

ment result. The specific process of AES-128 is given in Figure 11.

We set the input of S-box in second round as X and sample the power consumption of encryption, as

Figure 12.

Since the input of S-box in the first round can be controlled, we can define the 0th, 5th, 10th, 15th as

byte Z and the rest bytes of plaintext can be selected randomly. The random bytes will be marked as

notation R. The encryption process of AES-128 is as follows in Figure 13.

From the encryption algorithms, we regard the input of S-box in second round as X , as follows:

X = S(Z) ∧K1. (7)

In AES-128, K0 is the initial key, including four words K0,0,K0,1,K0.2,K0,3. The process to get the first

round key K1is shown in Table 3. We just take the highest bit of K1 into consideration, the 13th byte of

initial key is fixed as Y , the 0th byte is selected randomly as b.

X = S(Z) ∧K1 = S(Z) ∧ S(Y ) ∧RCON ∧ b. (8)

The attacker can select function (8) as the selection function. Since variable b linearly correlates to

selection function, we can use variable b as the partition bit and execute SREDPA to get the differential

value of some specific variables. For example, we set Y and Z as the constant value in plaintexts and

sample enough power traces to complete DPA. After that, it is to do DPA once more in the same way

while changing Z to Z ′. Thus we can make use of bias signal of two DPA traces so that to get the value

of S(Z) ∧ S(Z ′).

To verify the above idea, we complete the experiment in the simulation platform.

5) http://csrc.nist.gov/archive/aes/rijndael/Rijndael-ammended.pdf.
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Figure 13 The parameters in 1st round of AES.

Table 3 Key expansion in the 1st round

K0,3 After rotword After S-box XOR RCON XOR K0,0

RYRR YRRR S(Y )RRR (S(Y ) ∧ RCON)RRR (S(Y ) ∧RCON ∧ b)RRR
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DPA trace of bit1 (Z = 0x32)
DPA trace of bit1 (Z = 0x45)

Figure 14 Two DPA traces correspond to lowest bit1 in AES.

We set Y = 0x82, Z = 0x32 at the first time and Y = 0x82, Z = 0x45 at the second time. As

mentioned in the beginning of this Section, we select the S-box in the second round to be the attack

position; therefore, we use this range of power traces to complete SREDPA. When we just take the

lowest bit1 of Z into consideration, two DPA traces are shown in Figure 14.

One may calculate the correlation of two DPA traces to get the differential value. As the correlation

of two DPA traces in Figure 14 is −0.896880, thus the difference of corresponding bit is zero. One can

compute the correlation of DPA traces respectively get all differences of each bit, as follow:

From Table 4, it follows that:

S(0x32) ∧ S(0x45) = 8′b01001101 = 0x4D.

In the S-box of AES, the parameters are given below:

S(0x32) = 0x23, S(0x45) = 0x6E, S(0x32) ∧ S(0x45) = 0x4D.

The experiment result is complied with the original S-boxes of AES.

4.2 Feistel-MIBS

We choose the S-boxes in MIBS[16] as the attack object to illustrate the flow and effectiveness of our

method in Feistel structure. The first two rounds of MIBS is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15 The first two rounds of MIBS.

Table 4 Correlation of DPA traces for AES

bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

0.773813 −0.883370 0.892410 0.931434 −0.812111 −0.904270 0.896880 −0.739294

Output of layer S

S(Y) R S(Y) S(Y)

S(Y) R R S(Y)

Outputof layer M

R R R R

R R R S(Y)

Input of layer S

Y R Y Y

Y R R Y

Output of layer P

R R R R

S(Y) R R R

Figure 16 The parameters in first round of MIBS.

According to the structure of MIBS, to set the input of the S-box in the second round as X , we can

get the function (9),

X = P (S(Z)) ∧R0 ∧K2. (9)

• Z is the input of layer S in the first round;

• R0 is the right part of plaintext;

• K2 is the round key in the second round.

In the structure of MIBS, a non-linear layer consists of 8 parallel S-boxes, which do not have the branch

number more than 5. The branch number is the minimum number of active S-boxes in two consecutive

rounds of a non-trivial differential characteristic or non-trivial linear trail[16]. We use 8-bit hexadecimal

digit to indicate 32-bit binary digit and we can define the 0th, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 7th as nibble Y . The first

round of MIBS is given in Figure 16.

After the first round, we could get the result as function (10), which is satisfied with the conditions of

SREDPA.

X(4) = S(Y ) ∧R0(4) ∧K2(4). (10)

• X(4) is the 4th nibble of the second round;

• R0(4) is the 4th nibble input of R0;

• K2(4) is the 4th nibble input of K2.

Using the same flow of analysis in Section 4.1, function (10) will be the selection function and R0(4)

will be used as partition bit. We execute DPA twice while changing Y to Y ′ at the second time, therefore,

we can get the value of S(Y ) ∧ S(Y ′).
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DPA trace of bit1 (Y = 0x5)
DPA trace of bit1 (Y = 0x1)

Figure 17 Two DPA traces correspond to lowest bit1 in MIBS.

Table 5 Correlation of DPA traces for MIBS

bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

0.9254346641 −0.8756435363 0.7989865255 −0.8866552785

rk0
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S(Z)<<<2 S(Z)<<<2 S(Z)<<<2 S(Z)<<<2

X1 X2 X3 X4

X1 X2 X3X0

Y Y Y Y

Figure 18 The 1st round of SMS4.

In the experiment, to set Y as 0x5 and 0x1 respectively and the corresponding DPA traces of the

lowest bit1 as shown in Figure 17. The correlation of each DPA traces is given in Table 5.

Similar to the AES, we can get the result that S(0x5) ∧ S(0x1) = 0x5, which is correct when we use

corresponding parameters in S-box of MIBS to verify it (S(0x1) = 0xF, (0x5) = 0xA, S(0x5)∧ S(0x1) =

0x5). We can recover the total S-boxes in MIBS within 16 times of SREDPA.

4.3 XFeistel-SMS4

SMS4 is a block cipher applied to WAPI. It is a block cipher of iterative structure to generate 32-bit

output through 4 block of 32-bit input. As for XFeistel structure, we choose SMS4 algorithm to execute

SREDPA. Since we have analyzed two algorithms in the previous sections, we will introduce SREDPA in

SMS4 briefly. We show the data in each operation so as to explain the process of the algorithm clearly,

as Figure 18, R is a random byte and Y , Z are the constant values.

When we just consider the 0th byte of X4, we can define the selection function as follow. The 0th byte

of X0 and X4 are marked as X0(0) and X4(0) respectively.
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DPA trace of bit1 (Z = 0x00)
DPA trace of bit1 (Z = 0x11)

Figure 19 Two DPA traces correspond to lowest bit1 in SMS4.

Table 6 Correlation of DPA traces for SMS4

bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

−0.94592 −0.55945 0.84535 0.93454 0.93453 −0.46453 −0.94534 0.94535

X4(0) = X0(0) ∧ (S(Z) ≪ 2). (11)

Similarly, X0(0) will be the partition bit, while unlike that of AES and MIBS, here we will get the value

of (S(Z) ∧ S(Z ′)) ≪ 2 after completing DPA twice when we change Z to Z ′ at the second time. The

result is given in Figure 19 and Table 6, as follow:

We can get the equation given below: (S(0x00) ∧ S(0x11)) ≪ 2 = 8′b11000110 = 0xC6.

To verify the result with corresponding parameters in S-box of SMS4, S(0x00) = 0xD6, S(0x11) =

0x67, (s(0x00) ∧ s(0x11)) ≪ 2 = 0xC6, we can see the result is correct as well.

4.4 Evaluation of SREDPA

According to the analysis of block ciphers with various structures and the description of the process of

a SREDPA in the previous sections, we can safely draw a conclusion that the reverse engineering to the

S-boxes of block ciphers with different structures is effective against a round function which consists of

both linear and non-linear operations. Thus, we suppose that all the complexity analysis be based on

the core processes introduced in Section 3.3, which can be divided into two main parts, namely, data

complexity and time complexity.

• Data complexity: It describes the number of power traces, which guarantees to obtain the differential

output values of S-boxes. Generally, this index is also one of the most significant qualitative rates when

estimating a DPA attack.

• Time complexity: After we get the differential output values of S-boxes, in the next step, an exhaustive

search of all the possible outputs of the S-box needed to be performed. Suppose that the size of the output

of the S-box be known, n bits for example; therefore, the time complexity can be described as O(2n).

We have compared the data complexity of the attacks successfully performed on the three algorithms,

shown in Figure 20.

Here, m is the input size of the non-linear operation.

In the Table 7, we compare the existing SCAREs and SREDPA from different aspects. The SREDPA

is applicable to most of conventional ciphers and the complexity is smaller than other SCAREs so that

it can be widely applied to different algorithms.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposed a novel reverse engineering analysis of SREDPA applicable to different structures
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Figure 20 Data complexity comparison between SREDPA on different structures

Table 7 Comparison between the existing SCAREs and SREDPA

Index
SCARE based SCARE based on SCARE based SREDPA

on collision[11] SDPA matrices[15] on CPA[17]

Theoretical basis
Equal power

SDPA CPA SDPA
corresponding to equal operand

Hardware/Software design Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

Certainty Yes No Yes Yes

Analysis complexity
Relative to The analysis method

O(Ci
m × 2m−i ×m) O(2m+i)

encryption algorithm cannot be determined

of block ciphers. Derived from DPA, SREDPA can recover the parameters of unknown S-boxes by

observing the correlation between biases of DPA traces and unknown components of block ciphers. We

established the SREDPAmodel and made a theoretical analysis of its effectiveness. Extensive experiments

were performed on block ciphers in typical structures and showed that SREDPA is effective and efficient.

SREDPA shows that implementing most ciphers by blinding their S-boxes does not provide extra security.

This renders a new challenge to find new design and implementation approaches to resist the SREDPA

attack. It seems also interesting to relieve the conditions of launching a SREDPA attack on ciphers with

more general structures and more unknown components.
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